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• EIGHT CONFIRMED CASES OF COVID-19 IN NZ

• OFFICIAL CASH RATE CUT TO RECORD LOW 0.25 PERCENT

• TRAVELLERS TO NZ WARNED: SELF-ISOLATE OR FACE QUARANTINE

• DEATH TOLL IN SPAIN DOUBLES OVERNIGHT

• GOVT WORKING ON MULTI-BILLION-DOLLAR PACKAGE FOR WORKERS

• UK SET TO MAKE SELF-ISOLATION MANDATORY FOR OVER-70S

KING OF THE OCEAN,
QUEEN OF THE SAND
Midway supremo Cory Taylor, left, signals number one as he nears the finish line to win the open men’s ironman at the
New Zealand surf lifesaving championships on his home Midway beach yesterday. Above, Waikanae’s Casey Fyall dives
to secure the “flag” ahead of Whangamata’s Madison Kidd in the final of the open women’s beach flags. Taylor was
among the stars of the carnival. As well as the ironman title, he won the surf race and board race, and helped Midway
to victory in the surf teams’ race. Fyall added the flags title to gold in the beach relay but had to settle for second to
clubmate Briana Irving in the open women’s beach sprint final. FULL STORY ON THE BACK PAGE
Pictures by Paul Rickard

Time to prepare is now
‘The safety of our community, our workers and our visitors remains our top priority’
by Andrew Ashton

TOMORROW

GISBORNE has been given a taste of
the disruption to come in the wake of
the Covid-19 coronavirus outbreak, with
public events canned and the region’s
tourism industry brought to an early end
for the year.
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
announced harsh new travel restrictions
and indicated rules around public
gatherings would follow later this week.
That prompted Gisborne’s annual
Colour Run organisers — the Tairawhiti
Multicultural Council — to call off
Sunday’s event, citing “the national view
that public gatherings must be avoided as
GISBORNE
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a precaution”.
More than 1000 people were expected to
take part.
The Matai mini science symposium
scheduled for next month has also been
postponed due to nationwide escalation
of measures to prevent the spread of
coronavirus.
Hosted by Matai, leading national and
international scientists were to talk at
the free public event on April 15 about
the human brain, heart, and imaging
technology.
Based at Gisborne Hospital, Matai is
anticipated to be a world-leading centre in
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) with
a focus on brain injury, heart disease, and
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other health-related research.
The cancellations followed the Prime
Minister’s banning of cruise ship visits
until at least June 30 and insistence that
any arrivals into New Zealand (except
from the Pacific Islands) self-isolate.
“I want to be very clear,” said Ms
Ardern.
“These measures are about people, not
products. They do not apply to cargo ships
or cargo planes or to marine or air crew,
and we will be working to ensure we keep
sea and air freight routes open for imports
and exports.”
Eastland Group chief operating officer
Andrew Gaddum reiterated the cruise
ship ban did not affect cargo vessels.
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“Following the Government’s
announcement, the three cruise ships that
were booked to visit Gisborne have been
cancelled.
“The Government has not restricted the
movement of cargo vessels like logging
and squash ships.
“The impacts of COVID-19 continue to
be felt around the world, and this is a very
uncertain situation that is changing day
by day.
“Eastland Port continues to follow
all Government and Ministry of Health
advice, and is implementing enhanced
border measures for vessels, with
stringent health protocols.
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CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER ON A SATURDAY AFTERNOON: Hundreds of yellow,
sunglasses-wearing ducks are poured from barrels from Peel Street Bridge on Saturday in the
annual Five Buck A Duck Race fundraiser. The ducks made their way with little fuss towards the
finish line. Those that were gathered in first earned corresponding ticket-holders prizes ranging
from a coffee machine to a scenic helicopter flight.
Pictures by Rebecca Grunwell

CORPORATE QUACKERS: Carol Shepherd and race
director Wendy Tyghe sort out the corporate ducks, each
of which came with a sail depicting the sponsor.

THE RACE IS ON
HUNDREDS of yellow rubber
ducks plunged into Taruheru
River from Peel Street Bridge on
Saturday.
The Rotary Club of Gisborne
Five Buck a Duck Race was
organised to raise money for
Gisborne Life Education Trust and
to provide programmes for youth
from Gisborne.
“It was a perfect day for it. There
was a great number of people who
attended,” Rotary Club of Gisborne
project organiser Warwick
Callender said.
Families watched on from
Marina Park to see which ducks
were the fastest.

“The highlight of the day was
seeing families come to watch the
ducks race down the river. Seeing
young families and their children
enjoying it all definitely made the
day,” Mr Callender said.
Prizes won included a scenic
helicopter flight for three, a
GoPro, a Fitbit, coffee machine,
soda stream, popcorn maker and
NutriBullet.
The Rotary Club of Gisborne was
grateful to all those who provided
sponsorship and support for the
event.
Official results of the race will
be published in The Herald on
Wednesday.

FACE TO FACE: Iris and Yula Brokob got into the face-painting spirit of the Five
Buck A Duck Race. Yula went with the theme of the event while Iris preferred a
fairy decoration.
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‘Too early’ to tell
impact of travel
restrictions here

MEASURE UPON
MEASURE: PM
Jacinda Ardern
announced on
Saturday that all
incoming travellers
to New Zealand
would have to selfisolate for 14 days,
and is to announce
a major package
tomorrow to help
those affected by
the impact of the
coronovirus Covid19.
File picture

by Murray Robertson

season.
The Le Laperouse was due on
THE Government’s clampdown
March 28 and the Seaborne Sojourn
on the visitor flow into New Zealand on April 27.
will have a significant impact on
“Economically it is disappointing
tourism nationally, but it’s too early that the ships are not calling but
to tell yet what effect it will have
it’s totally the right decision by
in Tairawhiti, said Trust Tairawhiti’s
Government,” Mr Hughes said.
general manager tourism Adam
“Air New Zealand has just
Hughes this morning.
announced a 30 percent reduction
At the weekend the Government in domestic capacity, so that will
banned cruise ship visits until
affect us here, with fewer visitors,
June, and also imposed measures
fewer wallets coming into the
on people flying into the country for district and a lower spend.
holidays or for other reasons, as a
“We will know more in the
major move to control the spread of coming days and weeks when it
Covit-19 Coronavirus.
comes to the impact on our tourism
Travellers will be required to self industry,” he said.
-isolate for a fortnight when they
“We are waiting to see what’s in
get here.
the Government support package
There were still two cruise ships for the industry, that is due
scheduled to call into Gisborne this tomorrow.”

Mayor urges care
cancel,
in our community Visitors
schools ready in
FROM PAGE 1

“We’re considering exercises and/or testing of
“The safety of our community, our workers and
BCPs.
our visitors remains our top priority.”
“We have reviewed and disseminated our
The Prime Minister also said the Government
Pandemic Plan, which guides our response and
would provide guidance and advice in relation to
relationships with other key agencies.”
mass gatherings including non-ticketed events and/
Other actions included checking and replenishing
or where seats are not allocated, which makes it
supplies to ensure appropriate PPE and supplies
difficult to trace and contact people.
were available for critical functions, as well as
Gisborne Mayor Rehette Stoltz echoed the Prime increased cleaning in public spaces.
Minister’s comments in a statement on the council’s
“We’re installing soap and towel dispensers in the
Facebook page.
staff room and zone kitchenettes and the chambers
“We are taking every measure and we ask
kitchen and establishing guidelines on how we’ll
that you do, too. Look out for your
handle leave for any staff who may
neighbour, look out for your family,
be affected if an outbreak were to
All non-essential
look out for your friends.
occur.”
“While we don’t have community
Ministry of Health posters
travel will cease and
transmission here, now is the time to
promoting
awareness of the
those travelling for
prepare.”
importance of washing and drying
essential work will
The council is also taking steps
hands had been circulated across the
to protect and advise the wider
organisation’s premises.
have to self-isolate
community.
The council was also liaising with
following their
“As a local authority we have a
the Ministry of Health and Hauora
return.
range of responsibilities including
Tairawhiti and other agencies to
being a good employer and protecting
ensure a coordinated and consistent
the health and welfare of our staff,
approach for staff and customers.
maintaining levels of service to the district and
Mr Baty said it had been decided that all noncommunity, and working with other agencies in
essential travel will cease and those travelling for
any coordinated civil defence response should an
essential work would have to self-isolate following
outbreak occur,” said GDC internal partnerships
their return.
director James Baty.
“For our staff we are reminding staff of the
The council had already established a crisis
support services available for both mental and
response team.
physical health, preparing our IT infrastructure for
“This group meets weekly to keep a watching
staff working from home (if it’s required), sharing
brief on the situation and plan for any necessary
proactive health tips, to create healthy habits for
steps. They provide information to staff as they
themselves and their families.
have updates to share.”
“Even though the risk of a high-level outbreak
Business Continuity Plans (BCP), which help the is low, the situation’s changing rapidly so we’re
council maintain its core services in the event of a
making sure we’re well prepared for any sudden
significant local outbreak were also being revised.
escalation.”

case of closure
by Sophie Rishworth

work from home will have to during
that period.
CHANGES over the weekend
St Mary’s Star of the Sea
due to Covid-19 have been felt in
no longer share wine from the
Gisborne.
same chalice (cup) at mass for
People due to visit the city have communion, and place the piece
cancelled trips as the quarantine
of bread on the hand instead of
period of two weeks takes up most tongue, said Monsignor Frank
people’s holidays.
Eggleton.
One accommodation provider
Also at weekly mass, the
said they had every single April
congregation usually acknowledge
booking cancelled. They were
their neighbours with a handshake,
guests coming from Australia and
which has now been replaced with
the United Kingdom.
a non-contact greeting like a bow
The Emerald Hotel has had
or head nod.
“It is only temporary. We want
around five cancellations already.
to be sensible,” said Monsignor
Campion College advised
Eggleton.
teachers over email to take their
St Andrew’s parish clerk Jenny
laptops home every night in case
Lawton said they had cancelled a
they had to teach from home,
planned morning tea for the over
which can be done in today’s
90s next weekend because of the
online environment.
virus.
Gisborne Girls’ High School
However, there were no
prinicpal Jan Kumar said they
were still in the meeting phase but changes to the monthly practice of
were planning for a school closure communion.
“We don’t drink out of a common
in case it happened, so students
cup or tear bread off a common
could continue to learn.
loaf, so its all separate”
“We are working on advice and
Grape juice was served in small
ready if it should come about,” she
individual glasses that had been
said.
washed and sterilised, and bread
Gisborne people returning from
holiday will also have to self-isolate was cut into small pieces, she
said.
for 14 days, and those who can

National merger of Coastguard welcomed
by Andrew Ashton
MOVES to merge New Zealand’s
regional Coastguard units into a single
national body will better serve the East
Coast, Gisborne Coastguard president
Adrian Brown says.
Coastguard volunteers and members
from around the country voted in favour
of merging the organisation’s four
regional entities and the national body at
a special general meeting in Auckland.
Mr Brown said the move, expected
to be implemented on July 1, would
introduce a more streamlined internal
structure.
“I think it will help get more things

implemented and coming down to our
local units.
“The local people here won’t notice
a difference. The Gisborne unit won’t
see any change. It will carry on doing
what it’s doing but it will provide better
access to support and funding through
Coastguard New Zealand, rather than
running through another hoop.
“The key thing is it will help fund
Coastguard New Zealand because people
can see it’s a unified body across the
whole of New Zealand, rather than four
regional bodies doing their own thing.”
Mr Brown said funding would go where
the need was around the nation.
For Gisborne, it would provide better

access to trainers and a more secure
lien of funding to maintain day-to-day
operations.
Coastguard chief executive Callum
Gillespie said the need for change was
clear.
“Bringing the national body and the
four regional entities together will enable
Coastguard to be more efficient and
effective in the development and delivery
of strategies to meet challenges we face
today and in the future.
“The most pressing of those challenges
is to address Coastguard’s reducing
volunteer numbers.
“Coastguard, like many volunteerpowered organisations, is being impacted

by changing trends in volunteering
worldwide.
“Coastguard is an emergency responder
which relies on volunteers. Without them,
there would be no Coastguard.”
Last year alone, Coastguard’s 1900
search and rescue volunteers gave more
than 300,000 hours of their time across
operations, training, administration,
education and fundraising, and brought
6774 New Zealanders home safely.
“Having the right structure in place
to support our volunteers will enable
them to focus on doing what they joined
Coastguard to do, helping other people
and saving lives at sea,” Mr Gillespie
said.

4 NEWS
Deaths
BROOME, Gary
Morton Anthony. –
10.8.1945 - 14.3.2020.
After a long battle with
cancer, in which he
fought bravely till the
bitter end, he passed
away in the early hours
of Saturday, 14 March
2020, surrounded by
his family. Dearly loved
by his wife Helen,
and family. Father and
Father-in-law of Jason
and Ange, Erika and
Chris, and Vicki. Pop to
Luca, Angus, Alexa and
Georgia.
A celebration of
Gary’s life will be held
at Sacred Heart Catholic
Church, 425 Heretaunga
Street East, Hastings,
on Tuesday 17 March
at 2pm. Followed by
a public interment at
the Havelock North
Cemetery. In lieu of
lowers, donations to
Cranford Hospice would
be appreciated.
Messages to the Broome
family, C/- PO Box
8424, Havelock North
4157.

WHIBLEY, Adrian
(Dene) Lamonde. —
On 15th March 2020,
peacefully, at Gisborne
Hospital, aged 77 years.
Much loved husband of
Jennifer (Jenny).
Treasured father of
Stephen and Michelle.
Cherished Grandad to
Krystina,
Hayden,
Daniel, Jordan, Aaron,
Byron, Cathy, and
Emma, and loved by all
his great-grandchildren.
Leaving us all with
precious memories.
Funeral details later.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
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FAMILY NOTICES

Deaths
MITA, Christina (Ri)
Te Riunui Georgina
(nee Poki). —
11.2.1937 - 14.3.2020.
Daughter of the late
Karaitiana Poki and
Nga Wiki Poki (nee
Nooti). To all Whanau
and
Friends,
Ri
unexpectedly
passed
away. Very loved Mum
of Chris (dec) and Joy,
Patrick (dec), Michael
and
Jill,
Phillipa,
Petrice, Whetumarama
(Michelle) and Tim,
George and Bronwyn,
Anahera and Arthur.
Nan to 21 Mokopuna,
Nanny Nan to 15 Moko
Tuarua. Aunty, sister,
cousin and friend to
many.
Christina will be at
Waihirere Marae from
Monday 16th March at
10am.
Tangihana will be
held on Wednesday
18th March at 10am.
Karakia will be held
each night at 7pm. Moe
mai ra e te Kuia I roto i
tou moengaroa.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

In Memoriam
HONE WHAANGA
Ever loved.
Never forgotten.
Arohanui
your whanau

www.evansfuneral.co.nz

Unity and love
at service for
terror attack
by Andrew Ashton
UNITY and solidarity were the key themes
yesterday as Gisborne marked the one-year
anniversary of the Christchurch mosque
shootings.
More than 60 people “from all races and
cultures” attended the commemoration event
at Holy Trinity Church. It was organised by the
Gisborne Muslim Society and society spokesman
Mahmood Khan said while the evening had been
an emotional event, it was also one of unity and
love.
“It went very well. We prayed for the people
who were the victims of the incident, but it wasn’t
only a commemoration of those people. It was a
commemoration for what happened after the event,
for the support we got from all the community and
the people of New Zealand, how we showed our
unity”.
“It was not an attack on a specific community, it
was an attack on all of us.”
Six speakers — Mayor Rehette Stoltz,
Monsignor Frank Eggleton, from St Mary’s Catholic
Church, Rev Jin Sook Kim from St Andrew’s
Church, Police area commander Sam Aberahama,
Meredith Akuhata-Brown from the Tairawhiti
Multicultural Council, Gisborne Imam Muhammad
Hanif and Muslim youth speaker Muzammil Khan
— all spoke of the importance of unity, he said.
Mrs Stoltz said the gathering was about taking
the time “to stand together” to remember those
affected by the horror of last year’s attack.
“As a country we must learn and grow from
this. Every New Zealander must play their part to
build the harmonious and respectful society we all
desire.”

KITCHEN CREW: Angeline Caskey, Shona Terekia and Leigh
Gibson busy at work serving up 900 hot lunches as part of the
free lunch in schools pilot programme for Te Wharau School
and Ilminster Intermediate. On this day it was shepherd’s pie,
one of a range of hot dishes on the menu proving popular with
the kids.
Picture by Liam Clayton

Thumbs up to
free lunches
in schools
TE Wharau School and
provide a menu that met our
Ilminster Intermediate have
requirements,” he said.
rolled out the free school
“Our students are really
lunch programme with the
enjoying the lunches, with
quality of the lunches more
butter chicken and shepherd’s
than meeting expectations.
pie being very popular.
“Our lunches are amazing,”
“Even though we are only
said Ilminster
into our second
Intermediate
week there
principal Megan
has been a
Our lunches are
Rangiuia.
noticeable
amazing
“The YMCA
improvement
—Ilminster principal in attendance
is doing the
Megan Rangiuia already. Long
catering and
has been super
may that last.”
efficient with
YMCA chief
hot lunches most days.”
executive Leigh Gibson is in
Te Wharau principal Steve
the kitchen helping the team
Berezowski said they were
of 10 employed for the job.
extremely pleased with the
They are about to move into
food they were receiving from a bigger commercial kitchen
the YMCA.
being built at the Riverside
“They have worked really
bowling club.
hard at getting their systems
“We are not here for the
in place and to be able to
money; we are here for the

‘

’

YUM SCRUM IN MY TUM: This offering of sausages and
veges went down well with students from Te Wharau School
and Ilminster Intermediate. About to get stuck into their kai
are Toby Fussell in front and back (from left) Kayla Namama of
Te Wharau and Ohomauri Hailey and Te Kauri McGregor from
Ilminster.
Picture by Rebecca Grunwell
children.
“The lunches are hot and
nutritious and it means they
have something to get them
through the day.”
There are lots of hot meals
on the menu such as lasagne,
spaghetti bolognese and
nachos.
Mrs Gibson said they had
ordered 1000 thermoses to
ensure meals remained hot.
At the moment the meals
are being served in tin foil
dishes and transported in
polystyrene boxes.
She was very happy with
the team she had assembled
for the job. They include chefs

Bryn Lewis, Andy Morgan and
Shona Terekia.
The programme also caters
for children with food allergies
and vegetarians.
There are 900 meals being
provided to Ilminster and Te
Wharau.
However, Mrs Gibson said
there had been interest
from other schools with
parents happy to pay $5 for
a nutritious meal, so there
was scope for them to cater to
bigger numbers in the future.
Children were enthusiastic
when the lunches arrived
at their schools, which was
encouraging, she said.

Rafting company staff
‘in pieces’ after death
THE rafting company involved with a
tourist’s death on the Mohaka River says
the incident was devastating for staff
who are ‘’in pieces’’.
A Mohaka Rafting spokeswoman said
the deceased was in a group of nine,
who were accompanied by three very
experienced guides.
“The police and air ambulance were
called immediately following the incident,
but the rafter died at the scene,” she said.
“This was the second time the group
had done the trip – they’d done it a few
years ago. Nobody else in the rafting
group who had been on the two-day trip
was injured.”
The spokeswoman added: “The grade
five experience is about five hours of time
on the river and this happened about
two-thirds of the way through.”
Mohaka Rafting, who have been
operating since 2009 and take about
2000 people a year down the river, had
an “exemplary safety record” before the

‘

The police and air ambulance
were called immediately following
the incident, but the rafter died
at the scene.

’

incident.
“I understand that the last fatality on
the river itself was back in 2010/11, but
that was a private trip and absolutely
no connection to Mohaka Rafting,” the
spokeswoman said.
Police received a report that a person
had gone under water while rafting on
the river, near Kotemaori, in Wairoa,
about 1.45pm on Saturday.
A police spokeswoman confirmed the
person was pulled from the water, but
was unable to be revived and died at the
scene.
The Mohaka Rafting spokeswoman

said that all those at the company are
“devastated” and the company’s priority
now was to support their guides and the
rafting group.
“It was a devastating incident and
everyone involved is in pieces,” she said.
“How this happened will all be part of
the investigation Maritime New Zealand
will do.
“The guides are all extremely familiar
with the river and with the white water
section in particular. Safety is absolutely
paramount and the guides’ number one
priority at all stages of the trip.”
The spokeswoman added: “The
deceased was not a foreign visitor — the
group were New Zealanders.”
A police spokeswoman said she
understood a rahui had been put in place
by local iwi at the river mouth, which
would be in effect for three days.
Police said they were working to
establish the circumstances of the fatal
rafting incident. — Hawke’s Bay Today
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Caught with stolen gear after car breaks down
WITH $16,000 worth of computer
equipment stolen from Matapuna
Training Centre in his car, a Gisborne
man headed to Tauranga but broke
down in the Waioeka Gorge, Gisborne
District Court was told.
He hitch-hiked to Opotiki, where he
tried unsuccessfully to steal a vehicle
before stealing another but was
seen by the owner who pursued him,
phoned police and kept them informed
until they were able to catch up.
The offender Matthew Harry Norman
Davies, 31, was back at his brokendown vehicle in the gorge loading the
stolen equipment into the stolen car
when police pulled up beside him.
Davies said an unknown associate
had woken him while it was still
dark that morning (January 18, last

year) and asked him to get rid of the
equipment. He didn’t know where it
came from but he knew it was “hot”,
Davies said.
He intended to take it to a friend at
Mount Maunganui, who would get rid
of it.
He pleaded guilty to charges of
receiving (property valued over
$1000), attempted unlawful taking and
unlawful taking of a vehicle.
Judge Warren Cathcart imposed six
and a half months home detention.
The sentence also covered two
separate and unrelated burglaries.
One of the burglary charges related
to Davies’ entry into his former
partner’s house at about 11.30am on
June 27 last year.
Davies took the woman’s cellphone

valued at $800. He knew her pass
codes and tried to use them to disable
the “find my phone” application but
that prompted an email alert to the
owner.
Police found the phone after a
search of Davies’ home. He initially
told them it was not his former
partner’s but one he bought through
an online selling site.
The other burglary related to his
entry into a real estate company site
under reconstruction at the time.
Davies took an air conditioner unit
still in its box, valued at $2500, two
remote controls, valued at $174, a
wall unit, valued at $285, and four fuel
cells, valued at $80.
He sent a photograph of the air
conditioner to a third party, asking if

they knew of a buyer for it.
He eventually dumped it behind a
retail shop where it was recovered.
The other items were found in a bag
when police arrested him at home
for an unrelated matter. Davies said
he got those items from a friend but
refused to say who.
Counsel Holly Tunstall told the court
Davies had no partner, no children,
and was struggling financially at the
time of the offending.
He was doing a driving course at
the local polytechnic and wanted to be
a truck driver.
Judge Cathcart noted Davies
readily lied to authorities and would
not proffer any reason for his spate
of offending. The judge speculated
Davies might have a drug problem.

The final sentence was converted
from one of 30 months imprisonment,
which had been reduced to about 13
months imprisonment after discounts
for various factors — remorse, the
4½ months Davies spent on remand
in custody, the four months he spent
on electronically-monitored bail, his
personal circumstances and guilty
pleas.
The judge told Davies he was lucky
to be getting home detention.
It was only because he had a
supportive family, little past criminal
history, was largely compliant
with EM-bail and had otherwise
not previously been tested on an
electronically-monitored sentence.
This sentence would also allow him
to continue the driving course.

Cannabis found
in impounded car

LONG SERVICE, GOOD CONDUCT:

Gisborne firefighters Senior Station
Officer Ed Hindmarsh (left), Station Officer Margaret Middleton-Echave and Station Officer Tim Lister
recently received recognition for their service. The New Zealand Fire Brigades Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal is a meritorious and long-service award for operational uniformed members of
recognised fire services in New Zealand who have completed 14 years of service, and whose conduct
is of such good standard to warrant the medal. A clasp to the medal may be awarded for each
additional seven years of service subsequent to that for which the medal was awarded. The awards
were presented by Mayor Rehette Stoltz.
Picture supplied

AFTER his car was
impounded for dangerous
driving, a man faced
further charges when police
discovered cannabis and a
large amount of cash in it,
Gisborne District Court was
told.
Steven Gary Page, 37, was
sentenced to 6½ months home
detention and disqualified
from driving for six months
after pleading guilty to
dangerous driving and
possession of cannabis
(97 grams) for supply.
Cash totalling just over
$4000 was forfeited to the
Crown.
Page had already sold his
vehicle, which would have
otherwise have also been
confiscated.
An order was made for the
destruction of the cannabis.
Page admitted the offences
after a hearing in which he
unsuccessfully challenged the
legality of the police search of
the car.
The dangerous driving
incident, at about 6.30pm
on March 5 last year,

DISTRICT COURT NEWS
FOUND fit to plead after two
specialist mental health reports,
Adrian Te Apatu Atkins, 28,
pleaded guilty to two counts of
disorderly behaviour likely to cause
violence and two of wilful trespass.
Atkins was diagnosed in a
specialist mental health report
as having suffered from a druginduced psychosis.
The author said the diagnosis
could often lead to development
of schizophrenia but it was not
possible to tell if the illness was
present until symptoms of it
occurred in the absence of drug
exposure.
Judge Cathcart convicted Atkins
and ordered him to come up for
sentence if called upon within nine
months.
Atkins was now being helped
by mental health services. Judge
Cathcart said the good behaviour
bond type sentence would ensure
Atkins continued to attend various
programmes and would enable
police to maintain some oversight
of him.
The offending occurred over two
days last November.

Atkins, the subject of numerous
family harm call-outs by police,
went to his mother’s house where
he banged on windows demanding
to be let in.
Afraid he would smash one, his
mother let him inside and he sat on
the couch.
She went outside to avoid him.
Atkins became aggressive towards
her and other occupants.
A family member drove him
elsewhere but he was also
aggressive to people at that
address.
Outside the police station, he
punched a stranger. That man
fled and Atkins punched another
person.
A group tried to restrain him and
he lashed out at them, too.
Police were also called to
an incident at Forrester House
where Atkins yelled he would skin
someone and slit their throat.
Judge Cathcart noted Atkins
could have been charged with
threatening to kill but was instead
charged with disorderly behaviour.
His behaviour was at the uppermost end of that lesser offence.

THE discovery by police of a
29-year-old man’s indoor cannabis
growing venture described in court
by his lawyer as “not insubstantial”,
saw him recalled to finish a
previous prison term.
James Maxwell Culshaw will
serve out a previously-imposed
term for a wounding charge and will
not be due for release until 2023.
He admitted breaching release
conditions by this drug offending
to which he pleaded guilty to
charges of cultivating cannabis and
possession of a class C drug.
The possession charge
previously specified ecstasy but
was amended to the generic class
C description at this hearing.
Culshaw was further remanded
in custody for sentence by AV-link
on April 8.
FOR an assault on another man
in a supermarket carpark at which
he used a wooden table leg as a
weapon, Reagan Mauheni, 24, was
sentenced to 130 hours community
work.
Mauheni pleaded guilty to
the offence (assault with a blunt

instrument) and wilful damage.
The court was told there was
some history between the men,
arising from tensions involving
Mauheni’s former partner and her
relationship with the complainant.
Judge Cathcart accepted the
offending on November 19, last
year, was out of character for
Mauheni.
The judge said the victim could
easily have been struck with the
weapon but he ducked for cover.
On the second blow, the piece of
wood snapped in half when it hit
the driver door pillar of the victim’s
car.
There was no claim for
reparation.
LAL William Tuhura, 39,
shepherd, pleaded guilty to assault
with a weapon after a charge of
assaulting a person within a family
relationship was withdrawn.
He was further remanded on
electronically-monitored bail until
April 24, when he will be sentenced
on these and 13 other charges,
to which he has already pleaded
guilty.

involved Page speeding along
Lyndhurst Street, where he
stopped briefly at a house
to collect someone before
speeding back towards the
intersection with Stanley
Road.
His vehicle lost traction,
causing a noticeably
long tread mark on the
carriageway.
Page told officers there was
something wrong with his car,
which he was trying to show
his mechanic.
Of the cannabis later found
in the vehicle while it was
impounded, Page said it was
his and for personal use.
In submissions, counsel
Leighvi Maynard said Page
had been a cannabis addict his
whole life, with increasingly
devastating effects on
his life, relationships and
employment.
Page was now at a point
where he was willing to try
to address his use of the drug
and trauma that led him to it.
Page had started
appropriate counselling, Mr
Maynard said.

Severe gales on
the way from
former cyclone
by Roger Handford
A STRONG wind watch for the Gisborne
region has been declared by MetService as
the deep low that was Cyclone Gretel passes
by the North Island.
A severe weather watch is in place for
the entire north-east of the North Island,
from Northland, down to Coromandel,
including Bay of Plenty east of Whakatane,
the Gisborne ranges and the Hawke’s Bay
ranges.
The watch covers the period from
8am tomorrow morning through to 4am
Wednesday morning, as the former cyclone
sweeps past to the north-east of the North
Island.
MetService says south-easterly winds may
approach severe gale force in exposed places
at times, especially about higher ground.
The latest charts indicate winds of around
50 to 60kmh, with stronger gusts possible.
Some rain is expected in association with
the low, but at this stage the amounts are not
thought to be enough to end drought worries.
Surfers can expect larger swells of up to
three and a half metres, but rough conditions.
However, the low should deliver good waves
by Saturday and Sunday.
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Eight
confirmed
cases of
Covid-19
AUCKLAND — New Zealand has had just eight
confirmed cases of the new coronavirus, all of
them linked to overseas travel. Strict new travel
restrictions require all international travellers to
self-isolate for two weeks in a bid to slow the
spread of the virus, and to prevent or slow any
community transmission. So who are the eight
people — and where have they been in New
Zealand?

people not reporting their symptoms for fear of
being attacked. The woman defended her actions
to Stuff, saying she had been diagnosed with
a sinus infection before going to Italy, and felt
slightly unwell getting home to Auckland but put
it down to the long flight. She stayed home the
next day, then went to a GP who told her she did
not have coronavirus. The woman had 100 close
contacts — all have been contacted and have selfisolated.

PATIENT 1
PATIENT 3
New Zealand’s first case of Covid-19 was
diagnosed on February 28. The New Zealand
citizen, in their 60s, had just returned from Iran via
Bali. They arrived in Auckland on Emirates flight
EK450 from Tehran on February 26 and travelled
home in a private car.
The person began feeling unwell and their
family called Healthline, which advised them to
seek medical attention. They attended Auckland
City Hospital emergency department that same
day — all were wearing masks. The person had
two throat swabs for Covid-19 that came back
negative, but was tested again due to a lung
infection using a different technique that came
back positive. They were hospitalised and were
discharged last week. The Ministry of Health says
they had 26 close contacts, all of whom have been
traced.

PATIENT 2
The second patient was a woman in her 30s,
from Auckland. The Kiwi citizen had travelled to
northern Italy with her husband, both returning
via Singapore on February 25 on Air NZ flight
NZ0283. She then flew on March 2 from Auckland
to Palmerston North on Air NZ flight NZ5103,
before returning the same day on NZ8114 as she
was feeling sick. She attended Westgate Medical
Centre that day and was given a swab test, which
tested positive on March 3. She, her husband
and two children went into self-isolation. The
children attend Westlake Boys’ and Westlake Girls’
High Schools, but neither was symptomatic and
nobody at the school is believed to be at risk.
Auckland Regional Public Health Service
director Dr William Rainger called for calm after
the woman’s family were reportedly subjected to
“sustained and abusive bullying” on social media.
Rainger warned such a reaction could lead to

The third case was a man in his 40s from
Auckland who tested positive on March 4. He had
not travelled overseas but his father had recently
returned from Iran.
His is the first known case of person-to-person
transmission of the virus inside New Zealand’s
borders.The man had 18 close contacts including
family members at Auckland Grammar School and
Ormiston Junior College, both of whom went into
self-isolation despite having no symptoms.
The man’s father is considered a “probable”
case but New Zealand’s director-general of health,
Dr Ashley Bloomfield said at the time he was no
longer showing any symptoms.
It was “very likely” he had had coronavirus
but he would not be retested. He and other
family members had travelled on flight QR0920,
departing Doha on February 22 and arriving in
Auckland on February 23. Everyone on that flight
was being contacted by health authorities.

TACKLING THE PANDEMIC:
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
has said that New Zealanders
who were not self-isolating
properly could be forced by
police into a medical facility,
with staff stationed at the doors
— although these powers had
not been used so far. AP picture

PATIENT 5

Queenstown in a private rental car. While in
Queenstown the woman became unwell and was
The Auckland woman, in her 40s, is the partner hospitalised for one night. She has now been
of Patient 3. She had already been in self-isolation discharged and is recovering in self-isolation —
as a precaution.
it’s believed she is in a campervan at the council’s
camping hub in Frankton, which has been closed
PATIENT 6
to other campers.
The woman was a member of a production
A man in his 60s returned to New Zealand from crew filming a Danish family of four who are
New Jersey in the United States and attended
visiting a resort, the ODT understands. The woman
St Mary’s Church in Papakura before he became
reportedly had checked into a holiday park near
unwell, more than three days after arriving in New Queenstown’s town centre, before her group did
Zealand. The man began feeling ill on March 10,
an adventure activity on Thursday and ate at a
often sneezing. He called ahead to his Papakura
resort restaurant that evening, when she began
doctor and was tested in the carpark on Thursday feeling unwell. She visited Queenstown Medical
by his GP who was wearing full protective gear.
Centre’s Isle St clinic, without ringing ahead,
He’s now at home recovering in self-isolation
either that evening or on Friday morning.
and told Stuff he was feeling “100 percent” after
The ODT reported that the woman ate at a
symptoms including having very sore legs.
second downtown restaurant on Friday, and was
He praised New Zealand’s health system which possibly using shared facilities at the holiday
had seen his tests come back within 24 hours.
park during the three nights she stayed there. Her
Contact tracing is underway, the Ministry of Health close contacts are being traced and asked to selfsaid, including for parishioners at the 8.30am
isolate. The woman had been travelling with her
service on March 8 at St Mary’s Church on East St partner and two young children.
in Papakura.

PROBABLE CASES
PATIENT 7

Andre Reynaud, 69, returned from France to
Townsville in Australia on March 10, and got
tested for Covid-19 by Queensland Health officials
because he had come from Europe. The next day
he and his wife flew from Brisbane to Wellington
on Air NZ flight 828. Once in New Zealand he
PATIENT 4
visited his son at a cafe, where he received a call
from his GP confirming he had the virus.
A man in his 30s, of Auckland, married to
Reynaud says he went straight back to his hotel
Patient 2 who also travelled to northern Italy.
room and called health authorities. He remains
He was ill and in self-isolation with his wife and
in self-isolation, has no symptoms and does
tested positive on March 5, two days after her.
not need hospital treatment. Ministry of Health
His wife told Stuff he had only experienced
director general Dr Ashley Bloomfield says he’s
some tiredness and a mild cough. The man is a NZ “surprised” and “disappointed” Reynaud flew after
Steel worker and also attended the Tool concert at taking a test. Bloomfield said Reynaud had had
the Spark Arena in Auckland on February 28. He
symptoms which is why he was tested; Reynaud
has eight known close contacts.
said it was because he’d come from Europe.
The Ministry of Health was also warning that
PATIENT 8
hundreds of people standing in the general
admission area in the left-front corner of the arena
The eighth case was a woman travelling from
could have been exposed to the virus — although
Denmark via Doha on flight QR920, arriving on
the chance of transmission was low.
Several concert goers who have been showing March 10. She flew from Auckland to Christchurch
on Jetstar JQ225, and she then travelled to
symptoms have since tested negative.

•Thefatherofpatient3isconsidereda
probable case but will not be retested as he has
recovered from his symptoms. He returned from
Iran on February 23 and is thought to have passed
the virus to his son.
•Awomaninher70sbecameunwellafterbeing
on board the Grand Princess cruise ship, which
had confirmed Covid-19 cases. She had flown
back from San Francisco to Auckland on Flight
NZ7onFebruary25.Shewasadmittedtohospital
with a respiratory illness and tested for the virus
but returned a negative result - however she was
still considered a probable case. More than 50
hospital staff were stood down from work after
being exposed to the patient but are expected to
all be back at work today.
•AcruiseshipberthedinAkaroaHarbouron
Canterbury’s Banks Peninsula was thought to
have at least one case of coronavirus on board
but the person has since tested negative, the
Otago Daily Times reported. Three passengers
on the Golden Princess had been quarantined by
the ship’s doctor and one of them had developed
symptoms believed to be Covid-19, but that
person has now tested negative. — NZ Herald

PM looking at virus ‘deportation powers’, warns travellers to self-isolate
Derek Cheng, NZ Herald

so far and have been compliant, and
international visitors should do the
WELLINGTON — Prime Minister
same.
Jacinda Ardern has issued a stark
“If they do not self-isolate, I will
warning to international visitors
have them quarantined. And I am
coming to New Zealand, saying they
looking at my deportation powers,”
will be quarantined and possibly
she told Newstalk ZB this morning.
deported if they refuse to self-isolate.
The new system at airports had
New Zealand’s strict travel
just been put in place and Ardern said
restrictions, meaning anyone entering she couldn’t guarantee that everyone
the country except from the Pacific
was getting a one-on-one debrief
must self-isolate for 14 days, began at about self-isolation.
1am this morning.
“But we absolutely should have all
Those arriving at airports are filling of their details.”
in forms to register where they’ve
Yesterday she said New Zealanders
been and where they are residing,
who were not self-isolating properly
and talking to a nurse to be talked
could be forced by police into a
through self-isolation requirements.
medical facility, with staff stationed at
Ardern said more than 10,000
the doors — although these powers
New Zealanders have self-isolated
had not been used so far.

This comes as the Reserve Back
this morning cut the Official Cash
Rate to a record low 0.25 percent,
while Cabinet later today will flesh out
the details of its economic response
to help tens of thousands of workers
to stay in jobs and thousands of
businesses to survive.
Ardern said the package, to be
announced tomorrow, would be the
most significant one she would make
as Prime Minister, but wouldn’t be
drawn on how much it would cost or
whether it would be more than the
$12b infrastructure announcement
she made earlier this year.
“It will be a multi-billion dollar
package. It will be very significant
because it needs to be.”
She expected to release guidelines

around public gatherings later this
week, but events that see people in
close proximity in a way that they
cannot be traced are likely to be
cancelled.
“There is an inevitability there
that we’ll be telling you you can’t go
there,” Ardern said.
That might include music festivals
Homegrown and CubaDupa in
Wellington in the coming weeks.
Ardern said the Government was
closely following the successful
model in Taiwan, and that was partly
why New Zealand had not closed
schools
Another reason was because
children are less susceptible to
Covid-19 infection, and closing
a school might put them in more

contact with older people, such as a
grandparent, who are more at risk of
infection and death.
She asked schools that were
considering closing their doors
to listen to the advice of the
Government.
“We have all of the evidence, we
are basing every decision on that,
and we have no hesitation being bold.
We are going hard and early.”
She said testing capacity should
soon reach 1500 tests per day — with
more capacity on the way — and
there was no reason for clinicians
to hesitate in asking people to get
tested.
“You’re the ones to make that
judgement and err on the side of
caution.”
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All eyes on multi-billion
dollar plan to save jobs
WELLINGTON — Ministers will
today flesh out the details of a
multi-billion-dollar package aimed at
keeping workers in jobs, businesses
afloat, the healthcare system
properly resourced and helping
society’s most vulnerable.
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
described it yesterday as the
“most significant package that I
will announce while I am Prime
Minister”, hinting that it could
be bigger than the $12 billion
infrastructure package announced
this year.
It comes as another two cases of
Covid-19 were confirmed — one in
Wellington and one in Queenstown
— taking the total in New Zealand
to eight. Three people on a cruise
ship off of Akaroa were awaiting test
results.
Australia also announced last
night that it would mostly follow
New Zealand’s strict new travel
restrictions, meaning anyone
coming to New Zealand or Australia
from anywhere in the world must
self-isolate for 14 days.
The restrictions in New Zealand,
which began at 1am and will be
reviewed in a fortnight, include an
exemption for flight crews and cargo
ships, and for people coming from
the Pacific.
But people leaving for the Pacific
will be given a health assessment,
and no one with any symptoms
will be allowed to go. The global
disruption from the coronavirus
pandemic has economists saying
that a recession is now inevitable.
About 20,000 people arrive in New
Zealand daily while international
visitors spend $300 million-$350m
weekly — but these are now
expected to drop off dramatically.
Tourism Industry Aotearoa is
calling the Government’s economic
response, to be released tomorrow,
a “survival” package for workers
and businesses. Business NZ wants
it to be broad rather than narrowly
targeted.
The package is expected
to include wage subsidies so
employers can retain workers, a
“sick leave” or “quarantine leave”
package to help cover workers’ pay
if they are unwell or in self-isolation,
and a massive boost for health
resources.
More staff will be needed to trace

strict travel restrictions, as wider
community transmission of Covid19 would lead to far more crippling
health and economic consequences.
Director General of Health Ashley
Bloomfield stressed the importance
of curbing the spread of Covid19 to prevent hospital resources
from being overwhelmed, as has
happened in hotspots including Italy
and Seattle. There were now eight
confirmed positive cases in New
Zealand, with the two new cases
being overseas travellers now in
self-isolation. Passengers on the
cruise ship off Akaroa were not
allowed to leave until test results
for three people were known,
Bloomfield said.
Yesterday, Ardern sought to allay
fears about whether people would
self-isolate properly, saying that the
10,500 people who had done it so
far had been overly compliant, with
some staying home for more than
14 days. She would not be drawn on
close contacts and do self-isolation broad, he said, a sentiment shared
the details of today’s package, but
spot checks, and more equipment
by Tourism Industry Aotearoa chief
expectations across the business
will be brought in for pop-up clinics, executive Chris Roberts.
sector and workers’ groups were for
more testing capacity, and treatment
“This impact will be across all of
it to run well into the billions.
including ventilation machines.
New Zealand,” Roberts said.
“We are expecting something
The package may also include
“There can be no regional
big and anything less will be a
a cash boost to society’s most
targeting. It has to apply
disappointment,” Council of Trade
vulnerable, including beneficiaries
countrywide, and there will be
Unions president Richard Wagstaff
and pensioners, and a mechanism
thousands of businesses applying
said. Robertson said these were
for providing access to capital so
to keep their staff on — large
“extraordinary times”.
businesses can remain viable.
businesses too. They can’t be
“We are in completely
The Government may borrow
expected to retain staff when they’ve unprecedented territory here,” he
money to fund the package, and
got no work for them.
told RNZ.
Finance Minister Grant Robertson
“Realistically we are looking at
“This is very different from the
has previously said the Budget
six months without international
Global Financial Crisis where it was
Responsibility Rules (BRR) —
visitors because the tap doesn’t just about the movement of capital and
keeping net core Crown debt below turn back on.” Roberts predicted a
issues in the financial system. This
25 percent of GDP — do not apply in $10b hole in international tourism
is ultimately about people. “This will
extraordinary circumstances.
earnings because spending will
have a long lasting impact on our
Business NZ chief executive Kirk drop to “virtually nothing”.
debt levels and on Budgets, but we
Hope said the package needed to
Tourism is worth 5.8 percent of
have to do what we need to do with
offer immediate assistance, but also New Zealand’s GDP and adds $3.8b this virus.”
be focused on the longer recovery
to the Government’s books in GSTAsked about help for Air NZ,
once international visitors can
take alone. It directly employs about which employs 12,500 people, he
return to New Zealand without going 230,000 people, but there are almost said businesses should firstly
into self-isolation.
400,000 jobs in industries related
contact their banks, but added: “We
“Frankly, if we need to move
to tourism, such as hospitality and
want our airline to be able to keep
beyond the BRR to deal with an
suppliers of goods. “There will be
going.”
economic and health shock of this
casualties. There will be businesses
National Party leader Simon
magnitude, I don’t think anyone
that won’t be saved and there will
Bridges said the Government should
would have any problem with that.”
be job losses. The question is how
release the advice on which its new
He said the issue was so serious much the damage can be limited,”
travel restrictions were based, and
that it warranted a stimulus package Roberts said.
called for wider testing for Covid-19.
in the same ballpark as the $12b
“It’s a survival package — for the
Ardern said by next week 1500
infrastructure package.
tens of thousands of jobs and the
people a day could get tested, and it
The wider economic impact made thousands of businesses.”
was up to clinicians to decide who
a case for wage subsidies to be
Yet he backed the Government’s
to test. — NZ Herald

WALK, JOG OR RUN
WITH THE WHANAU

Health watch
on flights as
self-isolation
begins in NZ
WELLINGTON — From today every traveller
who lands in New Zealand is being met by a
health official at the airport with instructions
on how to manage two weeks in isolation.
A number of additional cases were under
investigation and hundreds had tested
negative for the virus.
Customs has also closed its e-gates and
every passenger must have their passport
checked by a Customs officer.
The tougher travel restrictions came into
effect at 1am today in an effort to curb the
spread of coronavirus. Travellers who want to
avoid self-isolating for two weeks have been in
a race against time since Saturday afternoon.
For those arriving this morning, that race has
been lost.
Director-General of Health Ashley
Bloomfield said every person will be met by
someone who will tell them what they must do
once they leave the airport.
“So what we’re going to do is increase the
number of staff at airports so that there is an
interaction with every person coming to make
sure they’re aware of what the obligation is.”
He said officials were working on protocols
for people coming from, and transiting to, the
Pacific. Anyone feeling unwell should avoid
taking a domestic connection, he said.
Officials were looking at options for
travellers who arrive in the country with
nowhere to stay in isolation. But he said
ultimately, the onus was on the travellers to
make their own arrangements.
Passengers on Air New Zealand planes will
hear onboard announcements that detail what
passengers will need to do once they land.
Customer care manager Doug Grant said
videos won’t be playing, but information
will be flowing. “There are certainly written
messages and announcements made both in
airport lounges and on board the aircraft.”
Some larger aircraft were wi-fi enabled,
so passengers would be able to keep up to
date with news and advice. RNZ reporter
Max Towle arrived at Auckland Airport at
5am aboard an Air New Zealand direct flight
from Vancouver and said the process was
surprisingly straightforward. “As soon as we
hopped off the flight we got into this 30 minute
queue to see Ministry of Health officials. We
were handed a one page fact sheet about self
isolation and what it entailed and we were also
handed a card to fill out.
“We got to this little table where three
Ministry of Health officials were seated and we
handed in our card — not a word was said —
and we went on our way.” Towle was surprised
there wasn’t more information given, such as
on how self-isolation would be policed. — RNZ

Quarter
Marathon
O R 5 . 6 K M I S U N D AY, A P R I L 2 6

30460-01

Your training schedule...
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Titirangi/Mt
Everest Challenge
Starts Register
at: www.
sportgisborne.
org.nz

Rest

5 min walk
10 min fast walk
15 - 20 min jog
10 min fast walk
5 min walk
= 45 - 50 min

5 min walk
10 min fast walk
15 - 20 min jog
5 min walk
= 35 - 40 min

REST
Titirangi/Mt Everest
climb - walk Get
registered for Park
Run here:
www.parkrun.co.nz/
gisborne

Gisborne Park
Run 5km, 8am
Waikanae Beach

5 min walk
10 min fast walk
10 - 15 min jog
5 min fast walk
5 min walk
= 35 - 40 min

Titirangi/Mt
Everest climb walk

Entry forms available online ww.sportgisborne.org.nz or pick up at Sport Gisborne on Grey Street. For more information contact Sport Gisborne (06) 868-9943
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Akld arts festival
‘in crisis mode’
by Pattrick Smellie,
BusinessDesk
AUCKLAND — Auckland’s
international arts festival is
in crisis mode, refusing all
comment on whether highly
anticipated international acts
will still travel to New Zealand
for the second half of the
programme.
The festival organisers
are planning a mid-morning
statement today on the future
of some acts, but was declining
to discuss whether acts such
as the 18-strong Soweto Gospel
Choir, which is due to launch a
seven-date New Zealand tour
as part of the Auckland festival
on Wednesday this week, had
arrived in the country.
Any international visitor
arrival after 1.00am this
morning, unless from the Pacific
Islands, must self-isolate for 14
days on arrival in New Zealand,
meaning that any artist not
already in New Zealand is
virtually guaranteed to be
unable to perform New Zealand
dates under the regime.
The government has billed the
regime as one of the toughest
in place anywhere in the world,
reasoning that if it can slow
the rate of new infections of
Covid-19, the incidence in the
population as a whole will
be lower and the potential to

overwhelm the hospital system
with a tsunami of cases all at
once will be reduced.
Other Auckland festival acts
that also appear likely to be
caught by the ban are children’s
circus Wolfgang’s Magical
Musical Circus, playing from
March 20, Colombian circus
dance act Circolombia Acelere,
acclaimed Irish actor Barry
McGovern’s season of playwright
Samuel Beckett’s ‘Watt’, Scottish
Traverse Theatre Company’s
season of ‘Mouthpiece’ and a
Belgian troupe performing a
work called ‘Dimanche’.

Organisers also reported
scrambling either to
make alternative plans
or postpone events
scheduled through the
rest of this month.
In a brief statement,
the Auckland festival
organisers said only that it
was in discussions with all
international artists and
venues, and that all scheduled
productions for today will go
ahead as planned.
Conference organisers also
reported scrambling either
to make alternative plans or

to postpone events scheduled
through the rest of this month.
Matt Freeman of Freeman
Media, an organiser of the
two-day Downstream energy
conference in Wellington
today and tomorrow, said that
one of several international
speakers had already arrived
in New Zealand before the new
restrictions took effect and the
remainder would now dial in to
the conference, where some 400
delegates are registered.
Around 95 percent were
expected to attend, based
on notifications from some
delegates last week that
company policy prevented them
going to large gatherings.
They would be able to watch
a live-stream of the conference,
Freeman said.
A request for comment
from one of New Zealand’s
largest conference organisers,
Conferenz, had not been
answered at time of publication,
but its website shows some
seven conferences around the
country before March 30, of
which one — the New Zealand
Nursing Leaders Summit — has
been postponed to September.
Among others scheduled, most
of which include international
speakers, are a Safety 360
health and safety ‘summit’
costing $2599 + GST to attend,
and a Chief Financial Officers

STOCK
CLEARANCE
BIC Stephens
Whiteboard Markers
Fine Blue
Box of 12 usually $59.64

FUTURE OF ARTS: The Auckland arts festival organisers are
refusing to comment on possible cancellations due to the Covid-19
outbreak. Acts such as the Soweto Gospel Choir (pictured) are due
to launch a seven-date tour.
NZ Herald picture
Summit costing $1599 + GST.
A mental health conference
in Christchurch today appears
to be going ahead, but an IT
development conference running
in both Melbourne and Auckland
in coming days has been
postponed.
The Australian government
yesterday afternoon announced
similar measures to New

Zealand’s for people entering
Australia.
The government is
discouraging attendance at
gatherings of more than 500
people, particularly where there
is no planned seating, making
it difficult or impossible to trace
who a person found later to have
been infected might have had
contact with.

Man to face charges after chase
MILTON — A man has been arrested
about 6.30pm on Saturday.
after a gun was pointed at an officer, cars
The ensuing pursuit ended when the
were taken and a chase around much of
vehicle stopped near Cromwell.
Otago that began on Saturday night.
The driver pointed a firearm at an
The 38-year-old, identified
officer, before taking a
by RNZ as Jesse Nash,
police vehicle and fleeing,
The driver pointed a
was arrested at a Milton
police said.
property at 10am yesterday firearm at an officer,
He headed towards
after it was surrounded
Alexandra, abandoning the
before taking a police police vehicle and taking
by police and the armed
vehicle and fleeing.
offenders squad. It followed
one from a member of
a more than 10-hour search
the public. Police said the
of the South Otago town.
member of the public was
Nash, who was tracked by two police
shaken, but unharmed.
dog handlers, has links to Waimate and
Police responded with two helicopters
Timaru.
and armed offenders support. Police said
Police said he would face a raft of
the stolen vehicle was recovered in Milton
charges after the weekend events, which
about 11.45pm, where the man fled on
started when he failed to stop for police
foot. — Otago Daily Times

South AFRicA & LAtiN AMERicA
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Now
$15.00!

wEdnESdAy 18 MARCh 2020
Come along and hear about South Africa
and Latin America
The do`s and don`ts, where to go and where not to,
all the information you need to plan your South African
& Latin American Holiday. All welcome 5.30pm.
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OVERCOMING
DIVISION: An artwork
outside Al Noor
Mosque depicts events
surrounding the tragedy a
year ago yesterday.
Below, a police officer
helps to attach messages
to the fence at Al Noor
Mosque yesterday.
NZ Herald picture

Muslim community
marks day at home
by Kurt Bayer, NZ Herald
CHRISTCHURCH —
Christchurch Muslims prayed at
home on the first anniversary of
the mosque shootings after the
official national memorial service
was cancelled over coronavirus
fears.
The national remembrance
service to honour the 51 people
killed on March 15 last year
at the two main Christchurch
mosques was expected to attract a
large crowd at Horncastle Arena
yesterday afternoon, with many
travelling from around New
Zealand and overseas.
But Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern says she took the
“pragmatic” and precautionary
approach to call it off on Saturday
afternoon.
“We’re very saddened to cancel,
but in remembering such a
terrible tragedy, we shouldn’t
create the risk of further harm
being done,” she said.
An official unveiling of a
remembrance plaque at Masjid
Al Noor planned for yesterday
morning was also ditched because
of the increasing Covid-19
concerns.
There was a heavy police
presence at the mosque where 42
worshippers were gunned down a
year ago.
Deans Ave was cordoned off to
all traffic except residents.
But there was a relaxed, quiet
atmosphere at the mosque where
a colourful mural featuring the
Prime Minister in a hijab and a
police officer in a headscarf has
been put at the front wall, along
with signs in English and Arabic
that say, “Spread peace”, “Feed
others”, and “Strengthen ties”.
Rahimi Ahmad, who was shot
in the hip at Al Noor and is still
recovering, had planned to attend
the remembrance event yesterday

but instead was at home with his
family.
“For us, the Government has
done their best and right decision
to cancel this event. For us, we
support their decision without any
doubt or disappointment,” said
Ahmad.
The imams of the two mosques
targeted last year came together
yesterday to issue a joint
message, called “the Christchurch
Invitation”.
Linwood Islamic Centre Imam
Alabi Lateef Zikrullah says that
the global response to the terror
attacks has been humbling.
“We have been inundated with
gestures of love and compassion,
with gifts and heartfelt words.
Despite the magnitude of the
tragedy, many of us have never
felt prouder to call New Zealand
home and ourselves New
Zealanders,” he said.
“The response has shown us
that for every person who wants
to spread hate and divide us,
there are many thousands more
who want to spread peace and
belonging.
“One year on, we are inviting
all communities to come together,
celebrate our diversity, and build
a better future for everybody.”
Imam Gamal Fouda from
Masjid Al Noor says the
Christchurch Invitation is
informed by three calls to
peace the Prophet Muhammad
promoted when he migrated from
Mecca to Madinah to help people
in dispute.
“The Prophet Muhammad,
peace be upon him, identified
three simple actions everyone
can do to create a kinder and
more compassionate community
- spread peace, reconnect with
others and the world around us,
and feed the hungry.
“Thousands of people from all
over the world have asked us how

they can help us, and what can
they do.
“Overcoming division, and
creating a kinder and more
peaceful world, starts with these
three simple actions.
“Doing more of these actions,
more often, will help us truly
become one.”
The streets, bars, cafes, and
parks of central Christchurch
were quieter yesterday than on a
usual Sunday.
Some joggers and cyclists
enjoyed the open spaces of Hagley
Park, and supermarkets were
busy, but the city had a subdued
feel — with many spoken to by
the NZ Herald feeling it was a
result of the rising coronavirus
bad news, with an Akaroa cruise
ship passenger quarantined and
tested with suspected Covid19, coupled with the March 15
anniversary.
Speaking in Christchurch on
Friday, Ardern acknowledged
the city has “experienced more
than any region should have to
endure”.
One city motel cleaner told the
Herald yesterday that she was
trying not to think about it.
“I’m constantly on edge here,
between the mosques and
quakes.”
If her mum and daughter
weren’t in the city she would have
left.
“How much can one city go
through?” she asked, pausing midconversation when a police car
sped past with its siren blaring.
“I hate that noise,” she says.
“Whenever I hear it, it reminds
me of last year. We knew
something was going on because
there were so many of them. The
guests left the motel and just
watched all the police and mufti
police fly down Bealey Ave.
“Every time I hear one, I’m
afraid there will be more.”
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Purangi sees return of bird life
Pest trapping helps to record ‘statistically significant’ increase in native birds
EAST TARANAKI — A decade of pest
control is paying dividends in a remote
1000 hectare block of bush at Purangi in
East Taranaki.
A recent Taranaki regional survey
has recorded a ‘statistically significant’
increase in the number of native birds in
the block from kokako to North Island
robin.
Experience Purangi general manager
Karen Schumacher said intensive pest
control — which involved laying more
than 800 traps — was initially begun to
provide protected habitat for kiwi and
kokako.
Schumacher said 20 kokako were
reintroduced into the block in 2018 and
this summer’s breeding season had gone
particularly well.
“The survey backs up what we’ve been
seeing — native wildlife is flourishing in
our treatment area,” Schumacher said.
“We’re absolutely thrilled with the
results so far. We’ve been seeing young,
unbanded kokako hopping about in the
forest and this has been part of our
dream since we started back in 2010.”
The spring survey compared birdsong
in the controlled zone and neighbouring
bush. It showed significant increases in
bird numbers across the pest control area
with fantail, North Island robin, tomtit,
tui, grey warbler and whitehead all on
the rise.
“Recordings were taken over five
minute periods at different places on
trails in both parts of the forest. When
they listened back to it 418 native bird

calls were heard in the controlled area,
compared to 237 outside it,” Schumacher
said.
The pest control network is made up
of more than 800 Goodnature A24 Rat &
Stoat Traps as well as more than 300 A12
Possum Traps.
Goodnature technical expert Sam
Gibson recently led a New Plymouth
Boys’ High School visit to check traps
in the block and said the trapping was
achieving amazing results.
“Experience Purangi focus on a whole
ecosystem approach to their pest control
operations, which ultimately supports the
other bird populations in the area — the
kiwi, forest birds and the kokako,” Gibson
said.
“This is really only achieved through
constant control, and that’s one of the
key benefits of Goodnature traps. The
mahi being done at Purangi is hugely
encouraging in achieving our national
predator-free goals.”
The high school runs a programme
involving new prefects and student
leaders heading out to the Experience
Purangi bush for a weekend at the
beginning of the school year to check and
reset traps.
Head Boy Brooklyn Greer-Atkins said
the trip helped the students develop their
own sense of kaitiakitanga.
“Taranaki is home to so many native
species that need protection and support,
so it’s really important for us to futureproof our bush and prevent the pests
from causing even more damage,”

BACK TO LIFE: The spring survey compared birdsong in the controlled zone and
neighbouring bush. It showed significant increases in bird numbers across the pest
control area with fantail, North Island robin, tomtit, tui, grey warbler and whitehead
all on the rise.
Picture supplied
Brooklyn Greer-Atkins said.
“Our role in this project is part of how
Taranaki is leading the way nationwide
and setting an example of how Kiwis
can help the native species in their own
backyards. We’re really thankful to Bob
and Karen for their mahi at Experience
Purangi.”
Karen Schumacher said the block
was rated as having between 1 and 2
percent of predators in the controlled

area, the rate required for kokako to be
reintroduced. “What the survey shows
is that within the core block of land we
operate concentrated pest control in, all
native species are doing significantly
better than they were in 2012 when we
first started,” Schumacher said.
“This means that the pest control is
absolutely doing its job.”
Methanex provided funding for the
kokako project.
— RNZ

RAIN RELIEF:
According to
MetService
forecaster Paul
Ngamanu, the
tropical cyclone
will brush New
Zealand on
Tuesday and is
expected to bring
rain to the north
of the country.
NZ Herald picture

Did you know there are
2 ways to see a doctor at
Three Rivers Medical?
1) Book a routine appointment ahead of
time. Your wait’s likely to be shorter
and you’ll have more control over the
day, time, and doctor you see.
2) We know that sometimes issues
are more urgent. If you need to
be seen that day, you’ll be advised
to come down and queue for the
next available doctor. Your wait will
depend on demand that day.
Choose the best way for you and help
reduce waiting times for everyone.
Manage your health, book an appointment in
advance and see the doctor of your choice.
Services available:

Doctors, Practice Nurses, Pharmacy,
Radiology, Healthy Steps Podiatry,
Gains@Geneva Healthcare Services,
Peter Stiven General Surgeon, MoleMap,
Gisborne Ear Clear, Gisborne Counselling &
Psychological Services

Three Rivers Medical
Weekdays 8am to 8pm
Weekends and public holidays 9am-6pm
75 Customhouse Street
(the white building opposite The Warehouse)
P (06) 867 7411 F (06) 867 4773
After hours call Healthline 0800 611 116

www.3rivers.co.nz
29483-05

Cyclone Gretel set to batter
dry north with gales and rain
WELLINGTON — Cyclone Gretel is set to douse
parched areas of the North Island with some muchneeded rain this week — but not nearly enough.
Located at the northwest of New Caledonia, Gretel
is expected to move towards the North Island late
today evening.
The tropical cyclone will brush New Zealand on
Tuesday and is expected to bring rain to the north
of the country, MetService forecaster Paul Ngamanu
said.
“We will see some rain with it, but we’re not
expecting a high accumulation,” he said.
But it won’t be anywhere close to the substantial
amount desperately needed in tinder-dry areas of
the North Island, recently classified as experiencing
a “large-scale adverse event”.
“Rain starts to develop in the Far North tomorrow
night, but it’s 15 hours’ worth of rain — it’s a bit of a
flash in the pan,” Ngamanu said.
But strong winds, even gales are set to batter the
northeast of the North Island, with a severe weather
watch issued for Tuesday and early Wednesday.
The MetService watch has been issued for
Northland and Auckland from northwards of
Warkworth, Great Barrier Island and Coromandel
Peninsula. Southeasterly winds could reach severe
gale strength in northeastern parts of the North
Island, clocking up to speeds of 75km/h.
Cyclone Gretel will whip swells up to 6m high
along the northeastern coastline, from eastern
Northland through to the Bay of Plenty on Tuesday.

Gisborne surfers can expect 5m swells on
Tuesday, expected to ease over the following days,
Ngamanu said.
MetService has issued a strong wind watch for
Bay of Plenty east of Whakatane and Gisborne
for Tuesday to Wednesday morning, with strong
southeasterly winds possibly becoming severe
gales in exposed places.
A “few showers” are expected above Wellington,
Wairapara and Hawke’s Bay tomorrow, Ngamanu
said.
Cyclone Gretel is expected to be reclassified as
a deep subtropical low on Tuesday as it moves over
waters to the northeast of New Zealand. But as it
still evolving, Ngamanu recommended people to
stay up to date with the latest MetService forecasts,
with another due on Monday morning.
Gretel is expected to miss the South Island
completely, but the island is set to get its own share
of rain, as a wet front works its way up the island.
But as it’s a fairly weak front, most of the rainfall
is expected to shower western areas of the South
Island overnight tonight, Ngamanu said.
A few showers in the east of the South Island are
expected to clear this morning and continue to clear
as Cyclone Gretel brings rain to the North.
But cooler temperatures are on the way for
Southlanders, as another ridge spreads on to the
Tasman Sea, Ngamanu said.
“It will bring cooler weather than what has been
experienced for the last few days.” — NZ Herald

Workplace
accident cost
firm $79k
KAWERAU — A French woman
had a finger amputated and severely
injured three others after getting her
hand caught in a machine used for the
production of horse supplements.
Celine Mathieu, 29, had been in New
Zealand just a few months when she
got a job at Kawerau’s Let’s Bale Ltd.
Mathieu told the Herald that about
July 2018 she was cleaning the
machine and put her hand in it as she
could see hay - an ingredient used in
the supplements - was accumulating
inside, so she tried to get it out.
Her glove got stuck and her finger
got squashed by the machine.
A colleague helped get her finger
out. The company was prosecuted
by WorkSafe and fined $79,428 at the
Tauranga District Court last week.
As well as the amputation of her
right index finger, she suffered broken
bones, lacerations and nerve and
tendon damage.
She has had multiple surgeries
since and has another scheduled
for May. She didn’t hold a grudge
and praised the company, which had
supported her, including financially,
since the accident as she was now on
ACC and unable to work.
“They have taken care of me. It was
an accident, I was tired on the day. I
knew what could happen and I made
the choice to do that.
“I don’t think it was their fault.”
She had since begun study to
become a French teacher and hoped
to be able to get back to work.
Meanwhile, WorkSafe’s acting
chief inspector Danielle Henry said
the machine had been undergoing
testing and modification but there
was inadequate guarding and no safe
system of work in place for operating
the machine.
Let’s Bale should have been aware
of the risks, Henry said. — NZ Herald
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Cash rate cut to record low
Unanimous decision ‘to assist and support economic activity in NZ’
by Hamish Rutherford, NZ Herald
WELLINGTON — The Reserve Bank
has this morning cut the Official Cash
rate to a record low 0.25 percent as the
coronavirus pandemic spreads.
The Reserve Bank cut the OCR by 0.75
percent and said the new low rate would
be in place for the next 12 months.
Westpac announced it would pass on
the full OCR cut to customers.
“The negative economic implications
of the COVID-19 virus continue to rise
warranting further monetary stimulus,”
the Reserve Bank said in a statement.
“Since the outbreak of the virus,
global trade, travel, and business and
consumer spending have been curtailed
significantly. Increasingly, governments
internationally have imposed a variety
of restraints on people movement within
and across national borders in order to
mitigate the virus transmission.”
The Reserve Bank has also decided
to delay the implementation of new
capital rules which would have required
the banks to hold more capital on their
balance sheets.
“The negative impact on the New
Zealand economy is, and will continue to
be, significant. Demand for New Zealand’s
goods and services will be constrained,
as will domestic production. Spending
and investment will be subdued for an
extended period while the responses to
the COVID-19 virus evolve.”
News that the cash rate will sit at its
new level for a year is a new move for the
Reserve Bank, which has been preparing
for what it would do if wholesale interest
rates eventually need to become negative.
The decision to cut the OCR so far so
quickly was unanimous, the bank said.
Several factors “will continue to
assist and support economic activity in
New Zealand,” the bank said, with the

financial system remaining sound and the
major banks well capitalised.
“The Government is operating an
expansionary fiscal policy and has
imminent intentions to increase its
support with a fiscal package to provide
both targeted and broad-based economic
stimulus.
“The New Zealand dollar exchange rate
has also depreciated against our trading
partners acting as a partial buffer for
export earnings.”
The NZ dollar was trading at 59.65 US
cents at 7:45 am in Wellington versus
60.57 cents late Friday in New York
ahead of the announcement.
In its last Monetary Policy Statement
on February 12, Reserve Bank Governor
Adrian Orr and his team played it
cool, holding the official cash rate at 1
percent and parking the epidemic in the
“downside risk” basket.
However, since then with the outbreak
gaining momentum and spreading more
widely outside China, the risks have
escalated.
In a separate move, the Reserve Bank
pushed back plans to force banks to hold
more capital.
Deputy governor Geoff Bascand said
the situation around COVID-19 was still
“evolving rapidly”, hence the move.
“To support credit availability, the
(Reserve) Bank has decided to delay
the start date of increased capital
requirements for banks by 12 months, to
July 1, 2021,” Bascand said.
“Should conditions warrant it next year,
the Reserve Bank will consider whether
further delays are necessary.”
He added: “We are taking this action
now to help support lending in the
economy at a time when there is a lot
of uncertainty. The Reserve Bank’s
expectation is that banks will utilise
this flexibility to maintain lending

“The Reserve Bank has a number of
operational tools at its disposal to support
liquidity and market functioning in New
Zealand. This has helped the domestic
cash market and foreign exchange swap
market to continue to function effectively
over recent weeks,” Hawkesby said.
“Banks currently have robust liquidity
and funding positions and can manage
short-term disruptions to offshore
funding markets. We will continue to
monitor developments closely and engage
regularly with market participants to
ensure we are ready to provide support if
needed.”
Last week stock markets slumped
sharply into bear market territory as
concern about the global spread grew.
Asked about the possibility of a
recession, ANZ’s chief economist Sharon
Zollner said the bank expected “a deep
one”.
“We were already looking at a recession
and the hit to tourism alone from the
PUSHBACK: The Reserve Bank is
travel ban alone would be enough to cause
delaying plans to force banks to hold
a recession. But I would hasten to add
more capital. Deputy governor Geoff
that that is front loading a hit that was
Bascand said the move was to support
going to hit over the next month or two
lending in the economy at a time when
anyway, so at least this way, the sacrifice
there is a lot of uncertainty.
File picture might have some meaning.”
The government will today work out the
to households and businesses. Banks
details of a multi-billion dollar package
have significant buffers above current
aimed at helping workers, businesses,
regulatory minimums, and we encourage
the healthcare system and society’s most
them to use them.”.
vulnerable.
The central bank was shelving other
The details of the package are due to be
regulatory changes that could be delayed
announced tomorrow.
“to reduce the burden on financial
The RBNZ’s announcement comes
institutions at this time of uncertainty”.
as two new cases of Covid-19 were
Such moves would be announced in the
confirmed — one in Wellington and one
coming days.
in Queenstown — taking the total in New
Assistant governor Christian Hawkesby Zealand to eight.
said the bank was “ensuring there is
From 1am strict travel restrictions were
sufficient liquidity in the financial
put in place meaning all travellers not
system”, through regular market
coming from the Pacific Islands now have
operations.
to self-isolate for 14 days.

Air NZ slashes international services
by Grant Bradley, NZ Herald

the airline — will step in to underwrite a
capital raise.
AIR New Zealand will cut international
Airlines around the world are
capacity by 85 percent in the next few
quitting international routes after
months as it further reduces capacity
travel restrictions have got tougher
across its network as a result of the
around the world. American Airlines will
impact of coronavirus.
suspend 75 percent of its international
The airline placed itself into a trading
flying — including to New Zealand and
halt today to allow it time to more fully
SAS is quitting its international routes
assess the operational and financial
completely.
impacts of global travel restrictions.
Forsyth Barr analyst Andy Bowley said
On its long haul network the airline
he
expected the new travel restrictions
LEAN TIMES: Air New Zealand is cutting back its international schedule to a skeleton
will cut back its international schedule
would have an ‘’unprecedented’’ impact on
service. Domestic capacity will be reduced by about 30 percent but no routes will be
to a skeleton service and will operate a
suspended.
File picture Air NZ’s financial health.
minimal schedule to allow Kiwis to return
‘’Substantial earnings losses are now
home and to keep trade corridors with
likely over the coming months and
Asia and North America open.
Customers are advised that due to the
billion a year.
the need for balance sheet support is
Among the flights being suspended,
unprecedented level of schedule changes
The airline had deployed a range of
increasingly likely. While we don’t know
Air NZ will put a halt to routes between
they should not contact the airline unless measures, such as leave without pay and
what the impact on demand will be, it will
Auckland and Chicago, San Francisco,
they are due to fly within the next 48
asking those with excess leave to take it,
be substantial,’’ he said.
Houston, Buenos Aires, Vancouver,
hours or need immediate repatriation to
but these only go so far, said Foran, who
While Forsyth Barr believes the airline
Tokyo Narita, Honolulu, Denpasar and
New Zealand or their home country.
started work at the airline on February 3. may require additional capital to provide
Taipei from March 30 to June 30. It is
Chief executive Greg Foran says that
‘’We are working on redeployment
liquidity and protect its balance sheet,
also suspending its London–Los Angeles
while airlines face an unprecedented
opportunities for some of our staff within
the government’s position as majority
service from March 20 (out of LAX) and
challenge, Air New Zealand was better
the airline and also to support other
shareholder is helpful
March 21 (ex London Heathrow) through
placed than most to navigate its way
organisations”.
‘’We expect it would step in and
to June 30.
through it.
Foran said the airline was working
underwrite a capital raise, if required,
Full details of this schedule will be
“We are a nimble airline with a lean
constructively with the heads of the four
assuming politics don’t get in the way of
advised in the coming days.
cost base, strong balance sheet, good cash main unions, E tu, AMEA, NZALPA and
potential financial assistance.’’
The Tasman and Pacific Island network reserves, an outstanding brand and a
Federation of Air New Zealand Pilots,
Bowley said the Government’s
capacity will significantly reduce between team going above and beyond every day.
representing more than 8000 of its
restrictions would cripple its international
April and June. Details of these schedule
We also have supportive partners. We are workforce to ensure the right outcome for business.
changes will be announced later this
also in discussions with the Government
all staff.
Excluding capital spending the airline’s
week.
at this time.”
“These are unprecedented times that we fixed overheads were estimated to be $160
On the domestic network, capacity will
As a result of the downturn in travel Air are all having to navigate. And it is clear
million a month.
be reduced by around 30 percent in April
New Zealand continues to review its cost
that if we don’t take all the appropriate
This morning Auckland Airport
and May but no routes will be suspended. base and will need to start the process of
measures to lower costs and to drive
Auckland Airport also announced it has
As part of Air New Zealand’s cost
redundancies for permanent positions.
revenue, our airline won’t be in the best
suspended earnings guidance for the year.
savings initiatives the board of directors
“We are now accepting that for the
position to accelerate forward once we are
Chief executive Adrian Littlewood said
will take a 15 percent pay cut until the
coming months at least Air New Zealand
through the worst of the impact of Covidthis was due to the unprecedented scale
end of this calendar year. Chief executive
will be a smaller airline requiring fewer
19.”
of the new border restrictions announced
Greg Foran has volunteered to cut his own resources, including people,’’ he said.
One analyst is expecting the
over the weekend and uncertainty over
$1.65m salary by 15 percent.
The airline’s wage bill is about $1.3
Government — which owns 52 percent of
the impact on the business.
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Fortress NZ
goes into place
An iron curtain-type blanket has
been thrown over the country with
the emergency travel restrictions
announced by Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern on Saturday
afternoon as the global coronavirus
pandemic really starts to bite.
This morning the Reserve Bank
slashed the official cash rate from
1 percent to 0.25 percent for at
least a year and said its next step, if
further stimulus was needed, would
be a large-scale programme of NZ
government bond purchases.
The situation deteriorated last
week with the virus spreading
rapidly in Europe and elsewhere, and
the cancellation here of events like
the hugely popular Pasifika Festival.
But for many New Zealanders it
really hit home with the travel ban
which will require everyone arriving
in the country for the next 30 days
to self-isolate for two weeks.
Even though people could still
travel if they wish, the isolation
requirement makes it unwieldy.
Effectively this is a temporary, but in
reality indefinite, halt to all tourism
both in-bound and out-bound.
Air New Zealand has reacted
by offering packages such as the
ability to defer overseas travel for
up to 12 months but the already
embattled airline, along with the
rest of the world’s aviation industry,
faces a huge blow that will extend a
lot longer than the initial month of
these restrictions.
It is a major setback for New
Zealand’s $40 billion tourism
industry and the country featured
on international news bulletins for
imposing what are the strictest
travel restrictions in the world.
It prompts speculation as to
what will happen if community
transmission gets under way here,
such as the closing of schools as
happened in the polio epidemic of
the 1940s in which 170 people died.
The travel ban was something of
a surprise as most of the country
was waiting for the Government’s
economic response to the pandemic,
to be announced tomorrow after its
Monday Cabinet meeting.
Finance Minister Grant Robertson
has signalled the package will
include wage subsidies. It will have
a big effect on the morale of the
country and Robertson’s message
in an opinion piece at the weekend
was “we will get through this”.
The travel restrictions have the
support of leader of the Opposition
Simon Bridges, although he could
not resist adding a rider that this
came after a lot of pressure “from
National and New Zealanders”.
The cancellation or postponement
of most major sports casts a further
pall in a country where sport plays
such a huge part in everyday life.
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Trade waste, bylaws, tsunami exercise
WHAT’S ON IN COUNCIL
THIS WEEK
by Josh Wharehinga

I’D like to start my column
by congratulating councillor
Akuhata-Brown on her
election to Te Maruata Roopu
Whakahaere (TMRW). TMRW
is the governance board for Maori elected
members, and to become part of this board, one
is elected by the other councillors of Aotearoa
New Zealand. I had the privilege of serving on
TMRW last term as deputy chair which gave me
the opportunity to provide an East Coast context
when decisions were being made in Wellington.
I can’t think of anyone better to fly our regional
flag and ensure the East Coast stays at the
forefront of centrally-made decisions than our
own Mere. Congratulations e hoa!
This week in council we have Sustainable
Tairawhiti where we are discussing bylaws and
housing in Tairawhiti, amongst other things. We
are visiting Tauwhareparae farms, and running
a mock tsunami services exercise to practise
co-ordinating such an event.
For those who are unaware, Sustainable
Tairawhiti is a new committee made up of all
of council. It is where we as council develop

statutory and non-statutory policy, plans, bylaws
and strategies. The aim is to create an all-ofwellbeing approach to strategy, planning and
policy development in order to have effective
statutory plans and bylaws to protect community
and environmental needs.
Often council is taken to task over its
strategies, bylaws and planning (or lack thereof),
and Sustainable Tairawhiti is the committee
we have that solely focuses on making sure
our strategies that come from our community
engagement, the statutory obligations from
central government, the bylaws and policies we
create, and the planning that we do all lines up
and makes sense.
One of the decisions coming to Sustainable
Tairawhiti is approving the review of our trade
waste bylaw, as it has been determined that a
bylaw is the most suitable mechanism to remove
trade waste from our wastewater system. The
only trade waste that goes into our wastewater
system is mortuary waste, so this decision is the
first step to see what that change to our bylaw
looks like.
The decision doesn’t immediately trigger
any change to the bylaw, we are just agreeing
to review the bylaw; subsequently, staff scope
up what the reviewed contents will be, then
the reviewed bylaw goes up for community

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sheep following a path
Re: We get what we put up
with, March 12 letter.
Liked your letter on every
level Ron!
Banks are reducing hours or
closing all over New Zealand.
They tell us customers are
no longer going to branches
— when I go to both my local
banks there is a queue out the
door!
As for people playing with
their devices all day, well, they
must live very boring lives!
Facebook must be the most
ridiculous thing I have ever

heard of, but a lot of sheep
still follow that path!
Twenty years ago an
American commentator wrote
an article about “call centers”.
Basically what he concluded
was that if you want to ruin
your business then a call
centre was the way to do it!
All the firms I deal with have
a human answering the phone,
who knows what I want and
how to help me. The others
don’t get my dollar!
PHIL HUNT, Picton

consultation, a hearings process occurs then
final adoption happens. It seems quite lengthy,
but in order to do things correctly, sometimes it
takes a little more time.
I’m looking forward to the tsunami exercise
that is being run this week. There are many
things that need to occur, from emergency
services getting our people to safety, to the
Mayor making a declaration of emergency. The
point of the exercise is to practise what the
services may have to do during a tsunami event
in Gisborne, review how we did, repeat the
successes, and fix any gaps. Then we repeat the
whole process again in the future.
The yellow zone has significantly grown in the
new tsunami mapping so now we have to test out
what moving our people looks like now that we
have to go further.
If you’re interested in hearing about the
new tsunami mapping, our staff are holding
information sessions about tsunami, the current
maps and the future plan on Tuesday night from
5.30pm to 6.30pm and on Friday at lunch time,
12pm, in the chambers at council. Please be early
as the sessions will start promptly.
I want to end this column by sending my love
and condolences to my Harrison whanau. Ma te
atua e manaaki, e awhina i a koutou i roto i tenei
wa pouri rawa atu. Moe mai ra Donny. TPWB.

PM puts people first
We should commend our
Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern for her leadership
and broad, pre-emptive
isolation policy to help prevent
the coronavirus spreading
throughout New Zealand.
Her courage is putting
people before profit. It will
save many lives both here
and amongst our island
neighbours.
New Zealand is a country of
many firsts
– giving voting rights to
women
– excluding nuclear-armed
ships from our ports
– practising equality for all
– and now, implementing

such an early, wide-ranging
isolation policy to help
quarantine the coronavirus
from our shores.
If there is a silver lining
to this pandemic, it is the
consequential reduction of
carbon emissions due to travel
and transport reductions etc.
It is also making nations
view their neighbours as
fellow human beings and
realise that we are all in this
together.
Thus war zones and
differences will have to be “put
on hold” while we grapple with
this human crisis in solidarity.
Be safe.
B. BROWN

Firearm alert Just policing?
situation
Self-isolation appreciated
concerning
Re: Charged after firearm
alert, March 13 story.
It was quite confronting and
scary on Tuesday when I went
to pick my moko up from Te
Wharau to find the cordon in
place, armed police, and very
worried parents.
So when the “alleged”
offender was in custody and
we were allowed in to pick
up our kids, how safe were
we all when the real offender
was still on the loose? Very
concerning, I must say. What
do others think of this I
wonder?
CHARMAINE FOUHY

Re: Camping fines add up over a
busy summer, March 6 story.
So, this money the councils are
getting, I thought some of that was
meant to update freedom camping
grounds — not just more policing
of us.
DENICE WYATT, Kawerau

Democratic
Re: Gisborne MPs divided
over abortion reform, March
13 story.
Interesting that Anne
Tolley thinks referendums
are cowardly. Referendums
are more democratic
because every person gets
the opportunity to vote.
Democracy is not cowardly.

NIKKI PHILLIPS, Wgtn

Re: Gisborne woman in
self-isolation after travels,
March 14 story.
Welcome home and
thanks for your community
spirit!

JULIE, Tauranga
CLAIRE McCORMICK
Napier
Admirable lady — I really
admire you for your isolation.

■

■
■
■

I applaud you for using
wisdom and caring about
our community.
NORM

Not happy, fix our rail line
Re: Gisborne rail link left
out of 10 year vision, March
11 story.
I’m not very happy about

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz
■

On top of which, it now supports
what our admirable leader has
put in place. It’s the old saying,
prevention is better than cure.
Best wishes for your future.

The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
Always include full name and contact details.
If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

this story. I want the rail line
fixed as soon as possible.
MAY RUBY
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Travel chaos:
US travellers
asked to
show patience
WASHINGTON — US President Donald Trump
and other US officials appealed for patience as
travellers returning to the United States over the
weekend were met by long lines and massive
delays at major airports so they could be
screened for the coronavirus.
“Pardon the interruptions and delays,” Trump
said in a Twitter post. “We are moving as quickly
as possible, but it is very important that we be
vigilant and careful.”
Authorities were conducting “very precise”
medical screenings at airports, Trump tweeted,
adding that safety should come first.
His comments echoed those of officials from
the US Department of Homeland Security and
Customs and Border Protection.
They acknowledged delays caused by a new
airport testing policy, but said it was necessary
to protect Americans from the virus, which has
rapidly spread around the globe.
The Trump administration last week imposed
restrictions on travellers coming from continental
Europe, and on Saturday (local time) they
extended the ban to Britain and Ireland.
US citizens and permanent residents would
still be able to return home, but would be
funnelled through specific airports.
American Airlines said it plans to cut 75
percent of its international flights through to
May 6 and ground nearly all its wide-body fleet,
according to the CBC.
It would also cut nearly all flights to Asia,
Australia, Europe, South America and New
Zealand.
“I understand this is very stressful,” Chad Wolf,
acting secretary of the Department of Homeland

Security, said on Twitter. “The health and safety
of the American public is first & foremost.”
The medical screenings came in addition to
the usual immigration and customs checks for
travellers entering from abroad. The checks took
about one minute each, Wolf added.
Conditions were improving at several airports
by Sunday morning, Acting Commissioner of US
Customs and Border Protection Mark Morgan
said in a statement.
“Our goal is to process passengers as safely
and efficiently as possible,” Morgan said.
Officials were responding to widespread
complaints from passengers who said they had
to wait on hours-long lines to enter the United
States this weekend. Some expressed concerns
that long waits in heaving crowds could put them
at greater risk of contracting the coronavirus.
“Current wait time over 3 hours. Coughing
and sneezing . . .” wrote one Twitter user, Jeffrey
Barnett. He posted a photo of people waiting
shoulder to shoulder at DFW International Airport
in Texas on Saturday night.
The long waits prompted Illinois Democratic
Governor J.B. Pritzker to take to Twitter on
Saturday night to slam US President Donald
Trump and Vice President Mike Pence for
what he called their “unacceptable” handling
of the situation. “These crowds are waiting to
get through customs, which is under federal
jurisdiction,” he wrote.
The concerns were shared by National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director
Anthony Fauci, who said the crowded conditions
at the airports were “not helpful” to efforts to
contain the virus.— Reuters

TRAVEL NO LONGER WHAT IT USED TO BE: A masked traveller walks
through check-in screens at the Los Angeles International Airport on Sunday
(local time) in Los Angeles.
AP picture

EIFFEL TOWER CLOSED: A man wearing a mask walks pasts the Eiffel tower,
which was closed after the French government banned all gatherings of over 100
people to limit the spread of the virus Covid-19, in Paris, on Saturday (local time).
For most people, the new coronavirus causes only mild or moderate symptoms.
For some it can cause more severe illness, especially in older adults and people
with existing health problems.
AP picture

Virus shutdown hits France
PARIS — What is it like in Paris
now that the government has ordered
restaurants and bistros to close to
contain the new coronavirus, Covid-19?
Eerily quiet . . . No one is drinking
coffee in its famous sidewalk cafes.
Paris was now “like a horse without
a rider”, said Mohamed Fatnassi, the
man in charge of evening service at
the famed Closerie des Lilas bar and
restaurant.
He spoke early on Sunday (local
time), just after the ban came into
effect.
By then, the Left Bank restaurant
and bar had emptied — for who knows
how long.
The abrupt closure order from the
prime minister came in the midst of
France’s dinner hour on Saturday
night: all eateries should shut at
midnight — indefinitely.
“This is an institution . . . Everyone
has been through here,” Fatnassi said,
citing Ernest Hemingway, Pablo Picasso
and even Soviet founder Vladimir
Lenin, who lived in exile in a nearby
district.
Cafes and eateries have been an
essential part of the fabric of social life
in France since the first cafe appeared
in 17th-century Paris.
Today, in villages, the local cafe is
often the only place for neighbours to

meet each other and chat. Cafes are
so essential to social cohesion that the
French government has launched a
plan to ensure they survive.
By Sunday morning, the sidewalk
cafes once synonymous with France
stood barren.
Stacks of chairs looked forlorn,
absent of tourists and locals.
At the historic Dome fish restaurant
and cafe, a sign was taped to the brasstrimmed door: “Exceptional closing —
due to Covid-19.”
Some restaurants had takeout signs
on their doors as carrying away food is
still allowed — for now.
However, the usually bustling
Montparnasse tourist area of Paris was
eerily quiet.
Like others in Paris’ Montparnasse
district, Fatnassi said there was no
advance warning ahead of French
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe’s
restaurant closure announcement.
Authorities said the Covid-19 virus
had doubled in France in three days.
Europe has become the new epicentre
of the virus that began in China three
months ago.
Philippe said on Sunday that barrier
measures, like avoiding crowds or
maintaining a one-metre distance, had
not been being fully respected, notably
in packed cafes. — AP

Oz PM says all arrivals
will have to self-isolate
CANBERRA — Australia Prime Minister Scott
Morrison has announced that all overseas
arrivals to Australia will be required to selfisolate as the country tackles the coronavirus
pandemic. Australia has recorded more than 250
coronavirus cases and three deaths.
The new restrictions would come into effect
from midnight tonight.
Morrison has introduced measures similar to
New Zealand when it comes to overseas arrivals.
He announced the measures late yesterday
afternoon after a meeting with a newly-formed
national cabinet, dubbed the coronavirus ‘war
cabinet’.
“To help stay ahead of this curve (of an
increase in Covid-19 cases), we will impose a
universal self-isolation requirement on all arrivals
to Australia and it is effective from midnight
tonight.
“All people coming to Australia will be
required, I stress, to self-isolate for 14 days. This
is very important.”
The Australian government has also banned
all cruise ships from foreign ports from visiting
Australia for the next 30 days.
Australia has already imposed bans for
travellers from Italy, South Korea, Iran and China
— the countries with high infection rates.
The bans mean foreign nationals who have
been in any of those four nations would not be

allowed into Australia for 14 days from the time
they left those countries.
Australian citizens and permanent residents
travelling from those countries will still be able
to enter Australia but must self-isolate for a
fortnight after returning home.
Australia has advised against non-essential
gatherings of more than 500 people from
today, but this was yet to apply to schools and
universities.
It has also endorsed health experts’ advice
on “social distancing” — not shaking hands or
getting within a metre of another person.
Morrison said the rate of community
transmission had started to increase and that
social distancing would help limit demand on the
healthcare systems, which would mean better
treatment for the elderly and those in remote and
vulnerable communities.
“Slowing the spread will free up beds,” he said.
“That’s what happens when you get this right
and we’ve seen other countries going down this
path.”
Morrison said schools would stay open and
he recognised that while parents were anxious
about students picking up coronavirus in the
classroom, the advice that he has received is
that they should remain open for now. He said
children would engage more with others in the
community if they weren’t at school. — Agencies
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Britain to bring in self-isolation
for the over-70s ‘within weeks’
LONDON — Every Briton
over the age of 70 will be told
“within the coming weeks” to
stay at home for an extended
period to shield them from
coronavirus, Health Secretary
Matt Hancock has said.
He told the BBC the advice
would not come into force just
yet, but when it does it would
last “a very long time”.
This recent news came as
14 more people died in the UK
after testing positive for the
virus, bringing total deaths to
35 (according to worldometers.
info/coronavirus/ at the time of
going to press this morning).
Manufacturers would also
be asked to make extra NHS
ventilators, Hancock said.
The total number of confirmed
UK cases of the virus has
reached 1391, according to the
latest figures released by the
Department of Health and
Social Care.
Of the 14 patients who had
died most recently, all of them
were aged between 60 and 90,
and most had underlying health
conditions, according to the
latest information released by
hospital trusts.
Another 34 new cases were
announced in Wales, 32 in
Scotland and 11 in Northern
Ireland.
People self-isolating with
mild symptoms of the virus
were not being tested, with the
government prioritising tests
for those “most at risk of severe
illness”.
Tests would primarily be
given to patients in critical care,
to all patients in critical care for
pneumonia, acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) or
a flu-like illness, to patients
requiring hospital admission
for those illnesses and where
an outbreak had occurred in a
residential or care setting.
Those aged over 70 and
younger people with certain

The minister earlier used
an article in the Sunday
Telegraph to liken the
coronavirus crisis to
World War 2.

health conditions would need to
remain at home and have their
groceries and vital medication
delivered to them, the health
secretary said.
Scotland however would so far
not require elderly to stay home.
The Scottish government has
set out its interpretation of the
strategy, saying it had no plans
to isolate the elderly, but would
instead “ask them to reduce
social contact”.
Jeane Freeman, Hancock’s
counterpart in Scotland, said:
“We don’t want people who
are elderly to be stuck in their
homes alone not contacting
anyone, with their families not
able to be in touch with them
and to help them.
“What we’re saying to them is,
reduce your contact.”
The Scottish government
has also published its guidance
that gatherings of 500 people or
more should not take place in
Scotland.
Although it does not have
the power to call off events, it
has urged organisers to “act
responsibly” in cancelling large

gatherings from Monday to
help the efforts of emergency
services.
All the UK deaths from the
virus so far had been among
people aged over 60 or those
who had underlying health
conditions.
Hancock told the BBC’s
Andrew Marr people without
symptoms would be able to visit
older relatives and friends so
long as they stayed two metres
apart from them.
He said car manufacturers,
weapons makers and army
suppliers would be asked to
change their production lines
to make ventilators for use in
hospitals treating coronavirus
— which can cause severe
breathing problems.
Digger manufacturer JCB
said it had been approached by
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
to see if it could help with the
production of ventilators.
The company chairman, Lord
Bamford, said it was “unclear
as yet” whether it could assist,
but its research and engineering
teams were “actively looking” at

how long the advice would last,
saying: “We want to be ready to
‘WE’LL STOP AT
say that when we judge, based
NOTHING TO FIGHT
on the scientific advice, that the
THIS VIRUS’: Britain’s
time has come.
Health Secretary Matt
“We know that when you ask
Hancock has told the
people to do this sort of thing
BBC that people over
that they can tire of it, it also
the age of 70 will be
has negative impacts,” he added.
told to stay at home for
The minister earlier used an
an extended period.
article in the Sunday Telegraph
AFP/Jeff Overs/BBC to liken the coronavirus crisis to
picture World War 2.
He wrote that, despite the
the request.
Blitz, the UK “pulled together in
The health service is to
one gigantic national effort” and
stop non-urgent surgery and
that the same must happen once
implement a huge training
more.
programme to retrain medics
It came as the government’s
from other specialisms to treat
strategy was criticised by
those who become seriously ill
some scientists, who wrote
with the Covid-19 disease.
to ministers urging them to
“We will stop at nothing to
introduce tougher measures to
fight this virus and I think
tackle the spread of Covid-19.
people have got the impression
“Of course there is a scientific
otherwise,” Hancock said.
debate around scientific
Prime Minister Boris Johnson concepts but I want to be
was to hold a conference call
absolutely crystal clear, we will
with industry leaders soon to
do what is necessary,” Hancock
discuss the need to help produce said.
medical equipment “at speed”,
Shadow health secretary
Hancock said.
Jonathan Ashworth said the
Hancock said there were 5000 public did not want ambiguity
ventilators available at the
from the government.
moment, but that many times
“People just want clear advice.
that number would be needed.
The prime minister should be
Work was also under way to
out there daily speaking to
buy up thousands of private
the nation and explaining why
hospital beds to boost NHS
things are changing,” he told
capacity should it be needed,
Sky News’ Sophy Ridge.
and the possibility that empty
Details of an emergency
hotels might be requisitioned
bill giving the government
had not been ruled out.
temporary powers to tackle the
Hancock declined to give
outbreak would be released next
details of when the over-70s
week.
would be asked to self-isolate or
— BBC

Netanyahu rival Gantz chosen to form new Israeli govt
JERUSALEM — Israeli
opposition leader Benny
Gantz will be given the first
opportunity to form a new
government after an inconclusive
national election this month,
the country’s president said
on Sunday (local time), raising
questions about Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s political
future.
The decision by President
Reuven Rivlin was announced
by his office after he consulted
with leaders of all of the parties
elected to parliament.
He will formally designate
Gantz with the task on Monday
and give him a month to cobble
together a governing coalition.
The political wrangling comes
at a sensitive time.
Netanyahu has been leading
the country as it confronts the
growing coronavirus threat,
with over 200 cases diagnosed
and the number quickly rising.
Netanyahu also faces serious
legal troubles as he prepares
to go on trial to face corruption
charges.

Netanyahu’s Likud emerged as
the largest party in the March 2
election — Israel’s third in under
a year.
However, with his smaller
religious and nationalist allies,
he received the support of only
58 lawmakers during Sunday’s
consultations, leaving his rightwing bloc three seats short of the
required majority in parliament.
Gantz’s Blue and White
received the support of parties
representing 61 seats, a slim
majority. However, those parties
were also divided, and it was
not clear whether Gantz would
succeed in putting together a
coalition.
One lawmaker refused to
endorse either side.
Given the likelihood of
continued deadlock, Rivlin on
late Sunday summoned both
Netanyahu and Gantz to an
emergency meeting, where the
men pledged to explore a unity
government.
In a joint statement, both
parties thanked Rivlin and said
their leaders “agreed for the

respective negotiation teams to
meet soon”.
Rivlin had earlier called for a
power-sharing unity government
to lead the country through its
many crises.
Israel has gone through three
inconclusive elections in the past
year, leaving it with a caretaker
government as it confronts a
host of challenges, including the
coronavirus battle.
If the two rivals cannot reach
a unity deal, the country could
find itself in a fourth consecutive
election campaign.
“Anyone who has watched the
news in recent days understands
that this is a time of trial,
and that these are not regular
consultations,” Rivlin said earlier
on Sunday. “We must now deal
with forming a government
as soon as possible . . . at this
complex time.”
Rivlin’s duties are largely
ceremonial.
However, he is responsible
for designating the candidate
he thinks has the best chance
of forming a government by

Benny Gantz
securing a parliamentary
majority.
That usually goes to the leader
of the largest party, in this case
Netanyahu.
However, after a slim majority
endorsed Gantz on Sunday,
Rivlin appeared to have little
choice.
Gantz will face a difficult task
securing a governing coalition.
The parties that endorsed him
have little in common beyond
their shared antipathy toward
Netanyahu, who has led the
country for the past 11 years.
They include the predominantly

Arab Joint List and the ultranationalist Yisrael Beitenu.
Yisrael Beitenu’s leader,
Avigdor Lieberman, and two
members of Gantz’s own Blue
and White party have said they
would oppose a government that
relies on support from the Joint
List.
Lieberman told the president
that he supported Gantz, but
also called for the formation
of an “emergency” unity
government to deal with the
coronavirus threat.
Netanyahu, in his caretaker
role, has invited Gantz to
join him in an emergency
government.
Gantz has left the door open
to such an arrangement, but also
dismissed the offers as insincere.
Although Gantz’s chances
of forming a new government
appear slim, receiving the
“mandate” from Rivlin could
strengthen his position in unity
talks with Netanyahu, said
Yochanan Plesner, president of
the Israel Democracy Institute.
— AP
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Death toll in Spain
doubles overnight
Spain wakes to its first day of nationwide quarantine
MADRID — Spain’s
Defence Ministry says the
government will deploy
military units under that
state of emergency that has
been declared to fight the
coronavirus outbreak.
The death toll in Spain,
which is on a nationwide
lockdown, doubled overnight,
officials said on Sunday (local
time).
Other countries around
the world also moved to close
all nonessential businesses,
introduce mandatory 14-day
quarantines for inbound
travellers and institute
curfews.
The ministry said the
emergency units, whose
mission is to respond to
domestic natural disasters
and often assist in fighting
wildfires, would go on a
reconnaissance on Sunday
of areas considered virus
hotspots.
Those included Madrid,
Sevilla, Valencia, Zaragoza,
Leon and two of the Canary
Islands.
Prime Minister Pedro
Sanchez said on Friday
that he would include the
deployment of military
resources as part of a battery
of measures to stem the
contagion curve.
Using powers given to it
under the two-week state
of emergency declared on
Saturday, Spain’s government
has restricted movements
to essential errands and
commuting to and from work.
It has also closed restaurants,
bars and most retail shops.
Police units are enforcing
the confinement, patrolling
the streets and public areas
like parks.
The ministry has also
called up military doctors
from the reserve and ordered
for military pharmacies
to increase production of
disinfectant solutions and

EMPTY BEACHES: An empty beach in Barcelona, Spain, on Sunday (local time). Spain
awoke to its first day of a nationwide quarantine on Sunday (local time) after the government
declared a two-week state of emergency and put in place extraordinary measures, including the
confinement of people to their homes unless shopping for food and medicine, going to and from
work and to meet other basic needs. Restaurants and hotels are closed and public transport has
been reduced.
AP picture
other generic medicines.
Meanwhile, Jet2 planes
heading to Spain were turned
around in mid-air earlier
as the airline cancelled all
flights to the mainland,
Balearic Islands and the
Canary Islands because of
coronavirus.
Jet2 said the health and
safety of its customers was its
top priority.
The airline flies to
destinations including
Alicante, Malaga and
Lanzarote from nine UK
airports.
It said it had decided to
suspend all holidays and
flights to all of Spain for at
least a week after authorities

there ordered the bars,
restaurants, shops and
activities to close.
Jet2 had started sending
empty planes out to the
14 Spanish destinations
it operates to and would
run its normal schedule of
return flights to the UK for
the coming week to bring
customers home.
“We know these local
measures will have a
significant impact on our
customers’ holidays, which
is why we have taken this
decision,” a spokesperson for
the airline added.
“This is a fast-moving and
complex situation and we are
reviewing our programme as

a matter of urgency, so that
we can fly customers back to
the UK.”
Earlier, flight-tracking
information showed at least
five Jet2 planes travelling to
Spain turning around mid-air
to return to the UK.
Dale Dixon, 26, from
Pontefract, West Yorkshire,
was due to fly from Alicante
to East Midlands Airport at
11:45 GMT.
He said there was a feeling
of “deflation” at the airport,
saying: “It is overcrowded
here. There are children just
lying around bored and bags
scattered all over the place.
“People are definitely
panicking.” — BBC, Agencies

Virus fears
bring about
lockdowns,
closures
worldwide
ROME — Daily life came to a grinding halt
around much of the world at the weekend amid
new travel restrictions, border shutdowns and
sweeping closures of restaurants and bars
aimed to slow the spread of the coronavirus
pandemic.
The numbers of cases and deaths have
continued to rise globally, including in hard-hit
Italy. With the country under a nearly week-old
lockdown, Pope Francis ventured out of the
Vatican to visit two churches in Rome to pray
for the sick, a spokesman said.
Public worship was curtailed in many places
as pastors gave sermons to empty pews or
moved to online services.
Muslim authorities announced that the
Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem’s Old City would
be closed indefinitely, and the Vatican said next
month’s Holy Week services would not be open
to the public.
In Spain, long lines for food and police
patrols marked the first day of a nationwide
quarantine.
In the Philippines, soldiers and police sealed
off the densely populated capital of Manila
from most domestic travellers.
Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz
announced plans to limit movement
nationwide, and Lebanon’s government
ordered a lockdown in the country, closing
down Beirut’s famed seaside corniche.
Ireland ordered all pubs and bars to close
for two weeks — including on Tuesday, which
is St Patrick’s Day there — and urged people
not even to hold house parties.
Two pub industry groups had warned of the
“real difficulty” in keeping people apart in the
country’s famous watering holes.
With new infections dwindling in Asia,
Europe has become the main frontline of the
fight against Covid-19.
China, Italy, Iran, South Korea and Spain
currently have the most infections.
People should go out “only alone or with
the people who live in their apartment,” said
Austria’s Kurz.
That has been echoed by one of America’s
top infectious disease experts, Dr Anthony
Fauci of the National Institutes of Health.
“It’s not a wave. It’s a tsunami,” said Dr.
Roberto Rona, who is in charge of intensive
care at the Monza hospital in Covid-19 stricken
Italy. The Vatican said it would close all Holy
Week ceremonies to the public starting with
Palm Sunday on April 5. — AP

Trump calls on Americans to cease hoarding food, supplies
WASHINGTON, DC — US
President Donald Trump on
Sunday (local time) called on
Americans to cease hoarding
groceries and other supplies,
while one of the nation’s most
senior public health officials
called on the nation to act with
more urgency to safeguard
their health as the coronavirus
outbreak continued to spread
across the United States.
Dr Anthony Fauci said he
would like to see aggressive
measures such as a 14-day
national shutdown.
Trump assured Americans,
after speaking with leading
grocery chain executives, that
grocers would remain open and
that the supply chain remained
healthy.
US Vice President Mike Pence
urged Americans to only buy the

groceries they need for the week
ahead.
“You don’t have to buy
so much,” Trump said at a
conference.
“Take it easy. Just relax.”
The comments from the
US president came after the
government’s top infectious
disease expert said he would like
to see aggressive measures such
as a 14-day national shutdown
that would require Americans
to hunker down even more to
help slow the spread of the
coronavirus.
However, Dr Anthony Fauci
also said travel restrictions
within the US, such as to and
from hard-hit Washington state
and California, probably would
not be needed anytime soon.
The push by one of the
nation’s foremost public health

experts for Americans to act
Starting on Monday, those who
with greater urgency came as
enter the White House complex
officials in Washington began
will have their temperatures
preparing for what was expected taken.
to be a long-haul effort to try to
This would expand on
stem the virus that has upended screenings that began on
life around the
Saturday for those
globe.
in close proximity
You don’t have to
At the White
to the president
House, Trump
buy so much. Take it and vice president.
tuned in to an
House Speaker
easy! Just relax
online evangelical
Nancy Pelosi,
—US President D-Calif., said
church service
Donald Trump Congress had
on what he
designated as a
started work on a
national day of
new aid package
prayer, and held a conference
after the one just approved by
call with grocery and supply
the House early on Saturday,
chain executives on how to
which provided direct relief to
keep food and other necessary
Americans suffering physically,
supplies flowing to Americans.
financially and emotionally from
New protocols were on the way the coronavirus pandemic.
to protect the president and his
It included sick pay and other
staff.
resources and was pending in

‘

’

Senate.
“We have already begun work
to develop a third emergencyresponse package,” Pelosi wrote
in a letter to colleagues.
With the US Capitol among
the many iconic landmarks
closed to tours, Pelosi also urged
lawmakers to have most of their
Washington staff telework from
home, as health officials urged
social distancing.
House lawmakers were away
on weeklong recess and many
have already curtailed visits to
their local offices as well.
Fauci said the country should
do as much as “we possibly can”,
even if officials were criticised
for overreacting.
Trump in recent days has
imposed sweeping travel
restrictions for much of Europe.
— AP
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Bill Gates quits Microsoft board
Plans to focus on philanthropy
REDMOND — Microsoft
co-founder Bill Gates is stepping
down from the company’s
board to spend more time on
philanthropic activities.
He says he wants to focus on
global health and development,
education and tackling climate
change.
One of the world’s richest
men, Gates, 65, has also left
the board of Warren Buffett’s
massive holding company,
Berkshire Hathaway.
Mr Gates stepped down from
his day-to-day role running
Microsoft in 2008.
Announcing his latest move,
Gates said the company would
“always be an important part
of my life’s work” and he would
continue to be engaged with its
leadership.
But he said, “I am looking
forward to this next phase as
an opportunity to maintain the

friendships and partnerships
that have meant the most to
me, continue to contribute to
two companies of which I am
incredibly proud, and effectively
prioritise my commitment to
addressing some of the world’s
toughest challenges.”
Gates is listed by Forbes
as the world’s second richest
man after Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos, and is worth $103.6bn
(£84.4bn).
He made his fortune
developing software for the
personal computer.
As a young man, he dropped
out of college and moved to
Albuquerque, in New Mexico,
where he set up Microsoft with
his childhood friend, Paul Allen,
who died in 2018.
Their big break came in
1980 when Microsoft signed
an agreement with IBM to
build the operating system that

became known as MS-DOS.
Microsoft went public in 1986
and within a year Bill Gates,
at 31, had become the youngest
self-made billionaire.
Gates was Microsoft’s CEO
until 2000 and since then
has gradually scaled back his
involvement in the company.
Gates has served on
Berkshire’s board since 2004
but devotes much of his time to
the charitable organisation he
set up with his wife, the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. He
will also remain a technology
adviser to Microsoft CEO Satya
Nadella and other company
leaders.
The couple were named the
most generous philanthropists
in the US in 2018 by the The
Chronicle of Philanthropy,
PURSUING HOBBY: Microsoft giant Bill Gates plans to focus on
after giving $4.8bn to their
global health and development, education and tackling climate
foundation the previous year.
AP picture
— BBC/AP change.

To advertise in
Monday Market
Call Jane Smith
06 869 0617

31126-04

NEW WINTER
COLLECTION

116 Gladstone Road Gisborne 867 7339

28998-01

This week at the Dome

Friday 20 March

Saturday 21 March

Sunday 22 March

Come and see me for a free
denture consultation
• Full denture
• Denture repairs
• Partial denture
• Denture reline
• Mouth guard
• Night guard

Don’t Tie Me
Down Blouse

FINAL

Guaranteed
expertise

60 Gladstone Road,
Gisborne
Ph 867 7409

Poverty Bay Club

www.truly.co.nz

733 Aberdeen Road, Gisborne

31371-03

The Dome Bar is open for your favourite
tipple, sweet treats and pizza during every film.
Film reviews and screening times at www.domecinema.co.nz
38 Childers Road
sally@domecinema.co.nz

31595-01

Thursday 19 March

Dining from 5pm
6.30pm Photograph (M)
Dining from 5pm
ISABELLA ROVO plays the garden bar
7pm FREE ENTRY
Dining from 5pm
6pm All at Sea (M) NEW
8pm The Humorist (M) NEW
Dining from 5pm
6pm The Peanut Butter Falcon (M)
8pm All at Sea (M)
Pizza from 5pm
6pm Women’s Adventure Film Tour

30753-07

Wednesday 18 March

Ph 867 5307 or 021 195 5500 • Mon-Thurs 8am-5pm

END OF
SUMMER
ALL SALE
ITEMS
$30-$99

Clothing,
footwear,
accessories
and more...

Ph.

06 867 8424

LAYBUY

30172-10

29033-16

22 Gladstone Road
www.boutiqueonmainstreet.co.nz
ON

109 Main Rd, Makaraka, Ph 06 868 8479
www.eastoutdoors.co.nz

29490-13

In Gisborne
exclusively at...

Treble Court,
Peel Street
P 868 1344
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MONDAY—TUESDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE
TVNZ 1

© TVNZ 2020

TVNZ 2

THREE

© TVNZ 2020
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
5.30 Home And Away 0
6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm
6pm Neighbours 0
7pm The Project
7pm Shortland Street PGR 0
7.30 Married At First Sight
Desdemona must step
Australia PGR 0
up; Drew must turn over a
9.05 Talking Married AO 0
new leaf; Cece surprises
Ben.
9.20 SVU AO 0
7.30 The Bachelorette NZ PGR 0
The case of a teenaged
With home visits
girl assaulted in the
approaching, one
projects leads to a
bachelorette must make
surprising discovery;
her modt difficult decision
Benson puts her trust in
yet; as pressure mounts,
one bachelor makes a
someone from her past.
dramatic exit.
10.15 NewsHub Late
8.35 The Undateables 0
10.45 The Hui 3 0
9.35 The Walking Dead AO 0
10.40 Two And A Half Men PGR 3 0 11.20 NewsHub Nation 3 0
An in-depth weekly
11.10 Mom PGR 3 0
11.35 Grey’s Anatomy PGR 3 0
current-affairs show.

PRIME

MAORI TV

12.30 The Resident AO 3 0
1.15 Shortland Street PGR 3 0
1.40 Infomercials
2.40 Quantico AO 3 0
3.30 Love Island UK AO 3
4.15 The Fresh Prince Of Bel
Air 3 0
4.40 Neighbours 3 0
5.30 Infomercials
6.30 Rescue Bots Academy 0
6.40 Moon And Me 0
7am The Tom And Jerry
Show 3 0
7.25 Thunderbirds Are Go! 3 0
7.50 Bunnicula 3 0
8.15 Muppet Babies 3 0
8.35 Goldie And Bear 3 0
9am Infomercials
10am Neighbours 3 0
11am The Bachelorette
NZ PGR 3 0
Noon 2 Broke Girls PGR 3 0
1pm Judge Rinder PGR
2pm American Housewife 3 0
2.30 Home And Away 0
3pm Shortland Street PGR 3 0
3.30 Powerpuff Girls 3 0
3.40 Pokemon: Sun And Moon:
Ultra Legends 0
4.05 The Deep 0
4.30 Friends 3 0
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
5.30 Home And Away 0

12.30 Infomercials
6am The AM Show
9am The Café
10am Infomercials
11.25 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0
12.25 Face The Truth PGR
12.55 Dr Phil AO
Nick says his 41-year-old
sister prioritises partying
over parenting her
13-year-old daughter.
1.50 Married At First Sight
Australia PGR 3 0
3.20 F My Sri Lanka With
Peter Kuruvita
Peter’s journey
ends at Sri Lanka’s
northernmost peninsula,
where he fishes with the
locals for the last time,
and serves a distinctive
seafood soup known as
Jaffna Kool.
3.50 United Plates Of
America 3
4.30 NewsHub Live At
4:30pm
5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0

5pm Waiata Mai
5pm 3rd Rock From The
Sun 0
5.10 Te Mana Kuratahi 3
5.30 Prime News
5.40 Tamariki Haka
6pm Netball:
5.50 E Kori 3
Premiership (HLS) Stars v
5.55 Pipi Ma
Mystics.
6pm ZooMoo
6.30 Sky Sport News
6.10 Te Nutube
7pm The Crowd Goes Wild
6.20 Darwin + Newts 3
7.30 Aussie Pickers 0
6.30 Te Ao: Maori News
8.30 M Now You See
7pm Whanau Living 3
Me 2 AO 0 2016 Thriller.
7.30 Carluccio’s 6
The Four Horsemen
Seasons PGR 3
resurface, and are
8pm Te Ao With Moana
forcibly recruited by a
8.30 M Janis: Little Girl
tech genius to pull off
Blue AO 2015 Documentary.
their most impossible
10.30 #whiuatepatai AO 3
theft yet. Jesse
11pm Te Ao: Maori News 3
Eisenberg, Mark Ruffalo, 11.30 Closedown
Woody Harrelson.
TUESDAY
11.15 Cricket: Australia
6.30 Paia
v Blackcaps (HLS)
6.40 My Mokai
Second ODI.
7.10 He Rourou 3
TUESDAY
7.20 E Kori 3
12.15 Sail GP (HLS)
7.25 E Ki E Ki
1.15 The Late Show With
7.30 Mahi Pai
Stephen Colbert PGR
7.40 Tamariki Haka
2.15 Closedown
7.50 Huritua
6am Ben 10: Alien Force 3 0
8am Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
6.25 The Powerpuff Girls 3 0
8.30 Sidewalk Karaoke PGR 3
6.50 The Loud House 3 0
9am Best Of Kai Time On
7.15 Trulli Tales 3 0
The Road 3
7.30 Atomic Puppet 3 0
9.30 Opaki 3
7.40 Teenage Mutant Ninja
10am Waiata 3
Turtles 3 0
10.30
Morena 3
8.05 The Thundermans 3 0
11am Matangi Rau 3
8.30 The Moe Show 3 0
9am Celebrity Antiques Road Noon Funny Whare:
Gamesnight PGR 3
Trip 3
12.30
It’s In The Bag
10am The Doctors PGR
1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga
11am The Chase Australia 3 0
O Te Motu 3
Noon Everybody Loves
1.30 Ako 3
Raymond 3 0 (Part 1)
2pm Toku Reo 3
12.30 Bull PGR 3 0
3pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
1.30 Frasier 3
3.30 Playlist
2pm The Late Show With
4pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
Stephen Colbert PGR 3
4.30 Pukana 3
3pm Wheel Of Fortune
5pm Paia
3.30 Jeopardy
5.10 My Mokai
4pm A Place In The Sun
5.40 He Rourou 3
5pm 3rd Rock From The
5.50 E Kori 3
Sun 0
5.30 Prime News
5.55 E Ki E Ki

SKY SPORT 1

SKY SPORT 2

PAY TV
SKY 5

MOVIES PREMIERE DISCOVERY

5pm Six Nations: Italy v
England
5.30 Six Nations: France v
Ireland
6pm Rugby Nation
7pm Six Nations: France v
Ireland
9pm Six Nations: Wales v
Scotland
11pm Six Nations: Italy v
England

9.30 India v South Africa (HLS)
Second ODI.
10.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
11pm Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
11.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)

5pm The Chase 0
6pm 1 News At 6pm 0
7pm Seven Sharp 0
7.30 Fair Go 0
A Canterbury couple
whose dreams were
shattered in a single day
and the multinational
company responsible; a
biker in a disagreement
with Harley Davidson.
8pm Highway Cops PGR 0
A holiday ends badly
for a touring family; two
explorers 4-wheel-drive
the back roads; a group
of SADD volunteers
encourage sober drivers.
8.30 Border Security 0
Fishermen from
Vietnam are caught
illegally fishing for sea
cucumbers; a box of
marker pens from China
is found to contain
the drug ICE; a nondeclarant is caught with
plant material.
9pm Prodigal Son AO 0
9.55 Women In Blue PGR
(Starting Today) 3 0
10.25 1 News Tonight 0
10.55 The Red Line PGR 0
11.55 The Catch AO 3

TUESDAY
12.50 Te Karere 3
1.15 Infomercials
5.30 Te Karere 3
6am Breakfast
9am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 0
10am Tipping Point 3
11am Cash Trapped 0
Noon 1 News At Midday 0
12.30 Emmerdale PGR 0
1pm Coronation Street
PGR 3 0
2pm The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 3 0
3pm Tipping Point
4pm Te Karere
4.30 Dog Squad 3 0
5pm The Chase 0

TUESDAY
1am Rugby Nation
2am Super Rugby: Sunwolves
v Crusaders
4am Super Rugby: Chiefs v
Hurricanes
6am Rugby Nation
7am Super Rugby: Chiefs v
Hurricanes
7.30 Super Rugby: Sunwolves
v Crusaders
8am Super Rugby: Blues v
Lions
8.30 Super Rugby: Reds v
Bulls
9am Super Rugby: Sharks v
Stormers
9.30 Super Rugby: Jaguares v
Highlanders
10am Super Rugby: Brumbies v
Waratahs
10.30 Japan Top League:
Steelers v Spears
12.30 Six Nations: Wales v
Scotland
1pm Six Nations: Italy v
England
1.30 Rugby Nation
2.30 Super Rugby: Chiefs v
Hurricanes
3pm Super Rugby: Sunwolves
v Crusaders
3.30 Super Rugby: Blues v
Lions
4pm Super Rugby: Reds v
Bulls
4.30 Super Rugby: Sharks v
Stormers
5pm Super Rugby: Jaguares v
Highlanders
5.30 Super Rugby: Brumbies v
Waratahs

TUESDAY

TUESDAY
12am Pakistan Super
League (RPL) Quetta v
Karachi.
3.30 Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
4.30 Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
5.30 Pakistan Super
League (HLS)
6am Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
7am Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
8am South Africa v
Australia (HLS)
9am India v South Africa (HLS)
10am Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
11am Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
Noon Pakistan Super
League (HLS)
12.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
1pm Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
1.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
2pm Women’s T20 World
Cup (RPL) Final: Australia
v India.
5.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)

TUESDAY

5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG
6pm Highway Thru Hell PG
7pm Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
7.30 CSI MV
8.30 Borderforce US: The
Bridges M
9.30 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
10.30 SVU MVS
11.15 Highway Thru Hell PG

TUESDAY
12.05 Modern Family PG
12.30 Modern Family PG
12.55 Wheel Of Fortune PG
1.20 Jeopardy! PG
1.40 Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
2.05 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
2.50 Borderforce US: The
Bridges M
3.40 SVU MV
4.25 Hardcore Pawn PG
4.50 CSI MV
5.35 The Simpsons PG
6am Jeopardy! PG
6.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG
6.45 The Simpsons PG
7.10 Modern Family PG
7.35 Modern Family PG
8am Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
8.25 Highway Thru Hell PG
9.15 Hardcore Pawn PG
9.40 Hawaii Five-0 MV
10.25 SVU MVS
11.10 Modern Family PG
11.40 Modern Family PG
12.05 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
1pm Raw Live MVC
4.05 The Simpsons PG
4.35 Jeopardy! PG
5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG

5.15 The Extraordinary
Journey Of The Fakir ML
2018 Comedy. Dhanush,
Erin Moriarty.
6.50 Speed Kills MVL 2018 Action.
John Travolta, Katheryn
Winnick.
8.30 High Moon 16VL 2018 Action.
A gunfighter from the old
west returns from the
grave to stop a werewolf
motorcycle gang from
terrorising a small town.
Sean Partick Flanery,
Chelsea Edmundson.
10.05 The Bachelors MLC 2017
Comedy. JK Simmons, Julie
Delpy.
11.45 The Founders PG 2015
Documentary.

TUESDAY
1.15 Culture Shock 18VLSC 2018
Horror. Martha Higareda,
Shawn Ashmore.
2.45 The Extraordinary
Journey Of The Fakir ML
2018 Comedy. Dhanush,
Erin Moriarty.
4.17 High Moon 16VL 2018 Action.
5.47 The Founders PG 2015
Documentary.
7.17 Speed Kills MVL 2018 Action.
8.57 The Extraordinary
Journey Of The Fakir ML
2018 Comedy.
10.32 High Moon 16VL 2018 Action.
12.02 The Bachelors MLC 2017
Comedy.
1.41 The Founders PG 2015
Documentary.
3.11 Wild Rose MLS 2019 Drama.
4.50 The Poison Rose MVL
2019 Thriller.

5.40 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
6.35 Aussie Salvage
Squad PG Goodbye My
Friends.
7.30 Top Gear PG
8.30 Mighty Car Mods:
Turbos And Temples PG
9.25 Kindig Customs PG
10.15 Car Crash TV
10.40 Car Crash TV
11.05 Naked And Afraid MLC
11.55 How It’s Made M

TUESDAY
12.20 How Do They Do It? PG
12.45 World’s Deadliest
Weather Caught On
Camera PG
1.35 Deadliest Catch PG
2.25 Bering Sea Gold PG
3.15 Gold Rush: White
Water PG
4.05 What On Earth? PG
4.55 Naked And Afraid MLC
5.45 Deadliest Catch PG
6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG
7.30 Top Gear
8.20 Outback Opal
Hunters PG
9.10 Mighty Car Mods:
Turbos And Temples PG
10am How It’s Made M
10.25 How Do They Do It? PG
10.50 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
11.40 Evil Lives Here PG
12.30 Killer Instinct With
Chris Hansen MVC
1.20 Web Of Lies M
2.10 Top Gear PG
3pm Gold Rush: White
Water PG
3.50 Deadliest Catch PG
4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG
5.40 Aussie Gold Hunters PG

KEY 0 Closed captions; 3 Repeat; (HLS) Highlights; (RPL) Replay; (DLY) Delayed; 16 Approved for persons 16 years or over; 18 Approved for persons 18 years or over; AO Adults only;
C Content may offend; L Language may offend; M Suitable for mature audiences; PG/PGR Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers; S Sexual content may offend; V Contains violence.

16Mar20

Highway Cops
8pm on TVNZ 1

The Bachelorette NZ
7.30pm on TVNZ 2

SVU
9.20pm on Three

CHOICE
5.30 Mysteries At The
Museum 6.30 Salvage
Hunters 7.30 Egypt’s Treasure
Guardians 8.30 New Zealand
From Above 9.30 From
Russia To Iran 10.30 Salvage
Hunters 11.30 Mysteries At
The Museum TUESDAY
12.30 River Cottage Autumn
1.30 Carver Kings 2am Cash
Cowboys 3am New Zealand
From Above 4am From Russia
To Iran 5am Mysteries At The
Museum 6am Coastal Railways
With Julie Walters 7am River
Cottage Autumn 8am Hope
For Wildlife 9am Travel Man:
48 Hours In 9.30 Frank Lloyd
Wright: The Man Who Built
America 10.30 Mysteries At
The Museum 11.30 Salvage
Hunters 12.30 Egypt’s Treasure
Guardians 1.30 From Russia To
Iran 2.30 New Zealand From
Above 3.30 Heart Of The World
4.30 Jamie’s 30-Minute Meals
5pm Gourmet Farmer Afloat
5.30 Mysteries At The Museum

BRAVO
5pm Judge Jerry
5.30 Hoarders
6.30 Love It Or List It
7.30 Snapped PGR 8.30 Injustice
With Nancy Grace AO
9.30 A Lie To Die For AO
10.30 Snapped PGR
11.30 Snapped: Killer Couples AO
TUESDAY 12.20 Infomercials
10am Four Weddings USA
11am Snapped PGR Noon The
Kelly Clarkson Show 1pm The
Real Housewives Of Beverly
Hills PGR 2pm Below Deck PGR
3pm Keeping Up With The
Kardashians PGR 4pm Undercover
Boss 5pm Judge Jerry
5.30 Hoarders

RNZ NATIONAL
5pm Checkpoint
6.30 Trending Now
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.
8.15 Dateline Pacific
Current-affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories
of the week.
8.30 Windows On The World
International public-radio features
and documentaries.
9.30 Insight
10pm News At Ten
10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.
11.06 Nashville Babylon

TUESDAY
12.04 The All Night Programme
5am First Up
6am Morning Report
9.06 Nine To Noon
10.45 The Reading
Noon Midday Report
1.06 Afternoons
4.06 The Panel
5pm Checkpoint
Compiled by
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Otago greys at Forbury Park Tuesday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:

COSMIC MARTY, HOMEBUSH BEDE, BRUT MAGIC
OPAWA NASH, HOMEBUSH SHOWOFF,
HOMEBUSH MURDOCK
Race 3: LETHAL LETTIE, NIPPA ENOUGH, SILOUETTE JET
Race 4: MOANY MALONEY, DILLER, MISS JUNE
Race 5: MITCHAM GOLDIE, C’MON BENNY BOY,
COOL BEANS
Race 6: RIPSLINGER ROXY, VOLCANIC WHISPER,
KNOW TALENT
Race 7: PUNCH ON JESSIE, KNOW CRIME,
HOMEBUSH REED
Race 8: KNOCKA KNOW HOW, MY GIRL SOFIA,
HOMEBUSH MAYCEE
Race 9: KNOW DENYING, CLASSY WITCH, OPHELIA ALLEN
Race 10: OPAL HUNTER, SONJA, EZRA BLUEBLOOD

EMERGENCIES:
9 35887 Punch On Woody 18.84
10 76588 Melting World 19.31

2

Jetbet 3
John McInerney
John Guthrie

Ogrc Early Quaddie Sprint 12.27
$1365, C0, 310m

1 45235 Opawa Nash nwtd
2
756 Princely Castle nwtd
3 8574 Double Queenie nwtd
4 85326 Homebush Murdock nwtd
5 88747 Homebush Durant nwtd
6
7 Mitcham Liam nwtd
7
888 Lady Sobers nwtd
8 52583 Homebush Showoff nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9
868 Miss Cowdrey nwtd
10 6678s Mitcham Treasure nwtd

3

John Rush
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

Happy B'day Alana Bagley 12.45
$2505, C1, 545m

1

greyhoundsaspets.org.nz

12.10

$1450, C1, 310m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

77368
85744
78686
78786
55368
85765
36722
72451

Cosmic Marty 18.91
Brut Magic 19.27
Homebush Maree nwtd
Black Dan 18.83
Smokey Dodger 18.72
Mick The Mouse nwtd
Homebush Bede nwtd
Homebush Fairy nwtd

John McInerney
Chris Healey
John McInerney
John McInerney
Phil Hammond
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

1 58874 Opawa Al 32.90
2 48633 Nippa Enough nwtd
3 46223 Lethal Lettie nwtd
4 38753 Prince Rohit nwtd
5 64237 Homebush Fudge nwtd
6 26543 Silouette Jet 33.21
7 27746 Baldrick 33.04
8 4465s Know Anxiety nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 76588 Melting World nwtd
10 35887 Punch On Woody nwtd

Robin Wales
John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
John McInerney
John McInerney
John Allen
John McInerney
Garry Cleeve

4

Otago Maiden Sprint

$1365, C0, 310m
1 s5583 Homebush Captain nwtd
2
4 Diller nwtd
3 8868 Homebush Poppy nwtd
4
Moany Maloney nwtd
5 7F865 Mitcham Queen nwtd
6 77F54 Homebush Ivy nwtd
7 23662 Miss June nwtd
8 58525 Impressive Mood nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 6F767 Yappy Yap nwtd
10
8F8 Homebush Sonja nwtd

5

1.02
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Robin Wales
John McInerney

Brocklebanks Dry Cleaners 1.20

$1450, C1, 310m
1 31114 Mitcham Goldie 18.75
2 43887 Homebush Mandy 19.06
3 86423 C’mon Benny Boy 18.63
4 58886 Homebush Liz nwtd
5 33656 Cool Beans 18.95
6 64147 Impressive Gift nwtd
7 25521 Homebush Gambler nwtd
8 74274 Denuto nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 88s67 Taramakau 18.79
10 888s7 Sozin’s Onyx nwtd

6

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 8-9-10 Q. 2-3-4-5, 7-8-9-10 PL6 5-10

Ashley Bradshaw
John McInerney
John Guthrie
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Ray Adcock
John McInerney
John McInerney

Forbury Park Stakes

1.37

$2505, C1, 545m
1 22112 Ripslinger Roxy nwtd
Ashley Bradshaw
2 53434 Know Talent 33.52
Garry Cleeve

John Guthrie
John McInerney

3 38662 Big Tiny nwtd
4 28635 Bruiser’s Day nwtd
5 53373 Father Leo nwtd
6 56672 Mitcham Ryder nwtd
7 52174 Kipjo nwtd
8 11454 Volcanic Whisper 33.04
EMERGENCIES:
9 35887 Punch On Woody nwtd
10 76588 Melting World nwtd

7

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:

EVER RESTED, REGAL JOCK, KHATIA
HOMEBUSH FONZIE, BORN TASHA, PUNTERS BOLT
MITCHAM USAIN, HOMEBUSH BOMBER,
CISCO REIGN
SEVE, OAKMONT, FLORA DORA
OPAWA LACY, HOMEBUSH BOOTS, OPAWA DI

4 26621 Homebush Rehaina 18.78
5 55486 Reign Of Fire 18.37
6 65871 Homebush Boden 18.60
7 36827 Regal Jock 18.63
8 76683 Punch On Scooby 18.69
EMERGENCIES:
9 8s514 Opawa Pink nwtd
10 77137 Gotcha Pixie nwtd

2
1

Extra Meeting Jet Bet 5
$1685, C2, 310m
1 16483 Major Storm 19.00
2 37751 Khatia 18.64
3 1411 Ever Rested 18.84

Craig Roberts
John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw

Robin Wales
J M Lane

1
2
3
4
5

7843s
85664
55343
14411
54152

1 67775 Homebush Reed 18.66
2 57872 Know Crime nwtd
3 36773 Miss Nina 18.81
4 65864 Pretty Keen 18.62
5 45275 Blazing Banjo 18.72
6 84566 Bound Up nwtd
7 14857 Punch On Jessie 18.51
8 25617 Mitcham Nikorima nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 47668 Mega Dream 18.62
10 888s7 Sozin’s Onyx nwtd

8

10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47

Race 1:

2

The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 2.59
$1450, C1, 295m

1 45535 Goldstar Galaxie 17.40
S & B Evans
2 5264s Jingili Jill 17.42
Mitchell & Smith
3 42743 Lakota Micco nwtd
Heather Cairns
4 25477 Jay Spencer 17.57
Corey Steele
5 82613 Mitcham Boult 17.73
John McInerney
6 86454 Mulberry Minx 17.34
Ken Cassidy
7 36653 Smash Gator 17.39
Malcolm Grant
8 61747 Jaubert 17.66
Rosemary Blackburn
EMERGENCIES:
9 46786 Right On Time 17.51
Howard Anderton

3.17

$2505, C1, 520m
1 83737 Opawa Dan 30.65
2 15466 Mitcham Toddy nwtd
3 3433F Meatloaf nwtd
4 62324 Opawa Travis 30.24
5 44166 Max Volume nwtd
6 55251 Gracias Maestro 30.42
7 35538 Goldstar Smithie nwtd
8 63637 Ohoka Carsen 30.88
EMERGENCIES:
9 45576 Ain’t He Lucky 30.82
10 35777 Tikao Jackie nwtd

3

J M McCook
Ashley Bradshaw
Sharon Hindson
J & D Fahey
Ashley Bradshaw
Malcolm Grant
S & B Evans
Lisa Waretini
Norman Wanhalla
Mitchell & Smith

greyhoundauctions.co.nz

3.34

$1450, C1, 295m
1 32877 Know Dollars 17.51
2 58676 Platonic Affair 17.47
3 83682 Cawbourne Cruz 17.57
4 58536 Yi Feng 17.28
5 25225 Mulberry Rock 17.48
6 67143 Justin Lincoln 17.46
7 47456 Goldstar Beau 17.71
8 34717 Nykara 17.49
EMERGENCIES:
9 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55

4

Garry Cleeve
Lisa Waretini
B J Middlewood
John McInerney
Ken Cassidy
S & B Evans
S & B Evans
J M McCook
Mitchell & Smith
Malcolm Grant

Addington Events Centre

3.53

$1450, C1, 295m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

78374
67356
76844
83566
65653
64238
74616

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

58173
57565
42451
11121
86771
37585
58653
18682

Homebush Bomber 18.49
Citizen Aguero nwtd
Cisco Reign nwtd
Mitcham Usain 18.69
Homebush George 19.04
Jax Jewel nwtd
Opawa Lawsey nwtd
Maffra Daisy 18.94

2

Race 1: DREAMING OF GOLD, FORGED IN STONE,
ESTROVERTO
Race 2: SNITZINNATI, VOX POPULI, MATHEMATICS
Race 3: NOWYUNOMI, DUTY, METICULOUS
Race 4: PATRINA, MICK AN’ NICKS, AFFOGATO
Race 5: CAPE LEOPARD, ENTENTE, LANU MOANA
Race 6: BUZZ, NUCLEAR SUMMIT, DESTINY’S SON
Race 7: CALIFORNIA SALTO, CRAFTY TYCOON, CHALMERS
Race 8: GET THE IDEA, MAIA NEBULA, LIVING ROCKS

Horse Range Gold 17.71
Malcolm Grant
Lakota Tonka nwtd
Heather Cairns
Dapper Danny 17.56
John McMillan
Little Lottie 17.47
Mitchell & Smith
Pooran’s Jadeja 17.74
J M McCook
Goldstar Halsey 17.41
S & B Evans
Curly Bill 17.37
Michael Dempsey

Blacktown Workers Club Group 3.50
$35,000, Class 1, 1000m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3

9347s
13s37
14
16s39
76341
78864
95378

Silent Agenda h (5) 59 85
G Buckley
Vox Populi w (4) 58 96
C Lever
Snitzinnati dw (3) 57.5 100
J Innes Jnr
For Love d (7) 57 98
T Marquand
Mathematics w (1) 57 94
Ms R King
I’m Jacko dw (2) 54 89
Ms R Murray
Sugarland Express w (6) 54 86
T Wolfgram

Sweepstakes Handicap

4.25

$35,000, Maiden, 1300m

1

Asbestos Diseases Found.

3.15

$35,000, Maiden, 1100m
1 22s22 Dreaming Of Gold (6) 58.5 98
S Clipperton
Forged In Stone (1) 57.5 88
A Morgan
2
3 2325s Estroverto (4) 54.5 96
T Sherry (a2)

4

— Gooky’s Gift

5 82446 Moinda h (3) 54 97
6 s455s Psicopatico h (5) 54 90
7 57s24 Willy Wilson (2) 54 100

SCRATCHED
Ms R King
Ms K O’Hara
S Pollard

1 8235s Nowyunomi (3) 58.5 96
Ms R King
2
7s4 Duty (4) 57.5 100
T Marquand
3
47s Meticulous (6) 57.5 92
J Collett
4
47 Maccomo (1) 57 93
J Ford
5
Sweet April Love (7) 56.5 78 Ms J Taylor
6 909s4 Candy Pants h (5) 55 85
A Morgan
7 006s9 Gooky’s Gift h (2) 55 78
Q Krogh

4

ILG Plate

5.05

$35,000, Maiden SW, 1500m
1
2
3
4
5

27s20
s8756
543s8
08s60
40s6

2.12

1
2
3
4
5
6

46642
38536
55622
34325
72412
42122

Homebush Maycee 18.55
My Girl Sofia 18.62
Homebush Barclay nwtd
Crushington nwtd
Mitcham Rob 18.90
Knocka Know How nwtd

John McInerney
Barry Healey
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Garry Cleeve

Affogato (2) 59 84
T Berry
Hamish The Swift h (6) 59 86 G Buckley
Mick An’ Nicks (4) 59 92
Ms R King
Secret Harbour (9) 58.5 81
R Dolan (a)
Well Known (1) 58.5 94
T Clark

John McInerney

4

5

John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Roberts
John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Roberts
Robin Wales
John McInerney

John McInerney
Howard Anderton
Craig Roberts

Beach Cafe & Wine Bar

1 5434s Barrel Runner nwtd
2 811s1 Punters Delight 30.82
3 42148 Black Stockings 30.73
4 24742 Holy Grail 30.58
5 84536 Hustle Ace 30.54
6 41657 Stumpy Bill 30.61
7 8s256 Little Secret 30.44
8 42463 Goldstar Ashton 30.35
EMERGENCIES:
9 45576 Ain’t He Lucky 30.82
10 46757 Ohoka Kate nwtd

$2860, C5, 310m

5
6
7
8

4.16 8

64576
48314
63857
36116

Ashley Bradshaw
Robin Wales
Ashley Bradshaw
J & D Fahey
Norman Wanhalla
Michael Dempsey
Lisa Waretini
S & B Evans
Norman Wanhalla
Lisa Waretini

My Redeemer Distance
Goldstar Dawson nwtd
Goldstar Montana nwtd
Goldstar Yankee nwtd
Goldstar Alaska nwtd

1 82875 Goldstar Perrie 17.44
2 78746 Sozin’s Blue 17.26
3 86767 Grey Wind nwtd
4 75445 Miss Honey 17.35
5 1431 Nassor 17.31
6 35744 Lakota Scout nwtd
7 53724 Ohoka Lacey 17.47
8 5s534 Maybe Right 17.59
EMERGENCIES:
9 46786 Right On Time 17.51
10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47

S & B Evans
S & B Evans
S & B Evans
S & B Evans

Mounties Group Plate

5.40

$35,000, Maiden SW, 1800m

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

6

36s3 Entente (9) 57.5 100
22
99s76
0450
37s34
0
40592
50
324s4
6s353
76
943
07877

T Clark

SCRATCHED

Lanu Moana (14) 57 94
B Avdulla
Aperol Sprint (5) 55.5 89
T Marquand
Aunty (2) 55.5 88
J Van Overmeire (a)
Cape Leopard b (11) 55.5 97 S Clipperton
Finecasting (1) 55.5 84
G Buckley
Lime And Sugar (10) 55.5 84
Mariana Dancer (3) 55.5 87
B Loy
Quintessa b (7) 55.5 93
J Parr
Rathvilly Miss (6) 55.5 91 Ms K O’Hara
Sebring Lass (8) 55.5 88
Ms R King
Startalk (13) 55.5 94
T Berry
Torsiton (12) 55.5 89
R Dolan (a)

Windsor Rotary Handicap

6.15

$35,000, Class 1, 1400m
1

s61s2 Nuclear Summit tb (13) 59 93

2 38232 Buzz tw (10) 58.5 98

S & B Evans
John McInerney
Norman Wanhalla
Robin Wales
Bruce Dann
Heather Cairns
Lisa Waretini
J M McCook
Howard Anderton
Craig Roberts

5.44

$1450, C1, 295m
1
2
3
4

Jetbet 11

— High Intellect

Mitchell & Smith
Craig Roberts

4.53 10 Swimming Goat @ Stud

90s8 Dame Margot (7) 57 91
J Van Overmeire (a)
7
70 High Intellect h (8) 57 82
S Guymer
8
222 Patrina (5) 57 100
T Sherry (a2)
9 s0893 Dance Too Hard (3) 56.5 83
Ms R Murray

2

Robin Wales
Alan Botherway
Norman Wanhalla
J M McCook
Craig Roberts
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Garry Cleeve

$1450, C1, 295m

6

1

5.09

Christchurch Casino Sprint 5.24

$3795, C1, distance, 645m

5

S & B Evans
S & B Evans
S & B Evans
S & B Evans

Springston Hotel Dash

1 55562 Go Great nwtd
2 63552 Call Me Joe 17.31
3 83473 Billy Ray nwtd
4 36542 Goldstar Liberty 17.32
5 31324 Hendrix Bale nwtd
6 32486 Cash A Roo 17.27
7 83565 Mitcham Sam nwtd
8 77773 Know Cause 17.29
EMERGENCIES:
9 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47

Happy B'day Janice Cleeve 4.33 9

44785
55545
18436
74565

Kia Tere 38.18
Famous Lee nwtd
Goldstar Chief nwtd
Goldstar Truman nwtd
$1450, C1, 295m

1 76863 Jinja Cream Fizz 17.27
Allan Joyce
2 74577 Shoelace Jack 17.65
Michael Dempsey
3 13212 Mitcham Magic nwtd
John McInerney
4 68262 Azkadellia 17.44
Rosemary Blackburn
5 65483 Goldstar Rebel 17.81
S & B Evans
6 5517s Ascott nwtd
Corey Steele
7 26222 Cash No Stash 17.85
S & B Evans
8 76864 Mulberry Will 17.71
Ken Cassidy
EMERGENCIES:
9 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
Mitchell & Smith
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55
Malcolm Grant

1
2
3
4

John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John Guthrie

Brocklebanks Dry Cleaners 2.30
$3325, C2/3, 545m

1 31562 Know Conclusion 32.66
Garry Cleeve
2 71818 Homebush Surgeon 32.82 John McInerney
3 52714 Know Denying 32.54
Garry Cleeve
4 78367 Ophelia Allen nwtd
Daniel Roberts
5 75833 Dyna Xarvel nwtd
Craig Roberts
6 26346 Classy Witch 32.54
Garry Cleeve
7 82221 Punch On Buzz nwtd
John McInerney
8 33415 Opawa Jane nwtd
Robin Wales
EMERGENCY:
9 24345 Bashful Buffy 32.64
John McInerney

10 Brian Bagley Driver Licensing 2.50
$1685, C2, 310m
1 21436 Opal Hunter 18.58
2 82812 Homebush Jordie 18.89
3 37512 Macey Baxter 18.81
4 13682 Punters Kirsty nwtd
5 78844 Chicago Head nwtd
6 4F613 Impressive High nwtd
7 32323 Ezra Blueblood 18.75
8 25872 Sonja 18.88
EMERGENCIES:
9 72214 Homebush Stasser 18.70
10 23564 Cosmic Jase 18.43

John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Robin Wales
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Lane
John McInerney
John McInerney

TAB D. 1-2, 4-5 T. 3-4-5 Q. 2-3-4-5
5

Ashley Bradshaw

Racing Again 31st March

4.24

$2390, C4, 310m

4.02

1 67F31 Flora Dora 18.42
Ray Adcock
2 2116F Oakmont 18.50
Daniel Lane
3 21267 Wildebeest 18.35
Ashley Bradshaw
4 35216 Little Krakatoa 18.64
Ashley Bradshaw
5 55137 Homebush Caesar 18.30 John McInerney
6 75131 It’s A Joke 18.42
John McInerney
7 21113 Seve nwtd
Daniel Lane
8 31525 Amuri George 19.08
John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
9 31288 Homebush Alexei nwtd
John McInerney

$1450, C1, 295m

7

9

10 47275 Hankenstein 18.32
John McInerney
John McInerney

St Patricks Day Dash

$2505, C1, 520m

6

7 78776 Sozin’s Melody nwtd
8 87331 Homebush Jozie nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 68757 Punch On Rex 18.86
10 76588 Melting World 19.31

1 56121 Homebush Boots 18.58
John McInerney
2 774F3 Amuri Magic 18.35
John McInerney
3 67436 Souffle Sue nwtd
John McInerney
4 38423 King Toliman nwtd
Daniel Roberts
5 54221 Know Shame nwtd
Garry Cleeve
6 12112 Homebush Velma 18.52 John McInerney
7 43411 Opawa Di 18.82
Robin Wales
8 76834 Opawa Lacy 18.37
Robin Wales
EMERGENCIES:
9 63564 Tee An’ Cee 18.39
Brett Conner
10 66125 Black Tori 18.86
Ashley Bradshaw

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12 PL6 7-12

8 44486 Take A Hint 17.90
EMERGENCIES:
9 46786 Right On Time 17.51
10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47

New South Wales races at Hawkesbury Tuesday
Selections

Ray Adcock
John McInerney

$1450, C1, 310m

EMERGENCIES:
9 52844 Homebush Sayer 18.33
10 14564 Nikko Baxter 18.48

St Kilda Veterinary Centre 3.46

Jetbet 9
Craig Roberts

Happy St Patrick’s Day

John McInerney
Garry Cleeve
Brett Conner
Sandra Keen
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

Peter Sinton Plumbing

Robin Wales
John McInerney
John McInerney

$2035, C3, 310m

3.26

Christchurch greys at Addington Tuesday

1

3

Opawa Mason nwtd
Robin Wales
Joe Bonanza 32.36
John McInerney
Orina Allen 33.21
Craig Roberts
Punters Bolt 32.73
Robin Wales
Mitcham Manering 34.30 John McInerney

Selections
MITCHAM BOULT, GOLDSTAR GALAXIE,
MULBERRY MINX
Race 2: OPAWA TRAVIS, GRACIAS MAESTRO, OPAWA DAN
Race 3: JUSTIN LINCOLN, MULBERRY ROCK, NYKARA
Race 4: CURLY BILL, HORSE RANGE GOLD,
GOLDSTAR HALSEY
Race 5: HOLY GRAIL, PUNTERS DELIGHT, BARREL RUNNER
Race 6: MITCHAM MAGIC, JINJA CREAM FIZZ,
CASH NO STASH
Race 7: GOLDSTAR YANKEE, FAMOUS LEE,
GOLDSTAR TRUMAN
Race 8: HENDRIX BALE, CALL ME JOE, BILLY RAY
Race 9: NASSOR, MISS HONEY, SOZIN’S BLUE
Race 10: SPEEDY BOSS, SO FLOSSY, KNOW APPROVAL
Race 11: GOTCHA POPEYE, HOMEBUSH ARIANA,
KNOW BURDEN
Race 12: SHANLY STAR, ABSENT, COLD AFFAIR

6 31212 Born Tasha 32.54
7 21314 Homebush Fonzie 32.45
8 72773 Mitcham Trudy nwtd
EMERGENCY:
9 24345 Bashful Buffy 32.64

$2860, C2, 545m

3.08

1.55

$1450, C1, 310m

Jetbet 5

John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

Otago Quaddie Stakes

John McInerney
John Guthrie

Late Quaddie Jet Bet 3

Extra Otago greys at Forbury Park Tuesday
Selections

John McInerney
Brett Conner
John McInerney
John McInerney
John Allen
John Allen

G Schofield
Ms R Murray

56462
88525
87467
8s461

Know Approval 17.28
Goldstar Shiloah 17.40
Rum Gin Mixer 17.37
So Flossy 17.25

Garry Cleeve
S & B Evans
Allan Joyce
Bruce Dann

11

Lisa Waretini
J M McCook
J & D Fahey
Michael Dempsey
Mitchell & Smith
Malcolm Grant

Crate & Barrel Hotel Dash

6.04

$1450, C1, 295m
1 76646 Afridi nwtd
Corey Steele
2 88388 Goldstar Power 17.49
S & B Evans
3 447s4 Know Burden 17.48
Garry Cleeve
4 1717 Gotcha Popeye 17.49
Calum Weir
5 38167 Jinja Toni nwtd
Allan Joyce
6 36352 Goldstar Hurley 17.47
Lisa Waretini
7 6633F Black Eye Bill 17.47
Michael Dempsey
8 34335 Homebush Ariana 17.59 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
9 46786 Right On Time 17.51
Howard Anderton
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55
Malcolm Grant

12 Protexin Sprint

6.19

$1450, C1, 295m
1 23256 Shanly Star 17.15
John McInerney
2 F3515 Absent 17.27
Garry Cleeve
3 64234 Cold Affair 17.37
Lisa Waretini
4 s8583 Sefton Force nwtd
Robin Wales
5 88552 Goldstar McQueen 17.58
S & B Evans
6 38847 Rosies Choice 17.81
Norman Wanhalla
7 56433 Andrea Said 18.14
J M McCook
8 64745 Billy Budd 17.51
Alan Botherway
EMERGENCIES:
9 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
Mitchell & Smith
10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47
Craig Roberts

TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

3

6s1 Destiny’s Son w (4) 58.5 100
T Sherry (a2)
4 400s0 Grand Eagle w (2) 58 93
Ms S Metcalfe (a3)
5 175s0 All Over Magic tw (5) 57.5 94
J Parr
6 327s1 Devil Dan (9) 57.5 92
S Pollard
7 421s Cottenham (11) 57 89
T Marquand
8 188s3 Power Of Attorney d (6) 56.5 98
Ms C Graham (a2)
9 63720 Oribella (1) 56 96
T Berry
10 8127s Austreet (7) 54.5 88
Ms J Taylor
11 7s251 Rocquette (12) 54 93
J Collett
12 23014 Kareno d (3) 54 95
R Dolan (a)
13 617s9 Hidden Ace h (8) 54 83
Q Krogh

7

5 47765 Sydneys Sox 17.30
6 57s44 Epic Owen 17.48
7 61331 Speedy Boss 17.05
8 54884 Frosty Kate 17.71
EMERGENCIES:
9 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55

Lander Toyota

6.50

$35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 70, 1300m
1 s7258 Above And Beyond twn (5) 60.5 100
T Sherry (a2)
2 5367s Chalmers w (12) 60.5 95 C Noble (a1.5)
3 14642 Crafty Tycoon dw (10) 60.5 91
J Collett
4 47294 All From Scrap c (13) 60 92
5 52404 Coolotta dw (7) 59 98 Ms C Graham (a2)
6 s196s California Salto dw (6) 58.5 94
T Berry
7 5124s Test Of War tw (14) 58.5 90
Ms R King
8 3245s Wild About Her (8) 58.5 89
G Buckley
9 77s26 Maroch wn (11) 58 100
J Parr
10 s7592 Electrified (3) 57.5 91
C Lever
11 135s5 Arrogante w (4) 56.5 90
B Looker
12 11864 I Stole Your Love d (2) 55.5 92 A Banks

13 13283 Tale Of The Kraut (1) 54 91
14 5925s On Angels Wings twh (9) 54 90

8

J Ford
J Penza

Weddings At HRC

7.30

$35,000, Benchmark 64, 2000m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

112
33417
19285
66s20
423s6
16149
10s80
5s641

Get The Idea wb (11) 61 97 T Sherry (a2)
Nitride t (1) 60 90
J Parr
New Endeavour w (6) 59.5 91 A Morgan
Sirmaze tw (18) 57.5 100
T Marquand
Wild Impact w (5) 57.5 91
Ms R King
Azarmin (8) 57 90
B Avdulla
Brown Thomas th (9) 57 91 S Clipperton
Loves To Rock d (16) 57 90
J Van Overmeire (a)
9 s0577 Mandalong Tapit wh (14) 56.5 84
Ms J Duggan (a)
10 55514 Satin Rain w (19) 56.5 89
M Bell
11 33441 Ivira tn (13) 56 90
T Clark
12 8s463 Living Rocks b (10) 56 92
G Schofield
13 s9431 Maia Nebula cw (17) 55.5 92 G Buckley
14 37116 My Desire (20) 55.5 89
B Looker
15 7s019 Parche (7) 55.5 92
T Berry
16 51s38 Marise (4) 55 96
J Collett
EMERGENCIES:
17 s4665 Toulouse w (2) 55.5 91
18 s4986 Chief Kidder t (3) 54 88
Ms R Murray
19 2s464 Confident Lad (12) 54 88
20 48550 Captain’s Legend t (15) 54 88

Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at
night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV.

CLASSIFIEDS
Entertainment

ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

BLOODSHOT (M)
MON-TUE 1.20pm,
3.40pm, 6pm, 8.30pm
I STILL BELIEVE (PG)
MON-TUE 1.10pm,
5.50pm
MILITARY WIVES (M)
MON-TUE 1.40pm,
8.20pm
DARK WATERS (M)
MON-TUE 11am
DOWNHILL (M) MONTUE 11.10am, 8.30pm
THE CURRENT WAR (M)
MON-TUE 3.50pm
THE INVISIBLE MAN
(R16) MON-TUE 8.20pm
THE CALL OF THE
WILD (PG) MON-TUE
11am, 4pm, 6.10pm
EMMA (PG)
MON-TUE 1.10pm
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
(PG) MON-TUE 11.10am,
3.40pm
JOJO RABBIT (M)
TUE-WED 11.10am,
3.40pm, 6.10pm
2020 FRENCH FILM
FEST NZ
WHO YOU THINK I AM
(TBA) MON 1.15pm
HOTEL AMERICA (TBA)
MON 3.30pm
THE DAZZLED (TBA)
MON 6pm
MY DAYS OF GLORY
(TBA) MON 8.15pm
THE PERFECT NANNY
(TBA) TUE 11am
WE’LL END UP
TOGETHER (TBA) TUE
1pm
ONE DAY AHEAD (TBA)
TUE 4pm
QUEENS OF THE FIELD
(TBA) TUE 6pm
THE SWALLOWS OF
KAPUL (TBA) TUE
8.15pm

NOTICE BOARD

Meetings

GISBORNE
ARTISTS’ SOCIETY
NOTICE OF
NGAI TAWHIRI HUI ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
Sunday 22 March
2020
To be held at 5.15pm
At 11am
On Wednesday
25th March
Ohako Marae
Papatu Rd, Manutuke
At Lysnar House
Stout St
AGENDA:
All members and
1. Whakapapa
intending members
2. Structure
most welcome
3. Relationships
4. Communications
5. Tikanga
Public Notices

Meetings

Meetings

BEING BRAVE
& BUILDING
RESILIENCE AS A
SENIOR CITIZEN
FREE WORKSHOP
Tuesday 17 March
10am-12noon at
Kahutia Bowling Club
(in Cobden St between
Childers Rd &
Kahutia St)

Work Wanted

MESSY GARDEN??
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HOME & LEISURE

HOME & LEISURE

Firewood

"Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.
MANUKA, Old Man
Pine,
Macrocarpa.
ELECTRICIAN. All www.thefirewoodguy.
works certified. 10% nz or ph Len, 021 053
off hourly rate. Paul, 5157.
0226 783 024.
BUY now . 2m3 Pine
P A I N T E R plasterer $120, 4m3 $220, 6m3
interior/exterior.
Ph $320, 8m3 $430, 12m3
Matt 027 967 6298.
$640, short logs unsplit
TREE removals, tree 20m3 $250. Mac’s
trimming. Greenwaste Wood. Ph 862 8876.
removal, 0274 668 201.

Situations
Vacant

Fruit and
Produce

TEESDALE Orchard
is now open. New
season’s Royal Gala
XMEN LOGGING apples, Bon Chretien
LTD
pears, Golden Queen
peaches, plums, sweetHave positions
corn, squash pumpkins,
available.
& much more. Pea hay
Experienced Applicants available. Back Ormond
Only.
Rd. Open 7 days.
Eftpos available.
Backline Op
Faller level 4
EATING grapes ready
Manager/Foreman
Public Notices
now. 154 Tucker Rd,
Phone 0274 327 764 8.30am-5.30pm, 7 days
a week.
TAUWHAREPARAE
1E
Situations
At the Maori Land
Court Sitting
Vacant
Give your advertisement
3rd March 2020
a boost with a
- 10.45am QUALIFIED
MECHANIC
The appointment of two
new trustees was made Professional
Fleet
those being
Maintenance is inviting
Aroha Arago-Kemp applications
from
and Petrina Tapine.
qualified Mechanics to
join our busy workshop
R. Chaffey, Trustee
team.
Our workshop has a
You can sell
$10 TUESDAYS!
varied scope of work
and experience with
anything by
BOOK NOW!
forklifts would be an
LIMITED SEATS!
advertising
New
vehicles
and
www.frenchfilm
advantage, but not a
motoring news.
festival.co.nz
necessity as additional
Classifieds 869 0601
Business 869 0616
training could be given.
Times may vary subject
Every Tuesday
to late changes
in your Gisborne
Applications should be
WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ
Herald.
addressed to:
Ralph Scott
PO Box 1253
Gisborne 4040
"In Confidence"
or can be emailed to:
The Gisborne Herald Co. Ltd. (“The Gisborne Herald” or “we”) accepts all advertisements
pffmltd@xtra.co.nz
(including notices) for publication on the following terms and conditions:
1. Warranties: The Advertiser warrants and undertakes to The Gisborne Herald that: a.
or delivered to:
the advertisement does not contain any material: • that is or is likely to be misleading or
PFM at 86 Kahutia
deceptive or otherwise breaches the Fair Trading Act 1986; or • that is defamatory, infringes
Street, Gisborne
a copyright, trademark or otherwise infringes any intellectual or industrial property rights; or
• otherwise breaches any provision of any statute, regulation, by-law or other rule or law; and
Applications close Frib. the material complies in every way with the Advertising Codes of Practice issued by the
day 3rd April 2020.
Advertising Standards Authority Inc. (“ASA”) and with every other code or industry standard
APPLICATION FOR
CONFIRMATION OF
AN ALIENATION
NUHITI M13 BLOCK
This is to notify all past
and present owners of
the Nuhiti M Blocks
that
John
Trevor
Thoresen has made an
application to the Maori
Land
Court
for
confirmation of alienation by way of an
agreement for sale and
purchase of Nuhiti M13
Block.
A Court hearing will be
held at the Maori Land
Court House, Te Whare
o Te Ra, Reads Quay,
Gisborne, on the 29th
day of April 2020, at
Gisborne.
M. Gordon
Woodward Chrisp
Solicitors
PO Box 347
Gisborne 4040

Stand Out

BOY SCOUTS
MEMORABILIA
Wanted – badges,
blankets, uniforms,
scarves,
pref pre-1970.
Ph Mark
021 617 626

Readers
Bargains

AT YOUR SERVICE

A G E E jam jars, 50c
each. Ph 867 2701.

Private Escorts

Q U I N C Y , in & out
BOOKS, heaps of good calls. Ph 021 0248
reads, from 50c-$3. 4911.
Tapestries, unworked,
incl The Night Watch,
& tapestry frames, up to
$10ea. Ph 867 8388.
ACCOUNTANTS
desk, large, solid, 5
drawers, 160w x 76d x
73h, table & drawers
excell cond, $45 ono.
Ph 868 5294.

Phone
869 0601

Keep Your
Privacy

SAMSUNG Galaxy J2
Prime
Smartphone,
Let us collect
great cond, incl two
responses to your
phone
cases,
no
advertisements.
charger. Locked to
Only $7.00 (incl GST)
Spark (I think) $60.
for 30 days
FRENCH doors with a Ph/txt 021 466 155.
window each side. All
framework included to
size 3020w x 2040h,
good order, 60’s style. 4
casement windows. 2
Let us collect responses
86 x 72. 2 86 x 68. All
to your advertisements.
with working springs.
Free. Ph 06 862 2061.
Only $7.00 (incl GST)
for 30 days.
RIMU set of drawers,
solid wood, 2 small & 2
large drawers,
good
cond, $100. Ph 021 074
6807.

Secret Squirrel

Ask about Herald box
numbers.

Classifieds
Phone
869 0601

ph 869 0601

HIGHLIGHTER

General Terms and Conditions
For Advertising

relating to advertising in New Zealand; and c. publication of the material will not give rise to
any liability on the part of The Gisborne Herald or in a claim being made against us in New
Zealand or elsewhere.
2. Indemnity: The Advertiser acknowledges that The Gisborne Herald relies on the warranties
set out in clause 1 and agrees to indemnify The Gisborne Herald against all losses or costs
arising directly or indirectly from publication of the material, and from any costs incurred in
our making corrections or amendments in accordance with these terms and conditions.
3. Right to Alter or Refuse: We reserve the right to alter, abbreviate or refuse to publish any
advertisement if, in our sole opinion, it would be undesirable to publish it. We may adjust
material to conform to our technical specifications or for other genuine reasons as long as we
do so using reasonable care.
4. Notification of Errors: It is the responsibility of the Advertiser to advise The Gisborne
Herald as soon as possible (and in any case within three days of the date the advertisement
appeared or should have appeared) of any error or omission in an advertisement placed by
the Advertiser. After three days, any claim is deemed to have been waived by the Advertiser.
5. Disclaimer of Liability: We will not be liable for any indirect or consequential loss (which
includes loss of revenue or proit) from an error or omission in material published, or for
failure to publish, whatever the reason for the error. If we are found to have any direct liability
to an advertiser or third party in any circumstance that liability is limited to the cost of the
advertising space. We accept no responsibility for any error in advertisements placed by any
telecommunications method. We will not be liable for errors or omissions arising from the
advertiser having given us incorrect instructions, or in any circumstances where a proof has
been submitted and approved by the Advertiser.
6. Placement: While we will make reasonable efforts to place advertisements in the positions
requested, we cannot guarantee positions unless a guaranteed position loading charge is
agreed and paid.
7. Late Material: If material does not arrive prior to the copy deadline the company reserves
the right to transfer the advertisement to the first available issue following the receipt of the
material.
8. Cancellation: Cancellation of advertisements after the booking deadline will attract a
cancellation fee of 50% of the total advertising charge.
9. Consumer Guarantees Act Exclusion: The guarantees contained in The Consumer
Guarantees Act 1993 are excluded where the Advertiser acquires, or holds himself out as
acquiring, goods or services from The Gisborne Herald for the purpose of a business.
10. Payment: Unless otherwise agreed in writing, payment for advertising is to be made in
full by the 20th of the month following the date of the invoice or statement. If payment is
not made by due date the Advertiser will be liable for interest at market rates and all costs
of recovery, commissions and collection fees. In some cases payment is required in advance
of publication.
11. Property Rights: All advertisements created or set and published by the Gisborne Herald
remain the property of The Gisborne Herald.

W a nted to Buy

Readers
Bargains

HAVE YOU

A FURRY

FAMILY
MEMBER

Having
a garage
sale
Saturday?
Deadline to
advertise is
2pm Thursday.

gisborne
property
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RURAL

*

The Gisborne Herald has free listings
in our classiﬁed section for lost and
found animals. Phone 869 0601.
Every Thursday
in your
Gisborne Herald

*Conditions apply
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’

was $11,985

NOw
NO

NOwwas
NO

$32,985
$11,340

$11,250

No Dep.

70.90

*$

No Dep.

per week

.80
70
per week

*$

$

$

NOw
NO

500
FUeL

with This
Vehicle

$8840
No Dep.

58.39

*$

per week

VoUCHeR
MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER
Test drive today, 4WD, 2.4, 7 seater family SUV, alloys, airbags, tints, tiptronic
transmission, room for everyone, be fast
NOw
NO

$9320

NOw
NO

with This
Vehicle

$10,520

61
per week

VoUCHeR

2008 SUZUKI SWIFT
Sporty, 1600cc injected, automatic, rear
spoiler, alloys, tints, test drive

NOw
NO

500
FUeL

with This
Vehicle

NOw
NO

.15
67
per week

2013 NISSAN NOTE
New shape, fuel eicient, 1200cc, 5 door, auto,
spoiler, alloys, push-button start, air con, CD/aux

500
FUeL

VoUCHeR
with This
Vehicle

$
2017 NISSAN LEAF
Late model, electric, 5 door, automatic, zero emissions, only 15,000kms, alloys, tints,
reverse camera, airbags, aBs brakes, cruise control, test drive today, amazing

NOw
NO

No Dep.

71.70

500

VoUCHeR
with This
Vehicle

$9850

*$

No Dep.

.80
63
per week

per week

$

with This
Vehicle

ELECTRIC

$11,430

HYBRID

VoUCHeR

100%

*$

$

500
FUeL

$39,930

No Dep.

.14

$

$
TOYOTA BLADE
Sporty 2.4 auto, 86,000kms, tints, alloys, full
electrics, good looker

No Dep.

*$

500

FUeL
VoUCHeR

2012 MAZDA PREMACY
Roomy, 2 litre, 7 seater whanau wagon,
automatic, tints, airbags

*$

500
FUeL

VoUCHeR
2014 TOYOTA AQUA
with This
1500cc, Hybrid, automatic, airbags, aBs brakes, remote
Vehicle
locking, fuel eicient, 2.7 litres per 100kms, test drive today

NOw
NO

$31,985

$

HYBRID

31396-03

2018 KIA NIRO
Hybrid, late model motoring, awesome fuel eiciency,
reverse cam, only 13,000kms, lots of extras, test drive

500
FUeL

VoUCHeR
with This
Vehicle

VoUCHeR

NISSAN DUALIS
2 litre automatic, 5 door, alloys, sunroof, airbags, aBs brakes, reverse
camera, towbar, climate air conditioning, test drive today

867 8368
ENTERPRISE 06
323 GLADSTONE RD.
MOTOR GROUP
GISBORNE
WWW.ENTERPRISEGISBORNE.CO.NZ

AFTER HOURS

$

500
FUeL

enterprise
Tom Crosby
Marshall Walker
General Manager Manager
outlet
027 871 0040
a/h 867 0650
027 228 8464
centre

with This
Vehicle

Mike Rice
Sales
Consultant
027 581 9068

Bonnie Fogarty
Sales
Consultant
021 0877 6466

This offer does not apply to any other specials/sales promotions or Outlet Centre vehicles. 4 Year warranty available with purchase and does not apply to taxis, Couriers and incorporates a $100 excess per claim.
*Weekly payments based on no deposit over 72 months & include a $375 establishment fee & a $5 monthly account fee, 4 year petrol warranty value of $1595 or a Diesel 4 year Warranty value $1995.
The total amount payable can be calculated by multiplying the payment shown by 312. The interest rate for the term is fixed. All contracts subject to Finance Company Approval. This offer expires 5pm 19/03/20.
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4 YEAR WARRANTY

4YR WARRANTY

INCLUDED IN
WEEKLY pAYMENTS

Available $ No Claim Limits $Unlimited Claims $Unlimited Kms

2007 nissan x-trail

was
$11,985
now

2014 mitsubishi outlander phevnowwas $32,985
$15,985

$12,750

no dep.

*$

.49
94
per week

no dep.

*$

.96
79
per week

$

with this
vehicle

TOYOTA REGIUS
hard to get 8 seater van with wheelchair hoist, 2.5 petrol,
automatic, hi roof, multi-purpose uses

now

$

$32,985
$29,985

500
Fuel

*$

$32,985
$32,985

nowwas

no dep.

.17

$

vouCher

*$

.49
169
per week

$

500
Fuel

vouCher

2011 NISSAN NAVARA

with this
vehicle

2500cc turbo diesel, 6 speed manual, alloys, sports bar,
deckliner, tonneau cover, towbar, bluetooth, cruise control

2012 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER pRADO

with this
vehicle

$32,985
$29,750

now

no dep.

*$

.01
163
per week

$25,985
no dep.

*$

.18
146
per week

500

with this
vehicle

Grunty 3.2 automatic, factory alloys, airbags, parking sensors,
tonneau cover, remote locking, towbar, running boards

$28,985

now

$

no dep.

*$

.96

157
per week
$

2010 mazda mpv

$

500
Fuel

2015 NISSAN NAVARA DX

with this
vehicle

4x4, 2500cc, turbo diesel, manual, 74,000kms, nudge bar,
air conditioning

2012 nissan serena

2012 suzuKi
suzu
swiFt
swi

8 seater, 2 litre,
automatic,
hybrid
coach

automatic, sporty,
5 door

turbo, tints, spoiler,
6 seater,
alloys,
roomy

$

500
Fuel

vouCher
with this
vehicle

w$
no

500
Fuel

vouCher

vouCher

2015 NISSAN NAVARA XTRA CAB

Late model, 4WD, king cab, latdeck, auto, towbar,
only 55,000kms

10,850

with this
vehicle

Fuel
vouCher

2015 FORD RANGER

w$
no

500
Fuel

vouCher

big roomy, 7 seater, family wagon, 3 litre diesel, 4wd, towbar,
alloys, multi airbags, many many extras, test drive today

nowwas

$

with this
vehicle

test drive nifty little van, 1600cc, automatic, airbags, Cd & aux
dual sliding doors, perfect for tradesman or small business

131
per week

500
Fuel

500
Fuel

vouCher
2009 NISSAN NV200 VAN

no dep.

.55

166
per week

Great-looking late model, only 44,000kms, 5 speed, alloys,
nudge bars, 2.8 diesel turbo, towbar, tints, airbags, drive away

$

nowwas

no dep.

2016 TOYOTA HILUX

.92
61
per week

$32,985
$22,985

nowwas

$

no dep.

*$

with this
vehicle

roomy, 2.2 diesel turbo with factory alloys, roof rails, 8x airbags,
cruise control, awd, automatic, tiptronic, towbar, great value

*$

$10,830

vouCher

2013 HOLDEN CApTIVA

500

Fuel
vouCher

10,600

$

500
Fuel

vouCher
with this
vehicle

w$
no

9930

2009 nissan tiida

with this
vehicle

2010 mazda biante

5 door, 1500cc,
automatic,
good
looker

$

500
Fuel

vouCher

with this
vehicle

w$
no

8540

2000cc, auto,
8 seater, alloys,
dual sliding
doors

$

500
Fuel

vouCher
with this
vehicle

w$
no

9760

500
Fuel

vouCher
with this
vehicle

31396-04

NZ’S BEST
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of Ford Dealership
at 75 Grey Street
1919-2019

2006 MAZDA PREMACY

2018 FORD ESCAPE TITANIUM

2018 FORD EVEREST TREND

2007 MAZDA CX-7

6 seater, 2.3 litre, auto, great example, SPECIAL

AWD, Diesel Turbo, 31,000kms, Great value

7 seats, 3.2 litre turbo diesel, 6 stage auto, only
28,000kms, 8.5 litres/100kms

96,000kms, 2.3 litre, auto

NOW

$7800

NOW

$33,995

NOW

$49,995

$13,995

NOW

2011 FORD TERRITORY DIESEL

2012 NISSAN NAVARA ST-X

2001 FORD FALCON XR8 UTE

2017 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

RWD, 6-stage auto, 135,000kms, 7 seats

4WD, 2.5 litre turbo diesel, auto

5.0 litre V8, auto, canopy, this is a keeper

6 stage manual, 3.2 diesel turbo,
8.3 litres/100kms, special

NOW

$19,900

NOW

$25,900

NOW

$11,800

NOW

$39,995

2003 MAZDA BOUNTY 4WD

2017 FORD RANGER XL FLATDECK

2016 MAZDA CX-5 GSX AWD

2016 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

Flatdeck, 5 speed manual, good truck

112,000kms, 6 stage manual

2.5 litre, SatNav, Bluetooth, 18,800kms

6 speed manual, 101,000kms

NOW

$13,700

NOW

$37,995

NOW

$32,995

$37,500

NOW

2015 FORD WILDTRAK RANGER 4WD

2013 FORD RANGER XL SUPER-CAB 4WD

2013 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

2015 FORD RANGER XL SUPER-CAB

Leather, sportsbar + hardlid, towpak

3.2 litre diesel turbo, 6 speed manual, 172,000kms

6 stage auto, 165,000kms

6 stage manual, 88,000kms

NOW

$34,995

NOW

$28,600

NOW

$28,995

NOW

$32,995

WELCOME
Alister Lockwood

NOW

Sales Consultant

$23,995

NOW

$25,995

2014 TOYOTA HI ACE VAN

2014 TOYOTA HI ACE VAN

2 litre petrol, auto, 114,000kms

Dual Doors, 2.0 litre auto, 78,000kms

Alister has joined the team!
Phone now on 027 233 4922
or 867 6759 ext 845

Gisborne Motors Ltd
31397-02

75 Grey Street I GISBORNE I P 867 6759 I gisbornemotors.co.nz

Graham Mullacrane Alister Lockwood
ford.co.nz

0800 131 561

027 233 4922

Dean Quinn

Rod Husband

Dale Smith

027 867 4786

027 249 9579

022 345 4006
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Marshall proud to
defy Father Time
RUGBY LEAGUE by Matt Encarnacion, AAP about starting a farewell tour at WIN

© The Puzzle Company

1428

JUMBO CROSSWORD Copyright

JUMBO CROSSWORD SOLUTION

ACROSS: 1 Heart, 4 As fit as a fiddle, 11 Blend, 14 Dummy, 15
Persistence, 16 Canoeing, 19 Station, 20 Drags, 21 Repellent, 24
Edelweiss, 26 Fasten, 27 Adonis, 31 Spice, 32 Composer, 34 Disinfects,
38 Guarded, 39 Quirks, 40 Elicit, 41 Polo, 42 Endmost, 45 Spare wheel,
50 Himself, 54 Vice, 55 Pliant, 56 Timbre, 57 Rowlock, 60 Supersonic, 61
Innuendo, 62 Limit, 65 Dreams, 66 Ignore, 67 Stag party, 72 Influenza,
73 Bribe, 74 Genetic, 79 Greenery, 80 Quarrelsome, 81 Hardy, 82
Tense, 83 Long in the tooth, 84 Otter.
DOWN: 2 Equity, 3 Remit, 5 Shed, 6 Insures, 7 Assign, 8 Aped, 9
Increase, 10 Enable, 11 Browned off, 12 Exit, 13 Digress, 17 Doily, 18
Beneficial, 22 Demon, 23 Anecdote, 25 Decorum, 26 Foresaw, 28
Upturn, 29 Usurer, 30 Finish, 33 Plump, 35 Scoff, 36 Lens, 37 Fête, 42
Eaves, 43 Decipher, 44 Tallow, 45 Soaking wet, 46 Alto, 47 Entwine, 48
Humane, 49 Eerie, 51 Iron, 52 Soloist, 53 Lactic, 58 Prominence, 59
Adage, 63 Bouzouki, 64 Latex, 65 Drought, 68 Tabasco, 69 Floral, 70
Frieze, 71 Middle, 75 Exact, 76 Vein, 77 Grit, 78 Emit.

SYDNEY — Wests Tigers veteran
Benji Marshall says he is proud to have
defied Father Time for as long as he has
following his starring role in his side’s
season-opening National Rugby League
win.
Marshall wound back the clock with
a solo try, two try assists, and four goals
in the Tigers’ gutsy 24-14 victory over St
George Illawarra last night.
The performance comes despite
Marshall starting the season as the
second-oldest player in the league, one
year younger than Cameron Smith.
“I am actually proud of myself that I
am still playing,” Marshall said after the
game.
“There was a pretty tough patch
there when I thought I was going to
have to retire, especially when I went to
Brisbane.
“But going to Brisbane was where I
probably found the love for the game
again.”
The 35-year-old, who spent three years
with the Dragons, is widely tipped to
retire at the end of the year, and joked

SUDOKU

Stadium.
“I was going to do a lap of honour today
just in case,” Marshall said.
But the 2005 premiership-winner
declined to confirm that this season
would be his last, suggesting that his
decision wouldn’t hinder the club’s salary
cap.
“I could probably play again but, like I
said, it is a long season,” he said.
“There is no rush. I am not Cameron
Smith. I am not going to take up most of
the cap.”
Tigers coach Michael Maguire was not
afraid to name Marshall alongside Smith
as among the game’s best players despite
their age.
“People compare Benji and Cameron
Smith — they’re two of some of the best
players in the game,” Maguire said.
“A lot of it’s between his ears, what he
wants to achieve.
“He’s just having a lot of fun at the
moment.
“We’ve got a fairly young squad. So
to have someone like Benji and Chrissy
Lawrence, those guys are really leading.
That’s part of the job.”

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY
Tuesday, March 17, 2020

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Mia Hamm, 48; Rob Lowe, 56; Gary Sinise, 65; Kurt Russell, 69.

Happy Birthday:
Don't let anger or negativity be your downfall this year. Strive to see the
good in everything and everyone. A positive attitude will help you discourage
dificult encounters with people who can make your life dificult. Hard work,
dedication and personal achievement should be your goals. A well-thoughtout move will make you feel at ease. Your numbers are 8, 17, 22, 29, 38, 40,
44.

SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made
up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row,
column and 3x3 grid within the
larger grid must end up containing
each number from 1 to 9, and
each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box.
A sudoku grid has a single
unique solution, which can be
reached without using guesswork.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

A short trip, change of scenery or personal pick-me-up will offer insight into
how you should move forward. Don't lose sight of your goal or let emotional
anger throw you off. Do your own thing, and you will make an unexpected
gain. 2 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Do your best to initiate what you want to happen. A take-charge attitude
will put you in a good position and help you gain respect and recognition.
Offer dynamic suggestions and solutions, and you'll impress everyone you
encounter. 5 stars

SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

DOUBLE CROSSWORD

No 10,940
CRYPTIC CLUES
ACROSS

SOLUTIONS TO
PUZZLE 10,939
QUICK
Across: 1 Protract; 5 Rind; 9
Used; 10 Come upon; 11 Afoot;
12 Sort out; 13 Close quarters;
18 Envelope; 19 Cosy; 20
Thrusts; 21 Giddy; 22 Reed; 23
Assisted.
Down: 2 Restful; 3 Tedious; 4
Cross purposes; 6 Improve; 7
Denotes; 8 Terror; 13 Creator; 14
Obverse; 15 Enlist; 16 Tactics;
17 Residue.
CRYPTIC
Across: 1 Pressman; 5 Pelt; 9
Emma; 10 Cleaving; 11 Sally; 12
Nearest; 13 Weather-beaten; 18
Treatise; 19 Prey; 20 Ordinal; 21
Witan; 22 To-do; 23 Proverbs.
Down: 2 Rampage; 3 Scarlet; 4
All-in wrestler; 6 Eminent; 7
Tighten; 8 Palate; 13 Without; 14
Amended; 15 Hating; 16 Apprise;
17 Ewe-lamb.

Quick Crossword answers
also fit the large grid

1. Peer at a sign put
around in the actor’s
dressing room (11)
9. Streams of invective
one gets in some
professions (7)
10. Yet it may produce spirit
(5)
11. Yarn spun by New York
initially then half London
(5)
12. Two men from a foreign
country (7)
13. Speak when you’re
spoken to? (6)
15. You may put your foot in
it, in a manner of
speaking (6)
18. His choice will get cross
(7)
20. Possibly steal the
smallest part (5)
22. A pie’s turning brown (5)
23. Brings down the
temperature in Paris,
possibly (7)
24. Bert at speed becomes
splashed with mud (11)

QUICK CLUES
DOWN

ACROSS
1. Incompetent
(11)
9. Transit (7)
10. Drone (5)
11. Memento (5)
12. Chivalrous (7)
13. Persian king (6)
15. Author (6)
18. White wine (7)
20. Type of dog (5)
22. Commerce (5)
23. Fragile (7)
24. Measuring (11)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
14.
16.
17.
19.
21.

Of the nose (5)
Engaged girl (7)
Vigour (6)
Test (5)
Brave (7)
Almost exact
(11)
Associates (11)
Shine (7)
Recipe (7)
Hairdresser (6)
Thoughts (5)
Proportion (5)

DOWN
2. In Peru rallies are held
in the country (5)
3. Term in music, and a
type of bet (7)
4. Possibly run and see to
make certain (6)
5. They carry goods south
in stormy seas (5)
6. Driving a point home?
(7)
7. This order won’t require
attention (5,2,4)
8. Scottish family needs it
made secret (11)
14. A structure that is
pointedly superior (7)
16. A cause of repeated illfeeling (7)
17. It may be played when
not in form (6)
19. Ship, could be a drifter
(5)
21. Don’t differ in meagre
essentials (5)

Avoid joint ventures, and don't let anyone handle your money or personal
affairs. If you are smart and take matters into your own hands, a settlement,
inancial gain or gift will come your way. Listen, observe and handle issues
yourself. 3 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Consider what's available, and mull over your options and the long-term
effects. Discuss what you feel your responsibilities should be and what you
want in return. Patience will pay off, and signiicant advantages will be yours.
Bide your time. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):

Take time to understand what's happening before you go on a rant or make a
decision. It's the time taken to make sure you get things right that will pay the
highest dividends in the end. Laziness will make you look bad. 3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Live in and enjoy the moment. Sit back and relax with friends, and take
part in things that will stimulate your mind. Love and romance are gaining
momentum. Take a positive step forward. 5 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

Anger won't solve anything, so avoid getting coerced into a battle. Socialize
with people who make you smile and think and bring out the best in you. Do
something that eases stress and makes you feel and look fantastic. 2 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Plan to do something special with someone you love. A positive change in
attitude will encourage you to try something that you've been reluctant to
pursue in the past. A desire for change will capture your heart and lead to
intriguing considerations. 4 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Keep your head down, your focus on what you have to complete and
your mind off petty annoyances and people who are manipulative or
deceitful. When faced with pressure or negativity, your best option is to be
straightforward. 3 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Try something different. Update your appearance, get involved in something
you ind fascinating or make more memories with someone you love. Express
your feelings, and it will be easier to get others to side with you. Romance is
encouraged. 3 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Do something relaxing to put your mind at ease. Refuse to jump into
something because someone else does. Make decisions geared toward your
interests and goals. Time is on your side, so put everything in place before
you make a move. 3 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

The choice will be yours. You can close and open a new chapter if you deal
with someone from your past or a person who has the clout to help you get
ahead. 4 stars

Birthday Baby:

You are responsive, sensitive and dedicated. You are unpredictable and
opportunistic.

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold.
FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects.
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals.
TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help.
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.
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Gisborne boxer Bert Lowe
reached the heights in NZ
BOXING by Wynsley Wrigley
GISBORNE sporting legend Tom
Heeney, who fought Gene Tunney for
the world heavyweight boxing title in
1928, was not Gisborne’s first national
heavyweight champion.
His good friend Bert Lowe was a threetime New Zealand heavyweight boxing
champion — reigning in 1912, 1913 and
1914. Heeney won the same title for the
first time in 1920.
A recent Weekender article about
Gisborne national sporting champions
of the 1920s, which included Heeney,
prompted Lowe’s daughter Merry Crosby
to visit the Herald to talk about her
father’s exploits.
Bert Lowe did more than just fight at
the highest level to promote the sport; he
played a prominent role in establishing
the Gisborne Boxing Association in 1907.
The association was soon staging
professional bouts with boxers from New
Zealand and Australia.
Lowe developed a record as an
undefeated amateur boxer before
entering the professional ranks.
He won his first three professional
bouts in Gisborne in 1912 before
defeating New Zealand heavyweight
champion Jim Mitchell on points in the
Miner’s Hall in Millerton (on the West
Coast) on October 5, 1912.
The Poverty Bay Herald said the
referee could have stopped the fight in
the fifth round “instead of twice putting
the count on the Welshman”.
Lowe lost his title on November
7, 1912, at His Majesty’s Theatre in
Christchurch, with Barney Ireland
winning comfortably on points.
But the two men were facing each
other again only 19 days later at the
Marquee in Waipukurau.
Lowe took a lot of punishment in the
eighth round, but the ninth was all his,
according to The Poverty Bay Herald.
“From the opening of the tenth round
Lowe went after his man, and with a
succession of right and left hooks, each
of which he landed, speedily had Ireland
almost helpless.
Ireland went down for seven, but rose
only to meet a terrific right swing, and he
went down again, to be counted out.
“Lowe thus regained the
championship.”
The Gisborne fighter waited only three
months before boxing again, and lost his
title in Gisborne’s Opera House to Tolaga
Bay’s Fred Williams in February 1913.
Lowe was disqualified in the tenth
round for hitting low or “using the kidney
punch” against a boxer he had knocked
out the previous year.
He had previously been warned in the
first and eighth rounds, according to The
Poverty Bay Herald.
The bout was “disappointing” with “not
a great amount of brilliant work on either
side”.
The Herald’s reporter wrote that Lowe
had a good chance of regaining the title in
any rematch and that is what happened.
The February victory was to be the only
win of Williams’s six-fight career and he
lost the title back to Lowe in Gisborne’s
Opera House on October 23 in the 10th
round.
Lowe was “in the pink of condition” and
was the aggressor from the start.
From the seventh round “the fight was
clearly’s Lowe’s and the champion was
wise in throwing in the towel when he
did, for a knock-out must assuredly have
been his fate”.
Lowe defended his title against Bill
Bartlett in Gisborne in May 1914 before
being dethroned on October 28 by
Aucklander Albert Pooley, who had been
fighting in Sydney.
It was Lowe’s last fight.
“Gisborne’s Opera House held a record
attendance of pug patrons” for the bout.
The champion was knocked to the
ground for counts of 5, 6 (when he was

SPORTS BRIEFS
Badminton results
EASTLAND lost their first two ties in the 2020
North Island Division 2 masters’ (over-35) interassociation badminton competition.
They finished second in Division 3 last season
and when a team pulled out they accepted an
invitation to step up a division.
Their first ties of the season were played in
North Harbour at the weekend.
Eastland lost to North Harbour (3) 9 matches to
3 and lost to Northland (1) 8 matches to 4.

Koepka rejects new league
FLORIDA — Brooks Koepka says he has no
interest in the Premier Golf League, another
setback to a league promising guaranteed money
and a team concept that now will be without the
top two players in the world.
“I am out of the PGL. I’m going with the PGA
Tour,” Koepka told The Associated Press.
“I have a hard time believing golf should be
about just 48 players.”
Rory McIlroy, who replaced Koepka at world
No.1 a month ago, said last month in Mexico City
he was not interested in the new league. He said
he valued his freedom to decide when and where
to play instead of the proposed schedule of 18
tournaments, not including the majors.
Koepka said he made up his mind after meeting
with organisers in Los Angeles a month ago
during the Genesis Invitational, wanting to wait
for a time where any announcement would not
become a distraction.
With golf shutting down over concerns about
the new coronavirus, he wanted it made clear he
wasn’t going anywhere.
Koepka, like McIlroy, cited the freedom he
enjoys on the PGA Tour. He also spoke about
the majority of the PGA Tour who he fears would
be left out if all the attention was heaped on top
stars competing in a team format. — AP

UK racing closing to public
LONDON — Horseracing in Britain is set to
move behind closed doors later in the week,
initially until the end of March, the British
Horseracing Authority has announced.
The Cheltenham Festival took place as
scheduled last week but fixtures in Ireland were
closed to the public from Friday evening and it is
a similar situation in Scotland.
The closures follow guidance from the Irish and
Scottish governments regarding the banning of
mass gatherings of more than 500 people.
The BHA said the sport’s leadership would
discuss an approach on Monday recommended
by the industry’s Covid-19 group.
“It is likely to mean that racing moves behind
closed
doors later in the week, initially until the
PRIMED TO FIGHT: Gisborne’s pre-World War 1 New Zealand heavyweight boxing
champion Bert Lowe.
Picture supplied end of March. Racing’s fixture list will also be
considered,” the BHA said in a statement on
Sunday.
“With race meetings due to happen every day,
the intention is to agree a programme that is
sustainable in the light of possible staff absences,
including in critical roles, which protects industry
staff and supports the wider effort to free up
critical public services.”
Aintree’s three-day Grand National meeting is
due to take place on April 2-4.
The BHA statement said the UK Government
had been briefed on the issues involved in
staging the Grand National and a decision would
be announced as soon as possible. — PA

Central Pulse defeat Tactix
THE Central Pulse have reaffirmed their status
as
the team to beat in ANZ Premiership netball.
LOCAL HERO: An impressive cup and
The defending champions went up against the
badge (inscribed back shown) presented
Mainland Tactix — tipped by many to be their
to boxer Bert Lowe by the Gisborne
main contenders for the title this season — and
Boxing Association, which he helped
proved they are still the competition frontestablish in 1907 five years before he
runners, claiming a 53-41 victory in Christchurch.
first became the country’s heavyweight
The Tactix did provide a stern test, in the
boxing champion.
Picture supplied
first half at least, with the score level at 22 at
the break. But the Pulse, led by star shooters
saved by the bell), 8, 9, and 9 before being
In his boxing career he had sparred
Aliyah Dunn (35/38) and Ameliaranne Ekenasio
knocked to the ground for a final time, all with Tom Heeney’s elder brother Jack,
(18/22), pulled away in the third quarter and
in the first two rounds.
who went on to become the national
extended their lead in the final period to record a
“The title changed hands in exactly
middleweight champion in the 1920s at
comfortable win.
four and a half minutes’ fighting time.”
a time when his brother Tom was the
The match was also notable for the return of two
Lowe finished his professional career
heavyweight champion.
Silver Ferns defenders. Temalisi Fakahokotau was
with a record of seven wins and three
Gisborne was known as the home of
back for the Tactix after missing the entire 2019
defeats.
boxing champions.
season with a ruptured ACL, playing the entire
He is one of four men — including Tom
Lowe was a good friend of the entire
game, while Kelly Jury made her return after a
Heeney, who took the title off Pooley in
Heeney family.
Gisborne in 1920 — to win the national
He remained a well-known and popular significant stint on the sidelines with a shoulder
injury — and in her first game with the Pulse, the
heavyweight title three times.
member of the community after his
former Magic goal keep snared two intercepts in
Merry Crosby said her father was a
retirement from boxing.
her two quarters on-court.
pleasant and jovial man who would give
Lowe was a successful horse owner,
Also off to a winning start are the Northern
anything away.
and owned “old-fashioned English-style”
“It was difficult to believe he had been
tearooms in Bright Street named Freesia. Mystics, who took down the Northern Stars 59-55
in their Auckland derby. — NZ Herald
a boxer.”
He died in 1964 aged 82.
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Series could be played within 12 months
CRICKET
NEW ZEALAND Cricket is confident
of rescheduling the Black Caps’ one-day
and Twenty20 series against Australia to
later this year.
The Black Caps’ season ended early
after the squad pulled out of the
remaining Chappell-Hadlee Trophy
one-dayers against Australia, following
news of the New Zealand Government’s
new border restrictions to contain the
coronavirus outbreak.
The restrictions include a mandatory
14-day self-isolation period for everyone
entering New Zealand from Australia,

meaning the three Twenty20s —
scheduled for this month — could not be
played as the mandatory self-isolation
period would also apply to the Australian
squad.
While the one-dayers could have gone
ahead, completing the series would
have significantly affected the players’
personal lives on their return.
It’s not all bad news for fans, however,
with New Zealand Cricket chief executive
David White confirming that talks with
Cricket Australia had suggested a strong
chance of both series being played within
the next 12 months.
“We’ve agreed that we will play the

three one-day matches again including
the one that did proceed,” White told
Radio Sport.
“Of course, the three T20s that were to
be played in New Zealand will be played
later on within the calendar, hopefully
within the next 12 months.
“The beauty is that it is only Australia
and with short-form games, you can
schedule them within two or three days
apart so we’re confident we’ll be able to
work with the Australians and get those
games played again.”
White said although disappointed, New
Zealand Cricket remained focused on the
positives from the season.

“We are quite fortunate that our season
has concluded and we’re very pleased
we were able to get the Indian series
concluded,” he said.
“It’s a bit of a financial hit, but to be
quite honest, it’s really insignificant
in regard to the current situation. We
completely support and understand the
Government’s position there and we’ll
work through that.”
The Black Caps flew home from Sydney
on Saturday night.
Star seamer Lockie Ferguson, who was
in isolation after reporting a sore throat,
has since been cleared and returned to
New Zealand yesterday. — NZ Herald

Super competition Cameron Smith
calls for NRL to
hangs by a thread be put on hold
considering alternatives wasn’t
really an option.
THE future of this year’s
“If you take two of our teams
Super Rugby competition hangs
for example, the Crusaders
by a thread following Sanzaar’s
we can get back today from
announcement yesterday
the Gold Coast, they can get
to suspend games for “the
through, but the Highlanders
foreseeable future” due to the
on the other hand — their
coronavirus outbreak.
match with the Jaguares got
Sanzaar chairman Brent Impey
cancelled and they cannot get
said it was premature to talk about back before the deadline (last
other options for the remainder
night). So the Highlanders fall
of the season, but they would be
within the Government’s isolation
discussed in the coming days.
requirements.”
Impey said suspending
There are 10 weeks to go in
the competition was the only
the competition, but Impey said
decision to make, considering
it would unrealistic to expect
the circumstances after the New
answers about the future within
Zealand Government declared
the next 48 hours.
that every person arriving in the
“The whole ecosystem —
country would need to self-isolate broadcasters, stakeholders,
for 14 days in order to prevent the sponsors — needs to be managed
spread of the virus.
fairly carefully. It’s an absolute
“The first priority is safety, the
priority . . . we’re just not in a
safety of our players, referees and position to give answers.”
fans so that’s what we focused on,”
Impey said the Sanzaar team
Impey told Jim Kayes on Radio
had been working round the
Sport.
clock over the past 24 hours to
“In the time frames we’ve had,
sort the logistics of the unfolding

RUGBY

nightmare scenario.
“Our broadcasters are our
partners in this,” Impey said.
“New Zealand Rugby will be
meeting with Sky very early in
the coming week as we consider
alternatives, but there are
provisions in these broadcasting
contracts when events such as
this happen and we need to work
through the ramifications and
come up with alternatives.
“The primary responsibility is
to mitigate the damage and that’s
what we’ll be trying to do. Sky is
a vital partner of ours and so that
will happen in the next few hours.
“But this isn’t just broadcasting
and rugby. If you’re in the
horticulture industry, or the
logging industry, or tourism,
everyone is impacted. We’re just
dealing with a very narrow side of
it here.
“This goes to the heart
of everything. Yes rugby is
important, Super Rugby is
important, but health and safety
is more important.” — NZ Herald

A-League likely
to be suspended
FOOTBALL by Steve Larkin, AAP
ADELAIDE — The A-League
is likely to be suspended from
today when football hierarchy
detail the immediate future of the
competition amid the coronavirus
crisis.
Football Federation Australia
chiefs will announce their
response to the pandemic at a
media conference in Sydney today.
A suspension appears likely
but if the league continues with
games, they will be staged with
no spectators, given government
edicts against non-essential
gatherings of 500 people or more.
Melbourne Victory won’t be able
to play for a fortnight because of
newly enacted isolation rules —
players and club staff will spend
the next two weeks in isolation
when they return home from New
Zealand today.
And Wellington players and
staff face the same scenario
should they travel to Australia to
play games.
The Phoenix have offered to be
based in Australia, most likely

Sydney, for the remainder of the
season, but their their coach Ufuk
Talay says suspending the league
appears the best option.
“I believe it needs a break to let
this settle down . . . and I think
everyone knows what they need to
do moving forward,” he said after
his team’s 3-0 home win against
Victory yesterday.
“I just think common sense
should prevail. The first thing
to the forefront should be player
safety.”
Phoenix general manager David
Dome said his third-placed team
could finish their campaign on
Australian soil.
But they couldn’t play for 14
days while undergoing mandatory
isolation, and then would have an
intense run of games, probably in
empty stadiums.
“We didn’t want to capitulate
and not play out,” Dome said
yesterday.
“We had to do our best to
get into the finals series. The
disappointing thing for us is that
the fans won’t be there to enjoy
it.”

The ramifications of the
coronavirus overshadowed Round
23 action.
Sydney FC retain a 10-point
lead on the ladder from
Melbourne City (37 points), with
Wellington’s win securing their
grip on third spot.
The Phoenix have 36 points but
there’s a logjam in the race for the
finals with Brisbane (32 points),
Perth (31), Western United (27),
Adelaide United (27) and Western
Sydney (25) in the mix.
The Phoenix farewelled their
home supporters with a stylish
3-0 win to almost certainly
torpedo the A-League playoff
hopes of Melbourne Victory.
There was no doubt who were
the better team at Sky Stadium in
Wellington.
Goals to prolific attackers,
Ulises Davila, Gary Hooper and
David Ball handed the thirdplaced Phoenix their fourthstraight win and a sixth in a row
at home.It was an appropriately
stylish display from the hosts,
who made a point to thank their
fanbase after fulltime.

RUGBY LEAGUE
by Scott Bailey, AAP

“There is something in place
tomorrow to avoid being around
groups larger than 500 people,”
SYDNEY — Cameron Smith
Smith said.
has called for the NRL to be
“And there are more than 500
suspended for a few weeks,
people at airports and we’re
claiming he and his Melbourne
going to be doing that every
teammates are concerned for
second week.”
their families’ health.
Smith also questioned how
The NRL is planning to
the NRL could play on if the
continue on into Round 2 next
Warriors opted to fly home to
weekend in front of empty
New Zealand after next week,
stadiums, as it battles with how
given the 14-day isolation rules
to deal with the coronavirus
for passenger arrivals in both
pandemic.
countries.
Melbourne are due to host
Manly captain Daly CherryCronulla on Saturday night
Evans insisted he was happy
at Kogarah, after sweeping
to keep playing through the
aside Manly 18-4 at Lottoland
outbreak, while Melbourne
yesterday.
coach Craig Bellamy questioned
But the game’s biggest name why crowds were allowed in
does not believe the show
stadiums in round one.
should go on, claiming he is
“If you’re not going to play
speaking on behalf of his Storm in front of crowds Round 2,
teammates when calling for the you shouldn’t do it Round 1,”
competition to be stopped.
Bellamy said.
“This thing is bigger than
“I’ve got a mum that is 86 or
rugby league,” Smith said.
87. I’ve got grandkids and I want
“This affects more than just
to be still hanging around them
rugby league and rugby league
with the wife.”
players . . . after finishing these
Crowds were already affected
matches on weekends, we go
in the opening round.
back to our families.
In a sold-out stadium opening
“There are several players
in Townsville, 22,459 fans
in our squad who are going
watched Brisbane beat North
back to their families who have
Queensland, while 21,363
newborn babies.
watched Parramatta defeat
“Craig (Bellamy) has an
Canterbury in the season-opener.
elderly mother. My parents
But just 10,239 saw
are in their 60s. Craig is in his
Newcastle go top of the table
sixties. But listening to medical
with a 20-0 win against the
advice, he is in the risk bracket. Warriors, while only 6325
“If we make a decision to
watched South Sydney’s nailsuspend the competition for
biting win against Cronulla.
a couple of weeks, it gives
Crowds of around 10,000
everyone an opportunity to sum were also only in place for
up the situation a lot better
Canberra’s win against Gold
rather than being reactive daily
Coast, Penrith’s shock victory
or hourly.”
over defending premiers the
The NRL is desperate to keep Sydney Roosters and St George
games on the field to assist with Illawarra’s loss to the Wests
the financial side of the game,
Tigers in Wollongong.
warning of a doomsday scenario
Paul McGregor has thrown
if it doesn’t.
his support behind the MagicThe league, however, did
Round style concept that could
concede yesterday that if
keep the NRL season alive in
players wanted to self-isolate,
the midst of the crisis.
they could, although Smith said
The governing body is
he was not at the point of sitting understood to be considering
himself out.
isolating all 16 teams in one city
But the game’s most-capped
— believed to be in northern
player highlighted his concerns
Australia — in order to avoid the
around air travel and, most
game’s extinction.
notably, the number of people at
It comes as the deadly virus
airports.
has turned the current campaign
Melbourne flew home last
into a logistical nightmare, with
night on a commercial airline,
the Warriors already displaced
but the NRL is speaking with a
in Gold Coast this week.
biosecurity expert to consider
The idea to shift the league
whether chartered flights or
to one city was the brainchild of
buses would be safer from next former Dragons mentor Wayne
weekend.
Bennett.
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Edgecombe celebrates Olympic Cup win
EQUESTRIAN
WAIPUKURAU rider Brooke Edgecombe is
celebrating the biggest win of her equestrian career
after claiming the Horse of the Year show’s most
revered trophy, the Olympic Cup, yesterday.
In the pinnacle event of the Land Rover Horse of
the Year show, the Waipukurau showjumper and her
12-year-old Holsteiner mare LT Holst Andrea jumped
double clear into what would be a nailbiting twohorse jump-off.
In the ring for the third and final time, the pair had
a couple of lives as the poles rolled back and forth
in their cups. The packed grandstand was silent until
Edgecombe and her mount cleared the last jump.
Then the crowd erupted.
It was now up to Hastings rider Melody Matheson,

riding Cortaflex Graffiti MH, to apply the pressure.
But it wasn’t Matheson’s day. The oxer in front
of the grandstand came down and the winner was
declared.
“It’s a huge boost,” Edgecombe said.
“You sort of think of it in the back of your mind,
always hoping, and thinking you can do it, and today
it happened.”
It was Edgecombe’s fourth attempt at the
prestigious title and she said that encouraging words
from her husband Oliver, who won the title in 2007,
were just the boost she needed.
“That’s probably been one of the biggest things
throughout my whole riding career — I’ve never really
thought I could do it. But today I actually believed I
could.”
LT Holst Andrea jumped faultlessly, but the future

didn’t always look bright for the German import.
“She came out here, and she was probably a little
mediocre as a young horse,” Edgecombe said.
At one stage she was reluctant to take the ride
on her.
“Halfway through her seven-year-old year, it was
like the penny dropped. She’s just gone from strength
to strength and tries her heart out.”
In top company yesterday, the combination
outshone the competition, and now have the Stirrups
Equestrian red show jacket and rug to prove it.
Edgecombe dedicated her win to the support
system around her, specifically coach Jeff McVean,
and Vicki Wilson’s equine therapy sessions.
But she says plans to head to Australia at the end
of the New Zealand season are looking unstable
given recent global concerns surrounding Covid-19.
OLYMPIC CUP
WINNER: Brooke
Edgecombe, on
LT Holst Andrea,
salutes the crowd
after her victory in
the Olympic Cup at
the Horse of the Year
show in Hawke’s Bay
yesterday.
Picture by Kampic/Sarah
Lord
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HONOURED: Pictured
at the 1964 Tokyo
Olympic Games were
(from left) Graeme
Hansen with Saba
Sam, Bruce Hansen
with Tide, Charlie
Matthews with
Syndicate, and Adrian
White with Eldorado.
The four riders were
inducted into the
Equestrian Sports New
Zealand Hall of Fame
on Saturday night.
Picture supplied
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Gisborne trio inducted
Hansen brothers, Charlie Matthews honoured
EQUESTRIAN
THREE Gisborne riders were among
the inductees into the Equestrian Sports
New Zealand Hall of Fame on Saturday
night.
Brothers the late Bruce and Graeme
Hansen, and Charlie Matthews were
honoured, along with Adrian White of
Hawke’s Bay, as New Zealand’s first
equestrian Olympic team.
White was the only member of the
team at the induction. Matthews lives in
Australia and was unable to attend the
celebration at the Hall of Fame cocktail
party held as part of the Land Rover
Horse of the Year Show in Hawke’s Bay.
However, family members of the three
Gisborne members of the team were
present.
Mark Todd’s Charisma was also
inducted into the Hall of Fame at the
celebration, attended by 200 people.
The 1964 Olympic equestrian team
sailed to Tokyo, with the horses stabled
on deck beside a pungent pallet of garlic.
Bruce Hansen captained the team, who
finished in 10th place. Graeme Hansen
and White were the other members of the
team who competed, and Matthews was
the reserve.
Graeme Hansen and Saba Sam

were the best-performed of the New
Zealanders in the opening round, with
White and Eldorado leading the way in
the second.
At the end of the Games, Syndicate
and Eldorado were sold while Tide and
Saba Sam returned to New Zealand.
When they competed at the Wairoa Show
on their return, they were treated like
royalty, such was the spectator turnout.
Graeme Hansen was the driving force
behind the teams’ competition held
annually at the Horse of the Year Show,
with the coveted Saba Sam Shield up for
grabs.
Charisma and Todd won back-to-back
gold medals at the Olympic Games in Los
Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988).
Charisma didn’t start his eventing
career until he was 10. Known as Podge,
thanks to a keen appetite, Charisma also
competed to B Grade showjumping level
and Prix St George dressage.
Todd described Charisma as a brilliant
cross-country horse. He was bold, scopey,
fast and nippy — all in all, the perfect
combination.
Despite being just 15.3hh, Charisma
was second at Badminton and Burghley,
won Luhmuhlen and twice claimed the
British Open Championship. He retired
back to New Zealand at 16 and died in

2002 at Todd’s Cambridge property.
United Kingdom-based Olympic
eventer Tim Price was a big winner at
the awards evening, picking up the Rider
of the Year crown. He was also part of the
Team of the Year with Todd and Jonelle
Price as victors in the Nations’ Cup class
at the Camphire International Horse
Trials in Ireland in July.
It was Todd’s last international
eventing competition and where he
announced his retirement.
Price’s horse Ascona M was crowned
Horse of the Year alongside Windermere
Cappuccino, who is ridden by West
Melton’s Tegan Fitzsimon. The rising
10-year-old this year successfully
defended his FEI World Cup NZ League
Series title alongside his national
showjumping crown, continuing a stellar
career in which he has won all the agegroup series through his career as well as
the Horse Grand Prix and Premier Grand
Prix series. He is owned by Fitzsimon and
the Parkes Family.
Jumping stalwart Audrey Cameron
was presented with the Pilmer Plate
for her lifetime of involvement with the
sport. The FEI Level 3 judge and FEI
Level 2 steward hails from Tauranga
and is one of the nation’s highest-ranked
officials.
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SIDE BY
SIDE: Jack
Keepa (left)
and Jonty
Evans, of
Wainui, won
the under-16
men’s board
rescue.

Surf sport spectacular

FOCUSED:
Below,
Summer
Rolston (left)
and Georgie
Pitkethley, of
Waikanae, put
everything into
their sprint on
their way to
victory in the
open women’s
board rescue.
Pictures by
Paul Rickard

PADDLE POWER: Spray fills the air in the open men’s double ski eventually won
by South Brighton duo Steven Drabble and Zachary Quickenden at the national surf
lifesaving championships that finished in Gisborne yesterday.

END IN SIGHT: Waikanae paddler Lachie Falloon has the end in sight as he powers
to victory in the under-16 men’s ski race.
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A deep low passes to the
north of the North Island
tomorrow, moving away to
the northeast by Wednesday.
Meanwhile, a ridge builds
over the country through to
Thursday. A front moves onto
the lower South Island late
Thursday, then weakens as it
tracks north on Friday.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
1996 – A severe hailstorm resulted
in flooding at Otaki. A resident said
“I have never seen anything like it…
the hail was 15 to 18 inches thick
at 4pm.” Thunderstorms and hail
were recorded at a number of other
locations throughout the country.
Southwest gales caused damage in
Auckland.
For the latest weather info including Weather Warnings visit

metservice.com
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Auckland
Hamilton
Tauranga
Rotorua
Taupo
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New Plymouth
Palmerston North
Wellington
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Dunedin
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GISBORNE READINGS

WORLD TOMORROW

Taken at the Airport, for the 24 hours
to 9am, Monday 16 Mar 2020
SUNSHINE hours
7.3
On Sunday, 15 Mar
To date for March
92.1
Average for March
179.0
To date this year
642.2
To date last year
691.7
WIND km/h
Max gust on Sun 15 Mar
SE 26
RAINFALL mm
0.6
24 hours to 9am, Mon 16 Mar
33.4
To date for March
102.0
Average for March
95.0
To date this year
To date last year
171.8
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION mm
3.3
Daily average for past week
TEMPERATURE °C
20.7
Maximum
Minimum
10.0
Grass minimum
6.1
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
At 9am 16 Mar (hPa)
1012.2
29.89
At 9am 16 Mar (inches)
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SPORT

EQUESTRIAN

Three-time
title winner
Bert Lowe
reached the
heights of NZ
heavyweight
fight scene
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SATISFACTION, FATIGUE, RELIEF: They’re all written on the face of open ironman
POWERING HOME: Waikanae paddler Christy Tate, above, was runner-up to Julia
winner Cory Taylor, of Midway, after he finished ahead of runner-up Max Beattie, of
Padrutt, of East End, in the under-19 ski race at the surf lifesaving nationals in
Omanu, and third-placed Hamish Miller, of Mount Maunganui, at the national surf
Gisborne yesterday.
lifesaving championships in Gisborne yesterday.
Pictures by Paul Rickard

FOURTEEN TITLES
. . . but Waikanae can’t stop Mount steamroller
SURF LIFESAVING by Murray Robertson
WAIKANAE took 14 titles and second
place in the race for the Allan Gardner
Memorial Trophy at the national surf
lifesaving championships in Gisborne
over the weekend.
Kaiaponi Farms Waikanae led Mount
Maunganui by a point after Friday’s
competition but as Saturday and Sunday
wore on, the Mount steamrolled their
way ahead to win their eighth national
crown in a row.
The Mount totalled 163 points across
the three days of the club championships,
with Waikanae runners-up on 95.
Many of the winning team gathered in
a circle on the beach immediately after
competition ended yesterday and chanted
“One more year!”
That underlined the emphatic nature of
their points win at the TSB New Zealand
Surf Life Saving Championships.
Omanu from the Bay of Plenty finished
third on 80 points. Dawson Building
Midway were ninth on 32, with five titles,
and Riversun Wainui were 11th-equal on
26 points, with four golds.
“It’s our best showing since I started
coaching at Waikanae six years ago, and
we are pretty pumped about it,” Waikanae
head coach Cory Hutchings said.
“For us it was always more about
getting our kids up to have good
performances, and to try to win titles.”
The club did that work well. Their 14
golds were supplemented by 14 silver and
11 bronze medals.
“That makes me prouder than
anything,” Hutchings said.
“We struggle to match the Mount
numbers-wise but we certainly punch
well for our weight.”
Waikanae’s Lachie Falloon got the
competitor-of-the-carnival award in the

Midway head coach Matt Sutton said
he was “really happy” with how the club
went.
“They’re a great group of people from
the bottom to the top, from the newbies
to Cory Taylor.
“The four guys winning the open surf
teams race was another highlight, aside
from Cory’s win in the ironman.”
Taylor, Chris Dawson, Shaun Pahina
and Matt Scott won it, the 11th time
Midway had done so.
“That’s the most times it’s ever been
won by one club,” Sutton said.
Of Taylor’s ironman win he said: “He’s
a tough kid; it could have been a different
result. It was a fanastic win.”
He singled out under-16 competitor
Olivia Gaddum for special mention.
“For Olivia it was her first nationals
and for her to get sixth in the under-16
ski final is an unreal result.”
Wainui head coach Dion Williams said
he was really proud of their team, and
the four golds, three silvers and a bronze.
“In the big waves they fronted up and
MAKING A SPLASH: Gisborne surf athletes (from left) Lachie Falloon of Waikanae
really performed well.
and Jonty Evans and Jack Keepa, both of Wainui, sprint towards the beach during
“With a bit of luck we might have had
the under-16 ironman at the national surf lifesaving championships in Gisborne
a few more points, because we had six
yesterday. Keepa won the race, Falloon was second and Evans, seventh. Gus
fourth placings across the weekend.”
Shivnan, of Omanu, was third.
Picture by Paul Rickard
He pointed to the titles won by under16 competitor Jack Keepa in the surf
Midway finished with five titles, three
under-16s with gold medals in the ski
race, in the board rescue with Jonty
silver medals and three bronze.
and board, and was one of the club’s
Evans, and in the ironman.
One of the golds was taken by Cory
standout performers.
“Jack was a shining light in the underTaylor, who won the open ironman title
“In the testing surf conditions for
16 boys’ division,” Williams said.
for the fifth time.
the under-16s, Lachie did really well,”
“He puts in the effort, big time, and
He came out of the water after the final he got the rewards, particularly in the
Hutchings said.
swim leg level with another competitor
“He was strong, consistent and
ironman.
but outran him to the finishing line.
calculated, and that’s what you need in
“I’m also very proud that he and Ava
“It was exciting racing,” Taylor said.
surf.
Smith have made the New Zealand youth
“Races like that only make you better.
“It was pleasing to have Briana Irving,
squad.”
“It was awesome to hear the cheering
Casie Fyall, Lachie and Seven (Mapu)
Midway have three in the New Zealand
make New Zealand teams. I’m stoked for for me from the crowd and to win on the
team — Chris Dawson, Olivia Corrin and
beach I grew up on.”
them. They’ve trained so hard.”
Cory Taylor.

